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INTRODUCTION

The

history

of

interpretation

Christian interpreters
between

two opposing

of

Obadiah

sides.

Scripture

were

Obadiah's

interpretation,

through
between

the

their

This phenomenon

height.

In

there

the two opposing

need not only be witnessed

fact,

battles

over theology

throughout

has

sides.

been

a

virtual

the

and

history

of

irreconcilability

And yet, as with most wars and battles,

"cease fires" and "peace treaties"

aspects of Obadiah's

and

from at least the period of the early church up

Reformation,

there have been

Jewish

has, in the past, sometimes resembled that of a war

at the time of the Middle Ages when polemical
at

between

interpretation

attained

where the interpreters

could actually come to agreement and sign a truce.
when dealing with other questions

on certain

from both sides

But war was inevitable

about the text as we shall see below.

This thesis will present the annals of the war of interpretation
As with

Obadiah.

any history

historian needs to ask.
knowledge

there

are

certain

questions

of

which

the

But the historian alone will not have sufficient

of those questions

which

need to be asked when dealing with a

history of interpretation.

Thus the exegete

exploring

could elicit such disparate

interpretations

when dealing with one aspect of the text, while yielding

interpretations

the factors which

will join the historian

in

that were agreeable

to both sides when dealing with another aspect of the

text.

The

of Obadiah's

record

will

annals

provide

not

only

interpretation
the

evidence
1

of

which

this

similar

thesis

and

will

disparate

interpretations, but also a glimpse behind the "battle scenes" and "peace
treaties."

It is there where the influences which shaped each side's

interpretations are more readily seen in the questions we ask.

PURPOSES AND METHODOLOGY
As the historian and the exegete set out to write the annals of
Obadiah, basic hermeneutical and theological implications will come to the
fore from behind the lines of each side, allowing us to capture some of
the forces behind

Obadiah's

interpretation by

Jewish

and Christian

scholars. Many of those forces undoubtedly remain buried in the tomes of
history, still waiting to be unearthed, but this study will exhume some
of them in order to demonstrate that interpretation does not occur 1n a
vacuum and that history, culture and theology do playa

definite role in

interpretation.
In order to discover how history, culture and theology influence
interpretation, we must take into account the interpreter himself. He 1S
a reader of the text, and it will become evident that apparently there 1S
something being conveyed in the reading enterprise itself which goes
beyond the surface or basic sense of

the words of Obadiah.

The

interpreter's reading is the product of more than simply the words on the
page, or even the context of the passage in a larger work such as the
whole of Scripture.

There

1S

also the context of the reader.

As James

Voelz says:
A reader is taught to read. A reader knows facts because he is
instructed.
A reader develops attitudes by conversation and
discussion. That is to say, a reader interprets in a community, with
other readers, with other receptors, with those who are his

2

contemporaries,
Jewish

and

experienced
different

and with those who have gone before.'

Christian
different

theologies

readers
histories
produce

there were also similar
In order

are

1n

different

and cultures

different

communities,

have

and, more importantly,

their

readings.

this

phenomenon

further,

chapter we will be drawing from four different

themes which

mean1ng,
question,

constitute

the chapters.

a translation.
or denotation,
grammar

of the words

the interpreters
for

the various
concerns

the

It covers what is involved

asks what

constitutes

as signs on the page.2

and lexicon are the key, although

The second question

referent

questions

The first question

This question

turned to the interpreters

s1gns on the page.

at the end of each

in so far as these are applicable

basic sense or meaning of the words of a text.
in making

see,

readings.

to explore

could ask the text,

Yet, as we will

the basic
With this

even that key can be

whims, so we must be careful.
asks what are the connotationJ

of the words as

Sometimes this question deals with the identity of the

of a term,

or whether

the

text's

terms

should

be understood

1James W. Voelz, "Biblical Hermeneutics: Where Are We Now? Where
Are We Going?" in Light For Our World: Essays Commemorating the l50th
Anniversary of Concordia Seminary. St. Louis Missouri, ed. John W.
Klotz (St. Louis: Concordia Seminary, 1989), 248.

20n p. 245 Voelz gives the example, "Thus, Luke 7:l4b-15a means:
'And he (Jesus) said, "Youngman
I say to you, 'Arise'."
And the
dead man sat up and began to speak . • .' not 'The disciples went to
buy bread and ate it.'
On this level, we are concerned with the
marks on the pages as signs and their denotation."
3By "connotation" I follow Webster's definition: "the suggesting
of a meaning by a word apart from the thing it explicitly names or
describes."
Cf. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 9th ed., s.v.
"connotation."
3

spiritually
question

or

of whether

of the prophecy
whole

into play when

Another

here

was

way

to state

this

'reading

question

the prophecy
is: What

of the prophecy

question.

between

of prophecy,

the

or a literal fulfillment

asking what

is an isaagogical

"with

regarding the writer

the

lines'

The

is

as a
the

itself?

interpreter's

for

information

and his audience at their place in time. ,,5 He might

ask what certain words or information
or about when he was writing.
this tell us about Obadiah's
Finally,

is a book

of the terms, or the significance

The third question
concern

Obadiah

there was to be a spiritual

also comes

connoted.

significance

Since

literally.4

in the text tell us about the author

Such a question might be phrased: What does

Sitz im Leben and when he wrote?

the fourth question

interpreters

does this affect me and my r:eaders?"

may ask of a text

This was a question

1S,

"How

of application

whose concern was the meaning which any or all of the answers to the three
preceding

questions

held for the interpreter

Not only the interpreters'
were

factors

in determining

theology

and the people

but also their culture

their application

of his day.6
and history

of the text to their own

readers.
In short, question

1 is concerned with the translation

of names, geographical

locations and such.

the

text when

theology

of the

and referents

Question 2 ultimately

interpreting

its

fulfillment

concerns
and

when

'This question is not a question this writer would ask the text
since he believes the two can go together and that one need not set
spiritual against literal. However, this is exactly what happened in
many cases in the history of interpretation and it was one of the
questions those interpreters asked the text.
5Yoelz, 245.
6Yoelz, 250.
4

determining

the

isagogics,

connotation

of

the

to

the

reader's

different approaches

3

includes

the

Sitz im Leben and the identity of the prophet that

historical

can be inferred from the text.
the text

Question

terms.

Question

life.

4 deals with the application

These

four questions

represent

of

four

and concerns that readers can bring to their reading.

When the reader reads the text with regard to question 1 he is reading as
a translator.

With regard

On question
preacher

3 he

to question

is a historian.

or homiletician

2 he is reading as a theologian.

Question

4 is that with

which

the

is concerned.

It 1S the contention of this thesis, that in the war over Obadiah's
interpretation,
"peace

treaties"

however, were
questions

the other

engaged

translation

text,

theologian

and

less than a battle

the homiletician,
to the death.

The

and isagogics were two areas where Jewish

regarding

however,

they only helped

threatened

could, by and large, sign

could find much agreement

The questions

of the

The

in nothing

interpreters

side.

application
anything,

of agreement.

regarding

and Christian

which

the translator and the historian

found

fulfillment,
little

to fuel the anomysity

to (and sometimes

and even help from
significance

and

agreement.

If

if any
between

the two sides

did) erupt into a full scale war of

words.
The method utilized
to provide

in proving

a translation

and brief commentary

the first three questions.
V1ew

the

commentators

history

of

that will

this thesis,

follow

various themes of Obadiah.

on the text, dealing

This will provide

interpretation

of

in the ensuing

A comparison

5

first of all, will be
with

a context within which

the

Jewish

chapters

and
dealing

and contrast between

to

Christian
with the
the Jewish

and Christian

interpreters

be an attempt

to explain why radical

some questions

will be included

of the text between

in each chapter.

differences

two different

with the same text, but little or no disagreement
to other questions.

history

of

in answers

exeges1s

1S

to

groups who are dealing
was evident with answers

The conclusion will not only trace the importance

this study for the hermeneutical
the

occurred

There will

of

~ssues it poses, but will also answer why
an

important

aspect

of

any

exegetical

enterprise.
There are certain limits built in to such a study and certain limits
that must be built in to an otherwise
through a millennia
book of Obadiah
and because
century.
whenever

insurmountable

and a half of commentary

itself provides

of the relative

I will be reading
available

(which

secondary

literature

helpful.

I cannot

these

interpreters

was unfortunately

providing
say with

supplementary
certainty

Christian

tracing

the

history

of

sources,

it would be neither

cup of wrath,

perennial

every

the

sources

case) with

where needed or

interpreter

who

ever

is included in this study, but
of the different

trends

in each age.

Therefore,

between

Jewish

the presentation

on major themes

of God,

and

to present
in those

in Obadiah

the lex talionis principle,

Zion, kingship

6

the sixteenth

feasible nor beneficial

enemy of Israel,

the day of Yahweh,

always

interpretation

of the thesis will concentrate

as Edom--the

before

information

that

of this book prevalent

all they had to say on Obadiah.
sections

not

The

of its brevity

from the primary

that this study is representative

of interpretation
In

factor because

of interpreters

commented on Obadiah before the Reformation
I am convinced

on the book of Obadiah.

a limiting

paucity

task of researching

restoration

such
the
of

Israel in the land, as well as isagogical

material

dealing with the date

and person of Obadiah.
Another

limit to this study is that it includes commentators

and through the Reformation.

Such a limitation

up to

is needed not only because

of the enormity of the task of sifting through the commentaries

which came

to light after that time, but also because those later commentaries
more readily available.

Another

reason for the limitation

move to the more recent commentaries
notices

that

post-enlightenment

otherwise

context

remain

of

commentaries

interpretation

comfortable

whose interpretation

is that, as we

of the past couple of centuries,

interpreters which precede the enlightenment.
a historical

are

tend

19nore

most

The present study provides

for an enterprise

in its narcissistic

spans thousands

to

one

of years.

dealings

which

might

with

a text

Thus, another purpose of

recording the annals of Obadiah is to provide the modern interpreter

with

a

compass

of

interpretation

as a guide for

interpretations
This study
which

never

Reformation

interpretation,

otherwise

have

forefathers

been

not only note

over the centuries;

historical or polemical,

paths

of

past

or perhaps

opening

up

"new "

divorced

and exegesis,
1n

the

interpretations

also attempt

whether

as

our
yet,

of a historian.

which

to understand

they be theological,

place,

recognized;

and not simply that

the various

two disciplines

first

and those who followed heartily

they

those interpretations,

var10US

in our day.

of history

it is from the view of an exegete
Exegetes

the

the present

not realized

is a marriage

should

viewing

have resulted

the forces

political,

behind

cultural,

in order to ascertain how or why the interpreters

arrived at their interpretation.

It is hoped that this thesis will be a

7

contribution

to the hermeneutical

enterprise and to the exegetical and

historical enterprises, all of which in the end are interwoven.

Neither

can one ignore the implications for the Jewish-Christian dialog in helping
each party to understand the other and the way each interprets Scripture.
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CHAPTER I
THE LAYING OF THE BATTLE GROUND

The Text
Introduction: The vision of Obadiah.
1. Thus spoke the Lord Yahweh to Edom.
We have heard an audition from Yahweh
while a messenger has been sent among the nations:
"Arise that we may rise up against her (=Edom) in battle."
[Yahweh speaks]
2. Behold! I have made you (sing. = Edom) small among the nations.
You are greatly despised!
3. The pride of your heart has deceived you,
(you) who live in the clefts of the rock
in the height of your seat,
(you) who think in your heart:
"Who will bring me down to the earth?"
4. Even if you make your nest high like the eagle's,
and even if among the stars your nest is set,
from there I will bring you down.
Utterance of Yahweh.
[Obadiah speaks]
5. If robbers came to you,
if those who plunder at night-How you have been similar/silenced!-would they not rob only what is enough for them?
If grape gatherers came to you,
would they not leave gleanings?
6. How Esau has been thoroughly searched!
(How) his hidden things have been sought out!
7. They have sent you to the border,
(i.e.) all the men of your covenant.
They have deceived you; they have prevailed over you,
(all) the men of your peace.
(All the men) of your bread
will make a place of foreigners under you/in your place.
in which there is no understanding.
[Yahweh speaks]
8. will it not happen in that day-utterance of Yahweh-9

10

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

that I will destroy the wise from Edom
and understanding from Mt. Esau?
Your warriors will be shattered, 0 Teman,
so that each one will be cut off from Mt. Esau by slaughter.
Because of the violence done to your brother Jacob,
shame will cover you
and you will be cut off forever.
In the day you stood aloof,
1n the day strangers took captive his company/wealth,
and aliens entered his gates
and cast lots for Jerusalem,
even you were like one of them.
Don't look down upon the day of your brother,
on the day of his alienation.
Don't rejoice at the sons of Judah,
on the day of their destruction.
Don't open wide your mouth,
on the day of distress.
Don't enter into the gate of my people
on the day of their disaster.
Don't look down--also you--upon his ruin,
on the day of his disaster.
Don't let them (3 fern.pl.--hands?) stretch out for his wealth,
on the day of his disaster.
Don't stand at the crossroads
to cut off his escapees.
Don't hand over his survivors,
on the day of distress.
For the day of Yahweh is near
against all the nations.
Just as you (sing.) have done, it will be done to you.
Your deed will return upon your head.
For just as you (pl. = Judahites)
drank on my holy mountain,
all the nations will drink continually.
They will drink and slurp/stammer
and will be as if they had not been.
But on Mt. Zion there will be escape,
and there will be holiness/a sanctuary.
The house of Jacob will dispossess their dispossessors
The house of Jacob will become a fire,
and the house of Joseph a flame,
and the house of Esau stubble;
and they will burn them and consume them.
And there will be no survivor for the house of Esau.
For Yahweh has spoken.

[Obadiah speaks]
19. The Negev will possess Mt. Esau, and the Shephelah (will possess)
the Philistines. They will possess the fields of Ephraim and the
fields of Samaria, and Benjamin (will possess) Gilead.
20. The exiles of this company, of the sons of Israel, will possess the

11

Canaanites up to Zarephath, and the exiles of Jerusalem who are in
Sepharad will possess the cities of the Negev.
21. Deliverers will ascend Mt. Zion to judge Mt. Esau, and the kingship
will belong to Yahweh.

COImllentary
The structure of Obadiah moves back and forth between the speeches
of Yahweh and the prophet.

The opening phrase of verse 1 introduces

Yahweh's speech of verses 2-4. Verses 5-7 then form the prophet's speech
to Edom followed by Yahweh's speech to Edom in verses 8-15 and to the
Judahites 1n verses 16-18.

The prophetic speech of verses 19-21 then

serves as a prose narrative depicting the particulars of the fulfillment
of the prophecy in language typical of the earlier Judges' period.' For
our purposes, one also may note another type of division which concerns
two basic messages of the book. Verses 1-16, rehearse the crimes of Edom
against Israel and proclaims the impending punishment upon Edom and the
nations.

Verses 17-21 proclaim deliverance for those on Zion as Yahweh

claims his kingship.2
'As Dr. Paul Raabe pointed out in a class lecture, the syllable length
of the speeches of the two also gives added weight to the structural
element since Obadiah's speech equals almost half of that of Yahweh's:
Yahweh speaks Syllable Length
Obadiah speaks Syllable Length
vv. 2-4
73
vv. 5-7
97
vv. 8-18
342
vv. 19-21
110'
Total=415
Total=207
It should also be noted that I am indebted to Prof. Raabe for his comments
and ideas which are visible throughout much of this first chapter.
2In fact, our two-fold division of the prophecy itself finds
support in the interpretive history with the cOImllentary
by Nicolaus
de Lyra. He states, "He [Obadiah] therefore divides the prophecy
into two parts: the first part denounces Edom, the second part is
concerned with the salvation of the Jews." Cf. Nicolaus de Lyra,
Liber Abdie, in Biblia. cum postillis Nicolai de Lyra et
expositionibus Guillelmi Britonis in omnes prologos S. Hieronymi et
additionibus Pauli Burgensis replicisgue Mattiae Doering/Daran, vol.
3 (Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1485), col. 4. This edition has no

12
Such a division provides us with a manageable avenue for presenting
our interpretation of the book.

The first section will provide us with

the majority of isagogical material available as well as the central
themes of Edom's condemnation, the lex talionis, the cup of wrath and the
day of Yahweh.

The latter section of the prophecy presents such themes

as the role of Zion, the future roles of the houses of Jacob and Joseph
as connected with the more dominant theme regarding the prophecies of the
land, and the kingdom of God.

Verses 1-16
Obadiah: The Man and His Times
The book of Obadiah tells us little if anything about the man
himself except his name.

The name Obadiah etymologically means "servant

of Yahweh".3 Any attempt to provide further information, as the rabbis
and early Christians did later on, can only be considered conjecture since
numbering of the pages or columns. Therefore I have begun the
numbering of the columns beginning with the first page of Lyra's
comments on Obadiah in volume 3 of this edition.
3A. J. Braver, "The Name Obadiah
Its Punctuation and
Explanation" (in Hebrew, English summary), Beth Mikra 54 (1973), 4189, suggests that the name be vocalized as "Abadi ah" following the
Septuagint (Abdias) which is also mirrored in the Vulgate.
This
would make Yahweh the subject instead of the object of the verb.
Hans Walter Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah, trans. Margaret Kohl
(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Publishing House, 1986), 44, however
refutes this proposal because "it would be quite unusual to find
Yahweh as the subject of cbd, 'work' (in contrast to ~~h, 'make or
do'), and the Gk and Vg in their vocalization were not thinking of a
perfect.
"Douglas
Stuart, in David A. Hubbard and Glenn W.
Barker, eds., Word Biblical Commentary (Waco, TX: Word Books
Publisher, 1987), vol. 31, Hosea-Jonah, 406-7, has the more likely
explanation.
He points out that the Septuagint and Latin
vocalizations reflect a slightly different Hebrew original (Abdiyyah)
than the Masoretic vocalization (Obadyah) because, "The two options
reflect perhaps bi-forms of the same name, comparable to Bert and
Burt or Beth and Betty."

13
there is no explicit

reference

the book, or to this Obadiah
A possible
the prophecy

conjecture

is arrived

to the person of Obadiah

anywhere

the

national

ceremon1es

Sitz 1m Leben at the time of

his

at by connecting

the time of his prophecy

at that time.

appear that he gave the prophecy
of

else 1n

else 1n the Bible.

concerning

events which we know occurred

anywhere

From what follows,

it would

at the temple site in Jerusalem

lament

which

were

held

every

with

during
year

to

commemorate

the events of 587 held there during the exile (cf. Zech. 7:3,

5; 8:19).4

In such a situation,

answer to laments
throughout

the

Obadiah

would

be giving

the prophetic

like we find in Ps. 137:7, a passage which commentators

ages have

connected

with

this book:

against the sons of Edom in the day of Jerusalem,

"Remember,

0 Lord,

who said, 'Raze it, raze

it, to the ground. ',,5
There are other hints In the internal
which may indicate
to 14 would

seem

befell

mention

to presuppose

were doing
attack.

Judah's areas.

somewhere

at the hands

intimates

factor

IS verse

Verses

587 B.C.

SCf. also Lam. 4:21-22.

as a

verse

II's

that Edom and its allies
of Jerusalem

19 which

only

after the
mentions

This implies a date after the Northern deportations

4Wolff, 42.

11

in the catastrophe

Especially

of Babylon.

who would get the spoils

contributing

around

Edom's complicity

lots for Jerusalem

so to decide
Another

a date

they describe

Jerusalem

of. casting

of the book itself

an exilic date for his life and prophecy.

terminus a quo since
which

evidence

in 732

14
and 722.

Note also that verse 20 mentions the "exiles of Jerusalem. ,r6

Further evidence is uncovered when one compares the past tense in verse
16a "as you drank (the cup of wrath) on my holy mountain" with the future
tense "you will drink" in an almost verbatim citation in Jeremiah 49:12.
In other words, Jeremiah 49:12 was spoken prior to 587 while Obadiah 16
comes after 587.
Another piece of the puzzle falls into place when the fall of Edom
is presented as an event which has not yet occurred.

It l.Sconsistently

referred to in the future tense, except in verses 6-7b which, however,
could be regarded as prophetic perfects in light of verse lb-c.
indicates that Edom's "allies" en~y

brytk) will attack.

Verse 7

In light of

verse 11, it is most probable that these allies are Babylon (cf. PS, 137;
Lam. 4:21-22; Ezek. 25:12-14; 35-36).
Extra-biblical sources also come to our aid si.nce we know that
Nabonidus campaigned against Edom in 553 B.C. according to the Nabonidus
Chronicles.7 Archaeology also confirms the destruction of several sites

6Although, as Horace Hununelpoints out in The Word Becoming Flesh
(St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 1979), 319, one must
concede that there is no explicit reference to either Jerusalem's
razing or to the Babylonian captivity since the "exiles" of v. 20
might have appeared in many periods, which will help explain the
diversity of conjectures in the history of interpretation we will
witness in the following chapter.
7paul-Alain Beaulieu, The Reign of Nabonidus King of Babylon.
556-539 B.C. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989), 166-174.
In the entry of the chronicle for the third year (553 B.C.) it
records that Nabonidus was in Ammananu in Tashritu making
preparations for the campaign against Edom which he then executed
three months later, after the king recovered from his illness. This
places the campaign in December of 553 B.C.
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in Edom at around
are

also

550 B.C.:

two recent

archaeological

theory that the Edomites
the eastern
heightened

Ne gev

around

enmity between

commentators

put

would

a terminus
Edom.

600 B.C.

there

which

which

would

above

to the

Edom and Israel at that time.S
of Edom

is no evidence

then can be located
the

add weight

provide

later,

that

Edom

betweem

is only a cursory

585-555

and

evidence

450
they

of

B.C.
were

to Obadiah
campaigned

B.C.

discussion

Judean lands of
the

While most recent

around

ad quem is the year 553 B.C. when Nabonidus

Granted.

There

seized and occupied

have had to have been the case according

Obadiah

Buseira.a

Tell el-Kheleifeh,
discoveries

had actually

the destruction

Arabs/Nabateans,m
which

Tawi1an,

by the
allies,

7.

Thus

against

in Jerusalem.
of the

isagogical

8See Crystal-M.
Bennett's
article,
"Excavations
at Buseirah
(Biblical Bozrah)." in Midian, Moab and Edom, eds. John F. A. Sawyer
and David J. A. Clines, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
Supplement Series 24 (Sheffield, England:
University of Sheffield,
1983), 9-17.
On page 17, Bennett concludes the article by saying,
"The
archaeological
evidence
also
shows
the
destruction
and
abandonment of the area of Buseirah in the 6th century Be, no doubt
attributable
to the Babylonian armies and reflected in such Biblical
passages as Isaiah 63:1, Obad. 8 and Jer. 49:13, 22."
9Itzhaq Beit-Arieh, "New Data on the Relationship
between Judah
and Edom toward the End of the Iron Age,"
in Recent Excavations in
Israe1.: Studies
in Iron Age Archaeology,
eds. Seymour Gittin and
William G. Dever, The Annual of the American
Schools of Oriental
Research 49 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1989). 125-131.
The two
discoveries
are an Edomite ostracon that was discovered
at Horvat
cUza. The second is an Edomite shrine that was discovered at Horvat
Qitmit, 10 km south of Tel Arad.
The existence of the shrine in this
region, according
to Bei t-Arieh, "is probably evidence of Edomi te
occupation
of the eastern Negev at the time Judah was already
weakened
by the Babylonian
conflict,
or a few years after the
destruction of Judah . . . . The Edomite menace is well expressed in
Ostracon No. 24 from Arad [a different ostracon from that discovered
at Horvat cUza], with its terse conclusion:
'...
Lest the Edomites
come!' "
iOHummel. 319.
favors a date around

Wolff's recent
commentary
on Obadiah
the Babylonian exile, cf. p. 42.

(1986)
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1ssues involved
it does

(this is not meant to be a commentary

attempt

to

demonstrate

some

of

the

tools

on Obadiah).
twentieth

exegetes have at their disposal of which those interpreters
could not have had the benefit.
ignored;

rather,

their

was

suitable

to

the

century

in former ages

But these were not questions

approach

But

which they

tools

at

their

disposal.

Edom's Condemnation
Edom's
historical

condemnation

ancestor Jacob.

rugged mountainous

campaigns

both

from

a geographica1/

point of view as well as from the relation of its namesake Esau

to Israel's

territory

can be understood

territory

expanded
and

or

alliances

The geography of Edom generally
south of Israel

contracted
and also

After its defeat by Nabonidus

with
with

the

included

east of the Arabah.11
success

Israel's

of

decline

and then the Nabateans,

its

clefts

depiction

of the rocks

geographic
a general

in the height

description
elevation

than any of the

in verse

of Mt. Esau.

of from 4,000

surrounding

seat"

The mountain

military

Edom's territorial
at the time

3 of Edom as dwellers

of [their]

Its

or ascendancy.

holdings only contracted until they were virtually nonexistent
of Rome .12 Obadiah's

the

fits well

ranges

" 1n
. the
with

the

in Edom attain

to 5,000 feet above sea 1eve1--higher

regions

such as Gilead

or Moab .13 Smith's

11Wolff, 48.
12William Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. I, rev. and ed. H.
B. Hackett (New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1870), 661-663 which gives
the history of the land of Edom and its possessions.
13George Adam Smith, "The Land of Edom," in The Expositor, vol.
6 (seventh series) ed. W. Robertson Nicoll (London:
Hodder and
Stoughton, 1908), 507.
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geographical

description

taken its description

of Mount Esau's western flank sounds as if it had

straight

out of Obadiah:

It's western flank forms a series of successive ridges, shelf-lands
and strips of valley, with mazes of peaks, cliffs and chasms forming
some of the wildest
rock-scenery
in the world.
Especially
characteristic
. . . [are the] narrow clefts or corridors between
lofty perpendicular rocks.M
In verse 3, "rock" is a possible
the name of the major

Edom.15

located in southern
high cliffs which

Edomite

translation

bastion,

of "Sela" which is also

also known

in Greek

as "Petra,"

Edom had pride and a sense of security

made it" invulnerable. "

was that it would be brought

But Yahweh's

down to earth (vv. 2-4).

message

in its
to Edom

To understand

this

friction between Israel and Edom, one should know that this struggle began
already at birth (Gen. 25:22)
fought

in the womb.

as their respective

Nonetheless,

ancestors

Jacob and Esau

the two were brothers:

The Edomite was not to be abhorred and Israel was forbidden to take
Edom's territory
(Deut. 23:7; 2:5-8) despite the fact that Edom
refused Israel passage at the time of the Wilderness Wandering (Numb.
20:14 ff.).
The Edomite
was to be permitted
to enter the
congregation
after three generations
(Deut. 23:8).
Nevertheless,
Edom's "anger tore perpetually and he kept his wrath forever" (Amos
1:11) .16
The enmity that began with Jacob and Esau/Edom
on Israel's
conquest

part with Saul's war on Edom (1 Sam. 14:47) and David's

(1 Kings 11:15) and cruel subjugation

14; 2 Kings

(Gen. 27) intensified

14:7).

Amaziah defeated

Edom

remained

later

of Edom (cf. 2 Sam. 8:13,

(2 Kings 8:20-22) until

independent

them in the Valley of Salt (2 Kings 14:7-20).

Edom, for

14Ibid., 509.
15prank E. Gaebe1ein,

Four Minor Prophets

(Chicago:

Moody Press,

1970), 20.
16Jack P. Lewis, The Minor
Book House, 1966), 92.

Prophets

(Grand

Rapids,

MI:

Baker
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its part,

had

inflicted

Edomite king Hadad
is also possible

IlIon

oppr-e ss i on on Israel
Solomon's

kingdom

that the destruction

during

the

(cf. 1 Kings

of Jehoshaphat's

raids

11:14-25).

Among the many prophetic

denouncements

of Edom is that of

Amos 1:6-9 which reveals that another potent source of hatred

lay in the

vigorous slave trade carried on by Edom which included deportation
and daughters of Israel.
of Jerusalem
fratricidal

its infamous role in the sacking

relationship.~

prophecy

hostile relations

campaign of 553 B.C. accomplished
politically

speaking.

the fulfillment

of

That campaign did not end the

between Judah and Edam, however.

until John Hyrcanus
and undertook

And, of course,

of sons

(Ob. 11 ff.: Ps. 137:7) added the final crowning act in this

The Nabonidus
Obadiah's

At the

(2 Kings 8:20-22) Edom once again became a thorn In

of Jehoram

Judah's side.

It

fleet at Ezion-

Geber (1 Kings 22:47-8) was due to Edomite action in some way.i7
defeat

of the

Such enmity persisted

(end of 2nd century B.C.) conquered

the forced conversion of its inhabitants

the whole of Edom
to Judaism. i9 Prom

that time onward the Edomites became a section of the Jewish people, with
i7w. W. Cannon. "Israel and
Theology 15 (1927). 137.

Edom: The Oracle

of Obadiah,"

In

l80ther passages whi ch echo this struggle between Edom and Israel
are Is. 34:5 ff.: 63:1-6: Jer. 49:7-22: Ezek , 25:12-14; 35:1 ff.;
Lam. 4:21 f.: Joel 3:19: Mal. 1:2-5: Ecclus. 50:25, 26. Cf. Jack P.
Lewis, The Minor prophets, 91 ff. A thorough demonstration of the
poli tical enmi ty between Edom and Israel can be found in W. W.
Cannon's article, op. cit., 129-140. Also see Bruce C. Cresson's
Israel and Edam: A Study of the Anti -Edam Bias in Old Testament
Reli-Rion (Dissertation
at
Duke
University,
1963), and
"The
Condemnation of Edam in Post-Exilic Judaism," in The Use of the Old
Testament in the New and Other Essays:
Studies in Honor of William
Franklin Stinespring,
ed. James M. Efird. (Durham. NC:
Duke
University Press. 1972). 125-148.
i9Josephus. Antiquities

13:257 ff., Loeb Classical Libraries.
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Edom as one of the ordinary
state.

administrative

districts

of the Hasmonean

Its influence was never as strong as it once was.~

And yet, as

we shall see, the name Edom itself never lost the stigma of its character.
Edom's geography
message

and politics

as commentators

throughout

played an important part in Obadiah's
the ages realized.

of these two facts helps us to understand
perennial

enemy of Israel

And yet, it is difficult

how Edom became and remained the

for whom Obadiah
to believe

An understanding

expresses

that Obadiah

such harsh words.

is simply

acting

out

something as mundane as telling Edom that "they are going to get there's."
That is part of his message
following

section

to Edom, and that will become clear in the

on the lex talionis.

Edom will be sacked in the near

future (vv. 1-7) and most likely will be destroyed
8, 15).

But there is more.

As Edom looks down the eschatological
prick of light peering
impending

at a future date (vv.

through

destruction.

Verses

implore Edom to stop acting
the eschatological

that they 'will change

an otherwise

18.

and to change

From all appearances,

their ways, hence

verses 8 to 10 and verse

dark portal

the promises

The illocutionary

is not so much prediction

as it is threat, using

The

of those

perlocutionary

force

~Encyclopaedia

foreboding

12-15 with their 8 negative

"Edom-like"

"day" comes.

tunnel it can still see a p1n

verses

its

imperatives

their ways before
it does not appear
of destruction

1n

force of verses 8 to 10
the future

is repentance .21

Judaica, vol. 6 (Jerusalem:

indicative.
There

1S a

The Macmillan

Co.,

1971), 378.
21Illocutionary force answers the question
"What does the
statement count as?" Is it a command, a statement, a question?
It
is "what we do in saying something." Perlocutionary force asks "What
does the statement want me to do?"
It is "what we bring about or

20
possibility

that Edom can change

But what
provide.
the

Where,

answer

centuries
Hebrew

wi 11 happen

to
as

to

canonical

if

its ways.
it

the

question

why

order,

between

Amos

that .lS, a sixth

century

so much

as by theme.

by the hope that God would

Perhaps

Obadiah's

save the remnant

9:12 and by Jonah where

the Ninevites

There

Edom

forefathers

were

does not wish

that

entangled.

can

Lex Talionis

for a tooth."
cases where
located

This

in ancient

(c.

2000

B .C .E .) ,

of

received

law codes

is cited and literally

break

applied

prophet

not

judgment

on Edom

the

an

the

between

ordered

by

is bracketed

of Edom in the promise

of Amos

g.lven a second

by God.

cycle

of

chance

S1n

rn which

them this warning

but to be saved on Mount

its

because

He

n

Zion.

and Cup of Wrath
"An eye for an eye and a tooth

lex talionis.
an equal

predating

used

(c.

the Bible

1860

1n personal

and opposite

injury

reaction,' can be

by many

in the Mesopotamian

Li.pi t+Ls ht a r

located

were

not

over

Jonah

prophets

the

is in essence,

principle

every action

are

God is giving

to see them perish

The wa rn i ng to Edom

the

and

does

here we have

.lS located

chronology

chance

Perhaps

commentators

prophets.

has

Obadiah

puzzled

Obadiah

that

century

a

answer

then. does one go for the answer?

two eighth

is

That

does?

centuries.

It

law codes of Eshnunna

B.C.E.)

and

Hammurabi

(1700

achieve by saying something. such as conv1nc1ng, persuading."
Cf. J.
L. Austin. How to Do Things with Words, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Harvard
University
Press, 1975), 109, cited in Kevin J. Vanhoozer,
" The
Semantics
of Biblical
Literature:
Truth and Scripture's
Diverse
Literary Forms," in Hermeneutics.
Authority and Canon,
eds. Donald
A. Carson and John Woodbridge.
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1986),
86.

n

ef. Jer. 18: Ezek. 18 and 33:11. Also,
Israel, "You shall not abhor the Edomite."

1n Deut. 23:8 God tells

21
B.C.E.).23

The original

intention

behind the talion in these law codes

seems to have been to limit the escalating
vengeance between clans or families.
penalties

than would

cycle of the practice

It was a means of preventing

be just or right.

In that sense, it might

of blood
greater
perhaps

better be read "only an eye for an eye, only a tooth for a tooth. ,,24
should

also

substitution

note that

in pre-biblical

was gradually

then, the principle

replacing

times

and moral vindication

to win out over literal,

physical retribution.

almost the New Testament

period before monetary

later interpreters

evident

of monetary

literal, physical retribution.25

of moral fairness

the ta1ion, as will become

the principle

One

Even

was beginning

But it would not be until
compensation

in the next chapter

would replace

when we exam1ne

of this principle.~

23Eugene J. Fisher, "Lex Talionis in the Bible and
Tradition," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 19 (1982), 583.

Rabbinic

24Ibid.

25Ibid. The code of Eshnunna, for example, states that "If a man
bites the nose of another man and severs it, he shall pay one mina of
silver.
For an eye, one mina; for a tooth 1/2 mina; for a slap in
the face 10 shekels of silver" (1;42).
~Fisher asserts that in the three explicit references to the
talion in the Pentateuch (Ex. 21:22-25; Deut. 19:15-21; Lev. 24:1721), read in context, the interpretation
is in the sense of moral
vindication, not of literal, physical retribution and that monetary
compensation was what one would ultimately resort to (p. 584-5).
However, it would seem that Fisher does not take into account an
important distinction.
While both Israel and Mesopotamia emphasized
this principle with respect to property and personal injury, Israel
also was concerned that the principle be used to emphasize the
importance of life (cf. Gen. 9; Ex. 21:23-25; Lev. 24:19 ff.; 1 Kings
20:39 ff.).
As long as a life was not involved, the principle of
monetary compensation was a possible solution for solving disputes,
but the taking of a life could not be compensated for monetarily or
otherwise,
but only by the taking of the life of the one who
committed
the act.
Fisher's
arguments
are also fraught with
suppositions that the texts themselves cannot support.
"Life for
life" meant life for life.
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In the prophets
seem to be the issue
suffered

must

and the imprecatory

Psalms,

so much as punishment.

be repaid

"measure

of the

text of Obadiah

itself bears

is a study

would take place.
was its arrogance

Still,

it is God,

between

Edom was guilty of two sins.
and vaunted wisdom.

Perhaps

not

that fits the crime .27 Much

in the talion principle.

out how this correspondence

does not

The cr1mes that Israel has

for measure."

human beings, who will mete out the punishment

compensation

The

text

the sin and punishment
The first sin of Edom

it is best to demonstrate

this with a diagram.
Sin

Punishment
v. 2 Edom is despised by the nations
v. 10 Shame will cover Edom

1. vv. 12-13 Arrogance

v. 8 Edom has wisdom

vv. 3-4 Edom's arrogance
its high habitation

The second S1n was violence

v. 7

and

done to Edom's brother

2. v. 10 violence done
to your brother Jacob
v. 11 Edom attacks

There will be no understanding
1n Edom after they have been
ransacked
v. 8 God will destroy Edom' s wise men
v. 4 God will bring Edom down
v. 2 God made them insignificant and
despised

Jerusalem.

Jacob.

v. 18 Jacob does violence

to Esau

v. 1 Nations attack Edom.
v. 7 allies attack Edom

vv. 5, 11, 13 implied robbery
and plunder by Edom

v. 6 Edom gets plundered

v. 17 Jacob had been possessed
by Esau

v. 17 Jacob will possess Esau
v. 19 The Negev will possess Esau

v. 14 Esau cut off escape for
Israel

vv. 9, 10 Esau will be cut off

27Cf. Ps. 28:4, 34:21 (LXX), 94:2; Neh. 4:4; Is. 3:11, 33:1; Jer.
17:10, 30:16, 34:17-19, 50:15, 29; Ezek. 7:8; Hos. 4:1-6; Joel 4:4;
Micah 2; 3:1-4; Hab. 2:15 ff.
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v. 14 Jerusalem's survivors
captured by Edom
There

is a third

gnoup

v. 18 Esau has no surVivors

in the

second

part

deals, not with Edom, but with the retribution
the

nations

talionis

because

is applied

of

possess

vv. 19-20 Israel
nations

as to whether

connection.

your punishment.

implying

God

Israel,

v. 16 Nations

deed/consequence

punishment,

is to be visited

take captive

There is a debate

this

which

that

is,

the

upon
lex

drink

the cup of wrath

wealth

v. 17 The nations
Israel

1S

of

which

prophecy

to the nations.

3. v. 11 The nations
Edom's

thei r persecution

of the

rather

as Miller

is just and

His

such pronouncements

as Koch views

an operation

affirming

a

suggests,
punishments

view is the more appropriate

possesses

mean

an internal

it, that is, your

sin becomes

almost

independent

correspondence

between

that is, the retributive
are

the

appropriate

to the

of the two when viewed

of God .28 Or,
the

crime

justice

and

of God?

sin .29 Miller's

in the context

of the

28K. Loch, "c i bt es e i n Vergeltungsdogma
im A1ten Testament?"
Zeitschrift fur die Theologie und Kirche 52 (1955). 10: "Die vor+ und
nachexilischen
Propheten legen in ihrer Verkundignung allen Nachdruck
darauf, dass zwischen menschlichem
Tun und menschlichem Ergehen eine
enge Beziehung
besteht."
Cf. p. 42 for his emphasis on fate more
than on God.
29patrick Mi 11er, Sin and Judgment in the Prophets (Chico, CA:
Scholars
Press.
1982),
130-31.
"The ta1ion
formula
and
the
explication
of it in verse
16 [of Obadiah]
make clear that the
passage has as its primary intention to express the correlation
of
sin and punishment."
The author indicates that there are parallels
in Scripture which follow the same structure as verses 15-16 (cf.
Lam. 3:64; Ps. 28:4: Ps. 94:2).
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whole structure

of Obadiah

discussed

The actual talion formula
"K)~r

lI:a~yt(=sin) y<~h

done to you."
Some

is introduced

lk" (=punishment)

In verse 15b by the phrase

"as you have done

"Gmlk yswb br"sk," "Your deed will

interpreters,

correspondence

above.~

such

as

Miller,

of sin and punishment

by the repetition

of the verb ~th,

it will be

return on your head."

incorrectly

IS also rehearsed

assert

that

the

again in verse 16

"to drink."

The reference to drinking must surely have in mind the cup of wrath
which Judah has drunk on Zion (cf. Jer 25:15 ff.; Hab. 2:15 ff.). The
conjunction k~~r with the perfect stytm indicating past action (v.
16) is equivalent in function to the k'sr ~;yt of v 15. It describes
in a future tense the judgment that will come upon the nations.
As
they made Judah drink, so they will drink.
The drinking imagery as
a metaphor of judgment is then elaborated in the remainder of v 16.31
The point in verse 16, however,

is not that the nations made Judah drink

the cup of wrath so now they must do so.
as Jerusalem
even more
lesser

so.

experienced

divine wrath,

It is not

to the greater,

lex talionis,

also taking

begins with the household

Rather,

verse 16 indicates

that

so the nations will experience
but rather an argument

into account

of God (1 Pet. 4:17).

it

from the

the fact that judgment
If God punished

His own

~Another
possibility,
although
dubious,
is
that
Koch's
hypothesis might coincide with verse 16 where the drunkenness of Edom
and the nations who drink the cup of Yahweh's wrath ultimately brings
about their own destruction as they stir the nations against them,
being drunk with the wrath of Yahweh.
Such a view was espoused in
subsequent interpretation, as the next chapter will show.
31Miller, 130. He explains how he arrived at the conclusion that
Judah is being referred to in the second person plural reference of
v. 16. "The shift of persons in verses 15 and 16 is confusing but
not impossible to understand.
Edom has been addressed in the second
person singular in verses 9 ff. The second person singular in 15b
probably has Edom in mind and refers back to that because the nations
are not addressed directly in these verses and they are spoken of in
the third person plural where they are referred to.
The second
person
plural,
then, in verse 16 by context
and process
of
elimination must refer to Judah."

2S
house of Judah, how much more will He punish the nations.
Yahweh

invoked

the principle

of lex talionis in order to vindicate

His people and to let them and the nations know that the hostility
Israel will

They

not go unpunished.

will,

against

in fact, be dealt with

in

strict legal fashion, so that Edom and the nations know they are receiving
nothing more than they deserve.
But

also deserves.
Israel, because
that it

Israel

already

1S

nowhere

in this prophecy

has already

drunken

The interpreters

of course is what Israel
is the talion

the cup of wrath

crushed by God's Judgment.

comforting news of deliverance
to them.

This punishment

Israel needs

applied

to

(v. l6a) so
to hear the

and thus Obadiah does not apply the talion

of Obadiah did not always have this keen sense.

The Day of Yahweh
Verse
nations."

15 says,

"For

the day

What happened to Edom?

the nations,

Obadiah

is reminding

of Yahweh

Although

near

the reference

against

all

the

of l5a is to all

us that Edom is one of those nations,

and as such should change its ways because
That we haven't

1S

lost Edom in the reference

(ki) the day of Yahweh is near.
is evident from the subject of

verse l5b -which is "you" (sing.) i.e. Edom.
The network
Obadiah
objection

piles

one

of ki clauses
on top

in verses

of the other,

or an excuse from the hearer.~

15 and 16 is quite intricate
almost

in anticipation

of

as
an

Obadiah moves from a simple ki

32Por a thorough semantic study of the ki clause, cf. Anneli
Aejmelaeus, "Punction and Interpretation of ki in Biblical Hebrew,"
in Journal of Biblical
Literature
105:2 (1986), 193-209.
Her
contention
is that, of the over 4,000 usages of ki in the Old
Testament, most serve as conjunctions joining clauses to one another
(195), and further, that "the great majority of ki clauses following
the main clause may be characterized as causal clauses in the broad
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clause 1n verse 1Sa to a k~~r clause in 1Sb, to a combination
in the ki k)~r clause in verse 16.

of the two

The ki clause of verse 1Sa tells the

reason or cause why Edom should not commit the sins recited 1n verses 1214.

It warns Edom, "Change your ways before

of 1Sa is also
what

all

connected

the nations

talionis principle
Edom but against

with

will

the ki clause of verse

experience

enunciated

it is too late."

on the day

16 which

by anyone.

The

But what

answer such a question

lex

In effect, Obadiah has created a tight

from the second part, nor, as mentioned

avoided

The

in lSb will not only be acted out against

all the nations.

of the hearer.

explains

of Yahweh.

knit unit which will not let the first part of the prophesy

the part

The thought

come unglued

earlier, allow for any excuses on

day of Yahweh

is not

a day

that can be

type of a day can be expected?

can be found in Obadiah,

Clues

to

but also among the other

prophets.
While

the

times,n Hoffmann

related

phrase

is correct

"bayyom

in asserting

hahd"

(v . 8)

occurs

that a primary definition

be derived on the basis of those passages that specifically
"yom Yahweh. ,,34

over

When one takes cognizance

200

should

use the phrase

of the 16 occurrences

in the

sense of the word" (199). This appears to be the case here in this
section of Obadiah where the "main clause" appears to be verses 1214 which precede verse IS.

nCf. A New Concordance of the Old Testament, 2d ed., ed. Abraham
Even-Shoshan (Jerusalem:
"Kiryat-Sefer" Ltd., 1989), 4S4 where 20S
occurrences are listed.
34Yair Hoffmann, "The Day of the Lord as a Concept and a Term in
the Prophetic Literature," in Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft 93 (1981), 38.
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parallel

prophetic

literature,~

a certain

picture

just one theme, it is rather a Sammelbegriff
several

evolves.~

More

(a collage) which

than

includes

themes.n

Part of that picture
place (cf. Is. 13:6;

includes

Zeph. 1:14;

war, but also a day of darkness
time of Amos the Israelites

a battle

Ezek. 13:5).~
(Zeph. 1:14;

were actually

(Kampf)

which

would

take

It was not only a day of
Is. 13:9).

welcoming

In fact, at the

the coming of the day

~Listed chronologically,
they are: Amos 5:18-20; Is. 13:6, 9;
Zeph. 1:7,14;
Ezek. 13:5; os. 15; Joel 1:15; 2:1,11,31;
3:4; 4:14;
Mal. 3: 23.
Some connnentators, like Lutz and yon Rad perceive a
development in the tradition concerning the day of Yahweh with the
development
of the war theme occurring in exilic and post-exilic
times.
Cf. Hans Lutz, Jahwe. Jerusalem und die Volker Series:
Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten undNeuen Testament, Band 27
(Diss. Mainz, 1966), 130-i46 and Gerhard von Rad, Holy War in Ancient
Israel, trans. and ed. Marva J. Dawn (Grand Rapids, MI: William B.
Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1991).
A cultic study of the day of Yahweh is
done by John Gray, "The Day of Yahweh in CuI tic Experience
and
Eschatological
Prospect," Svensk exegetisk arsbok 39 (1974): 5-37;
Sigmund Mowinckel, He That Cometh, trans. G. W. Anderson, (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1954), 138 ff.; John D.W. Watts, Obadiah: A Critical
Exegetical Connnentary, (Winona Lake, IN: Alpha Publications, 1981),
56-7.
~Again, a thorough presentation of the subject matter at hand is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, I would direct the reader's
attention to the following helpful discussions on the matter in
addition to those already cited: James Barr, Biblical Words for Time
(London:
SCM Press Ltd., 1969); J. Bourke, "Le jour de Yahve dans
Joel," Revue biblique 66 (1959):191-212; Ladislav Cerny, The Day of
Yahweh and Some Relevant Problems (Prague: University Karlovy, 1948)
where he presents many of the modern theories on what the Day of
Yahweh meant; A.J. Everson, "The Days of Yahweh," Journal of Biblical
Literature 93 (1974): 329-37; G. Fohrer, "Der Tag Jhwhs," Erets
Israel 16 (1982): 43-50; Andre Lefevre, "L'expression
'En ce jourla dans Ie Ii vre d 'Isaie,"
in Festschrift for A. Robert (Paris,
1957):174-79; Peter A. Munch, "The Expression bajjom hahu'. Is it an
Eschatological terminus technicus?" Avhandlinger utgitt av det Norske
Videnskaps-Akademi
i Oslo II (1936:2).
37Lutz, 144.
~Cf. Lutz, 130-146.
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as a day of light.

They

lights of their bright

looked forward

hope,

informing

darkness, not light (Amos 5:18-20).
enemies

(Is. 13:6, 9).

to it, but Amos
them that it would

It would be a time of doom and destruction

against whom the day is directed:
the wicked are all depicted

Obadiah's

enemi.es

specify

talionis.39
manifest

of the dreadful

Thus it is a universal

experienced

the

enemy

to the collage

day of Yahweh,

Day against everyone.

affirms,

as do many of the

Yet no judgment against Israel is intimated since they

of Israel,
that

There is no one specific

of the day (v. 15) as well as the judgment that will

others, the nearness

have already

(Is.

Israel, Judah, all the nations, and all

as recipients

contribution

occur (v. 16 ff.).

be a day of

Yahweh's wrath would burn against His

13:6, 9; Ezek. 30:3; Joel 2:1, 11, 31).

1n one way or another.

turns out the

it.

and Edom
day

It will

of

Rather,

it is judgment

solely against

is at the top of the list.

judgment

will

follow

the

also be a time when Yahweh's

Obadiah

principle

kingship

will

the
does

of

lex

become

not only over Israel, but over all the nations.~

One may uncover hints of the war motif in the actions of verses 17-

20 1n the actions of the house of Jacob dispossessing

their dispossessors,

as well as the houses of Jacob and Joseph consuming

the house of Esau as

a fire consumes
dispossession
war motif

is, at best, an

as

It would

be difficult

taking place without a struggle.

specific mention
is almost

stubble.

intimated

of a struggle

if he realized

theme

to conceive

Admittedly,

1n Obadiah,

of such

however,

and there

Yahweh

leading

the charge

39Cf. above 1n the section on lex talionis.
~Cf. below 1n the section on the kingship

of Yahweh.

the

is no

like some of the other prophets have.
that with

a

It
into
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battle, little resistance
Obadiah

leaves

preferring
instead.

to

out

any

ponder

He does

could be offered by those who oppose Him.
reference

the

include

results

to
and

the

actual

war

after-effects

the fact, however,

of

which
that

Thus,
occurs,

struggle

that the nations

will

be

forced to drink the cup of wrath.
The interpretation

of when the day of Yahweh would occur is divided

over whether or not it should be understood

eschato10gica11y.

Thus, those

who view the day as non-eschatological, 41 as the Jewish school did, decline
to view it as a definite

term.

For them, it was only to be taken in the

sense of any day when God would
wrath.~
immediate

Others~

agree that it not only indicated

future,

eschatological

visit His people,

but

also

the

final

last

either

with grace or

God's visitation

visitation

on

the

in the
great

day of Yahweh:

41Cf. A.J. Everson, "The Days of Yahweh," 329-37; Andre Lefevre,
"L'expression 'En ce jour-Ia dans Ie livre d'Isaie," 174-79; Peter A.
Munch,
"The Expression bajjom hahu'.
Is it an Eschatological
terminus tec.hnicus?"; Meir Weiss, "The Origin of the 'Day of the
Lord '--Reconsidered, " Hebrew Union College Annual 37 (1966), 29-60.
42Meir Weiss, 41-45.
On page 47 he further says, "Thus the
concept, 'DL' [Day of the Lord] comes to indicate occurrence rather
than the time. It is a 'neutral' concept; a formal one of a changing
content which adapts itself to the nature of the individual DL
implied by it."
43Leslie Allen, The Books of Joel, Obadiah. Jonah and Micah
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmanns Pub. Co., 1976), 161; C. F. Keil
and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament in Ten Volumes,
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmann Pub. Co., 1988 reprint), vol.
10, Minor Prophets by C. P. Keil, trans. James Martin, 365; John D.
W. Watts, Obadiah: A Critical Exegetical Commentary (Winona Lake, IN:
Alpha Publications, 1981), 56-7; David A. Hubbard, ed., Word Biblical
Themes (Dallas:
Word Publishing,
1989) Hosea-Jonah, by Douglas
Stuart, 47; Theodore Laetsch, Minor Prophets (St. Louis:
Concordia
Publishing House, 1956, reprinted in the Concordia Classic Commentary
Series, 1987), 204; Lad i s Lav Cerny, The Day of Yahweh and Some
Relevant Problems, 98 f.; Yair Hoffmann, "The Day of the Lord as a
Concept and a Term in the Prophetic Literature" ZAW 93, 37-50.
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Every judgment of God
to a certain extent a
Lord, whether it be
annihilation of Edom,
World War I or II.~
This

latter

view

The day

of Yahweh

occurred

against

the day

of Yahweh.

Obadiah's
nations
16).~

upon the wicked world is in a certain sense
Day of the Lord, presaging the great Day of
the destruction
of Jerusalem in 586, or
or the fall of Babylon, or the Civil War,
,

1S the most

is definitely

not limited

Edom 1n 553 B.C., although
But

prophecy

the prophecy

against Edom merges

(vv. 1-7) with the universal
There

1S an eschatological

also in the New Testament
Thess.

consistent

2:2; 2 Peter

imminent,

3:10).

fulfillment

but

sometime

the fulfillment

subjugation

that

which

that is one manifestation

of Obadiah

is larger

the destruction

destruction

than

of

that.

of Edom by other

of all nations

(vv. 15-

flavor to that day that is paralleled

This eschatological

flavor,

5:2; 2

however,

takes

of the day, both for Edom and the nations.

This is not an event that is expected
1S

to the

prophecy.

(cf. 1 Cor. 5:5; 2 Cor. 1:14; 1 Thess.

nothing away from the nearness

It

with Obadiah's

and
the
the
or

fact

need

to happen in the distant
not

later on in the future.

of that day of Yahweh

rule

out

Obadiah's

is contained

a

more

future.
complete

own depiction

of

in what follows.

44Laetsch, 204.
~Edom is included among all the nations.
Its destruction, as
well as their destruction, is impending.
The text doesn't spell out
the details of how this destruction occurs, however. In verse 1, God
uses the nations to bring about the destruction of Edom, but Edom, if
it does not stop its anti-Judah hostilities, might also be included
in the universal destruction of all nations (vv. 15-16).
If the
destruction of Edom is a type of the destruction of all nations, then
perhaps God will carry out the universal destruction of all nations
by having those nations destroy each other.
Such a strategy is not
foreign to God's battle plans in the Old Testament where nations
destroy themselves or one another while at the same time delivering
God's people (cf. Judges 7:22; 1 Sam. 14:20; 2 ehron. 20:20-5).
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Verses

17-21

Zion
Obadiah refers to Mount Zion three times (vv. 16, 17 and 21) and to
Jerusalem

twice (vv. 11 and 20).

is obviously
highlighting

too

large

for understanding
1n Obadiah

a topic

those aspects

these to his message

The concept of Zion in the Old Testament
into

of Zion which

for

Obadiah

this

thesis,46 but

reflects

and

relating

for the people of his day will help set the context

the development

throughout

to delve

of the history

of Zion's interpretation

the ages.

The time of the exile was a time filled with uncertainty
a lack of security.
metaphor/symbol

of Zion (and not just simply "Jerusalem")

device for Obadiah's
Edom.

Israel's brother Edom did not help matters

listeners

encouraged

It gave them hope for the present,

and with
any.

The

as a heuristic

them in their struggle
but also ultimately

against

pointed

them

beyond this struggle with Edom to a time when there would no longer be a
ri valry between

Israel

and Edom

or Israel

Himself would reign over all the nations.
only a metaphor

or symbol; rather,

and

the nations,

for Yahweh

Zion, as we shall see, was not

it was a reality

in the lives of the

46Por a more in-depth study of Zionstheologie. its origins and
developments
see G. Wanke, "Die Zionstheologie
der Korachiten,"
Beihefte zu Zei tschrift fur die al ttestamentliche Wissenschaft
97
(Berlin: Topelmann, 1966); H. Schmid, "Jahwe und die Kulttraditionen
von Jerusalem," Zei tschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 67
(1955):
168-198;
J.H.
Hayes,
"The
Traditions
of
Zion's
Inviolability," Journal of Biblical Literature 82 (1963): 419-426; J.
Schreiner, Sion-Jerusalem Jahwes Konigssitz. Theologie des heiligen
Stadt im Alten Testament (Munich: Kosel, 1963); J. J. M. Roberts,
"The Davidic Origin of the Zion Tradition," Journal of Biblical
Literature (1973): 329-344; Ben C. Ollenburger, Zion the City of the
Great King, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement
Series, eds. David J.A. Clines and Philip R. Davies,
no. 41
(Sheffield, England:
JSOT Press, 1987).
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Israelites

which

offered

spiritual,

eschatological

security

i

n a visible

sense

as well as

i

n a

sense.

The scene Obadiah depicts

conjures up 1mages of Babylon descending

upon Israel.

Israel attempts

to flee, looking for a route of escape for

its escapees,

but Edom is right there to conveniently

cut off any escape,

thus currying the favor of its ally Babylon

(v. 14).

The result 1S that

Israel

and

carried

had

captivity.

no

escape

Reminding

when

it needed

one

Israel of this event, Obadiah

that on Mount Zion there will be peletah
believe this since
of its population
14)?

was

(v. 17).

away

into

then prom1ses

them

But why should Israel

it had just been sacked by the Babylonians
being led off into captivity

Mount Zion would be perceived

with much

and sold into slavery (v.

as a secure place by the people for

three reasons: 1) the mountain was an image which itself connoted
for a people who lived in a mountainous
did not itself connote security,
to light;

2) this mountain

would

but spiritually

3) most

place where Yahweh's

region, but living on a mountain

as the events of 587 brought
be insurmountable

would surpass any of the surrounding
importantly,

holiness dwells

strength

because

mountains--obviously
Mt. Zion would

painfully
its height

not literally,

once again be the

(cf. the 1st sing. suffix qod~i, v.

16).
Robert Cohn observes

that mountains

were an important

aspect of a

people such as Israel who lived in a region replete with mountains,
and valleys.~

A mountain

as well as its solidity

is a source of strength and power.

hills

Its height

render it a safe haven for those who dwell in it.

47Robert L. Cohn, "The Mountains and Mount Zion,"
Quarterly Journal of Life and Thought 26 (1977), 97.

Judaism:

A
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While Mt. Zion stands
surrounding

hills

at a rather modest height

geographically

fortress surrounded

speaking,

in compar~son

still

it

was

with the

a

mountain

by valleys on three sides as well as being surrounded

by other hills (Ps. 122:3; 125:2).

It was not an easy mount to attack and

conquer.48
While, as mentioned

earlier, Mt. Zion is not physically

as Yahweh's dwelling place it becomes "beautiful in elevation"
towering over its neighbors.
"Power and authority
mundi,

even divinity.~
to Israel,

(Ps. 48: 3),

Height was very important in biblical times.

flow from height:

a link between heaven

the sacred

mountain

and earth.,,49 It connoted

1S

even

appearing

god-like.

appeared to Edom at any rate (cf. v. 3).

That

an ax i s

superiority

Thus Edom's height must have indeed appeared

maybe

very tall,

and

impressive

is apparently

how

it

But Yahweh would bring Edom down

to earth and Israel would once again dwell on Mount Zion which would, in
turn,

be elevated

14: 10) .51

There

to the highest
1S

no

explicit

of

the mountains

reference

(Is.

in Obadiah

of

2:2-3;

Zech.

Zion

being

48Ibid.
49Cohn, 114.
~Cohn, 112.
On p. 110 f., he provides a helpful parallel in
understanding
the spiritual significance
of mountains and their
height in the Canaanite sacred mountain tradition in which the
Canaanite god, Baal, dwells on Mount Zaphan after defeating Yamm and
Mot, and has a temple built there to symbolize his sovereignty over
Canaan.
David's defeat of the Land of Canaan, however, elevates
Mount Zion above Mt. Zaphon because Yahweh now rules where Baal once
did (cf. Ps. 48:2-3).
Cf. also 1 Kings 20:23 where the gods of the
hills are deemed stronger than the gods of the plain.
51Wolff incorrectly avers that the saviors are ascending Mt.
Esau, that is, he translates, "the saviors who are in Mt. Zion will
ascend Mt. Esau," (cf. Wolff, 68).
However, Francis Brown, S. R.
Driver and Charles A, Briggs, The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius
Hebrew and English Lexicon (Christian Copyrights, Inc., 1979), 88c
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elevated,

but

an this

prophecy,

compact

implicit in the saviors ascendingMt.

as it 1S, such

Zion.

over Mount Esau (a reversal of fortunes),
would be indicative

of its superiority

a reality

1S

Mount Zion would be towering

so that now Mount Zion's height

over Mount Esau.

Edom's height be a threat to Israel because
the secure place of the dwelling of Yahweh

No longer would

they would be on Mount Zion,
(Ob. 16; Ps. 9:11; 20:2; 46:6;

48:5; 76:2-3).
The holiness of Zion had been violated by Edom and by the foreigners
who had entered the gates of Jerusalem
qode~ as meaning
which

temple,

If we take the noun

"sanctuary, ,,52 it could be a reference here to the temple

had been violated.

rebuilt

(vv. 11, 13).

which did

Thus Obadiah

could

in fact occur under

be making

reference
Ad
But

Zerubbabe1.

could also mean "holy," in the sense that there will be holiness
zion where there was not before.
its holy ground

No longer will strangers

as they did in verse

there is a deliberate

ambiguity

to a
\I
qo es

on Mount

trample upon

11 (cf. also Joel 4:17).~

Perhaps

here which Obadiah allows in order to let

the word have its full semantic effect.~

confirms that the prepos1t10n b "is often pregn[ant] with verbs of
motion, when the movement to a place results in rest in it." Thus
the saviors ascend to Mount Zion.

52William L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of
the Old Testament (William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co.: Grand Rapids, MI,
1971), 314. Holladay simply gives it the neutral meaning of "a holy
place" which one could equate with the temple or with the whole
mountain.
53This meaning could also be derived from Holladay's

definition.

~While granted that we are here dealing with prophecy and not
with the Psalter, Paul Raabe's statement in his article "Deliberate
Amb igu i ty in the Psalter," Journal of Biblical Literature
110/2
(1991), 213 is applicable: "[S]ometimes, maybe more often than we
think, a word, phrase, or sentence could be understood in two (or
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In Obadiah's

depiction

of the day of Yahweh,

Zion

1S

of the great reversal which will take place on that day.
past, Zion experienced
where

there

from

Whereas,

in the

(v. 16), Zion will now be the place

Yahweh's wrath

deliverance

1S

at the center

Yahweh's

Likewise, where there was once defilement

day

of

wrath

16-17).

(vv.

by Edom and the nations on Mount

Zion (vv. 11-14), now there will be holiness there (v. 17). As Mount Esau
formerly dominated

the inhabitants

of Zion (vv. 11-14), ultimately

be Mount Zion that rules over Mount Esau (v. 21).

In Ollenburger's
King,

prominent
exercise

that

study of the connection between Zion and
Yahweh's

His kingship

Mount

government,

(hammelfikah).

under

21.

place

21 where

the heavenly

the

From Zion Yahweh
1S

most
would

one of the key

section

in this

part of the

of Yahweh and as the seat of

so to speak, is also taken up in the New Testament,

in Revelation

1S

In fact, it is so important

a separate

Zion as the dwelling

as king

Indeed, kingship

picks up in verse

treated

presence

an Zion.55

expr ess i on of His presence

that it will be
thesis.

exhaustive

he notes

themes that Obadiah

Mount Zion will be the

of God (v. 21).

center of the kingdom

the great

it will

Jerusalem

becomes

especially

a symbol

of the

victory of God over the evils of the earth.~
And I saw the new city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven
from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
And I heard

more) ways because both were intended, it is deliberately ambiguous."
The type of ambiguity present here with qode~ seems to be a lexical
ambiguity where both references of the term are applicable to the
situation.
55Ben C. Ollenburger, Zion the City of the Great King, 23. Cf.
Ps. 24; 68:25-28; 72:8-11; 132 as well as Psalms 47, 94-99 (the socalled Enthronement Psalms).
56Stuart, Word Biblical

Themes:

Hosea-Jonah,

93-4.
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a great voice from the throne saYlng, "Behold, the dwelling (skene)
of God is with men, and He will dwell with them.
And they will be
His people and God Himself will be with them and will be their God
(Rev. 21:2-3).
Many of the characteristics

which Obadiah ascribes to Mount Zion are

also found here with regard to the new Jerusa1em.~
place of refuge

(Rev. 21:4,6;

cf. Ob. 17).

forth from it (Rev. 21:8; cf. Ob. 16-18, 21).
tells

us

Zion/Jerusalem

that

all

Christians

we also can identify

hear them in New Testament
church because
people

are
with

language.

it is there where

The judgment of God goes
And since Hebrews

already

citizens

the promises

has promised

(12:22-

of

Mount

of Obadiah

as we

For the Christian,

Christ

is to be the

It will be a place to which

God's people belong (Rev. 21:7; cf. Ob, 17,21).

28)

Jerusalem

Mt. Zion is the

to dwell with His

(Matt. 18:20).

The Land
Obadiah's
Israel has been
partly

because

possess10ns
grammar

prophecy

concerning

somewhat

of a mystery

it is difficult

described

are two other

instance,

where is Sepharad,

since the verb "to possess"
of Israel who are Canaanites
Sepharad?
of verse

land and

in the history

occurred.

that render

Clarity

or who will possess
is preceded

by

of interpretation
when

all the

of terminology

these verses

enigmatic.

and
For

the cities of the Negev

by a compound

subject--the

(?) and the exiles of Jerusalem

Note that the syntax of the beginning
20 parallels

its repossession

to find a time in history

by Obadiah
factors

the

sons

who are in

of verse 19 and the end

that of 17b: verb + subject + 'et

+ object.

Not

57The following is taken from Stuart's exposition on the theme of
Mount Zion/Jerusalem, op. cit. p. 94.
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only does

this syntactical

and 20, but indicates

structure

an expansion

19

during

the exile.

describes
believed
naturally

the

his

possess

Verse

to mention

Edom

(to

the

"to

possess"

(i.e. the main
the north).

Benjamin
time

these areas: the Edomites.6G

the

and

locals

verses

19

v. 17h. "The

of Yahweh

the

is the

reference

Shephelah

of Obadiah.

he was

Gilead

foreigners

day.

Ephraim

He

and

with

so
his

providing

inhabitants

country

land

Obadiah

near,

consonant

subject

hill

possess

will possess

his

(foothills)

The unstated

which will

of

points
Negev

the

return.

(v. 15) was

in terms

central

r.n

left

realities

unders t ood , the

19

part of Judah)

At the present

day

(to the west).

of verse

Finallv

of

the concrete

south)

of

statement

of the

the restoration

Concrete 1y

hearers.

between

the exiles who will

terms

:in

describe

would possess Philistia
verb

20 concerns

restoration

he would

of Yahweh's

s i ruar ion

the

that the eschatological

own time. not
for

presents

an inclusio

i d lspossessors.
i
,,58
thee1r

house of Jacob W1. l' 1 dlspossess
Verse

form

would

inhabitants
of the second
inhabitants

and Samaria

(to

(to the east).~
occupied

and

Phil.istines.6~ and the peoples brought

lived

ln

into the

58In the textual notes on p. 60 of his commentary, Wolff points
out that the Y:assoretic text has m~ra~ehem "their possessions,"
but
that this leaves it unclear as to what the 3rd. masc. pl. suffix is
related.
"Their" refers to "the house of Jacob."
The Septuagint's
tous
katakleronomesantas
autous
and
the Vulgate's
eos qui
se
possederant,
"those who had possessed them," as well as the Targum
all suggest that m6ri~ehem was the original reading, which is also
confirmed by Murabba~at (cf. J. T. Milik. Discoveries in the Judaean
Desert. :2 (1961).88).
Also cf. Jer. 49:2 where it says "Israel will
possess its possessors"
(yorf~ayw) (3rd. masc. sing. suffix).
~Gi1ead serves as a sort of abbreviation
for the transjordanian
territories of Reuben. Gad. and the eastern half of Manasseh (cf. 2
Kings 10:33).

60 Cf. footnote

numbers

7-9.
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North
of

and Gilead

verse

Benjamin.

in 732 and 722 by

19--the
that

Negev,

is.

Judah's

32:44; 33:13)--represent
lives

in the

land,

the

Shephelah,

four

the

of Jacob"

subjugated.

corners of the land clockwise--south.

These

central

(d.

divisions

"the house

although

the Assyrians.52

They

hi 11

Josh.

of verse
will

four

subjects

country

15:

Jer.

and

17:26:

17b that currently
go out

to the

west. north and east--and

four

regain the

oiBoth scriptural
and
archaeological
evidence
support
the
existence
of the Phil istines at the time of Obadiah. if not as a
nation. at least as a people.
Zech. 9:5-6 (a post-exilic
prophet)
mentions Ashkelon. Gaza, Ekron and Ashdod in the same breath in a
quote from the Lord, "I will uproot the pride of the Philistines."
Nehemiah (also a post-exilic prophet) mentions an Ashdodite dialect
of which he knew (a lso cf , T. Dothan,
"What We Know About
the
Philistines."
1?.iQli-_c...9J
Ar:_ch~eologica~ Revieri' (hereafter.
BAR)
July/August
1982. pp. 20-44).
The later histories of the cities Ashdod (Az.ot us ) , Ashkelon
(As ca Lon ) • Gaza and Ekron (Gath was completely destroyed
by this
time) demonstrate
a Persian and then Hellenistic
development.
In
As hdod , 5th. century B.C., a potsherd with an "Ashdod i t e " inscription
was found (cf. EncvcloDedia of Archaeological
Investigations
in the
Holy Land (hereafter,
EAEHL). Vol. J: 116-117).
Also in the 5th
century B.C. Herodotus (2:157) describes the capture of the city of
Azotus
(Ashdod)
after
a 29 year
siege
by an Egyptian
king,
Psammi tichus.
Gaza became an important royal fortress under the
Persians. called Kardytis by Herodotus (II: 159).
In 332 B.C. it was
the only city in Palestine
to oppose Alexander
the Great. who
besieged it and sold its people into slavery.
In the Hellenistic
period Gaza was the outpost of the Ptolemais until its capture by
Antiothus
III in 198 B.C.
The current excavation
at Ekron (Tel
Miqne) confirms the existence of a partially abandoned settlement in
the sixth century B. C. (Gi tin & Dotham "The Rise and Fall of Ekron of
the Philistines."
Bi_olical Archaeologist,
(December 1987), p. 215;
cf. also BAR 15. no. 1. 1989. p. 49. While Ashkelon. like Ekron, was
laid waste in 604/3 B.C. by the Babylonians
(cf. Archaeology
and Old
T~stameJlt Stu.dx. ed. D. Thomas (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1967), 416),
the continued existence of Ashkelon is attested under the Persians,
where it was a Tvrian possession and contained a royal palace (cf. M.
Av i Yonah. Y. Eph a L. "As hke lon ;."in EncYclopedia of Archaeological
Investigations
i.n the Holy Land, vol. I (1975), 124).
During the
first revolt of the Maccabees. the inhabitants of Ashkelon defended
themselves
against the attacks of the Jews.
It was captured by
Jonathan (I Macc. 10:86: 11:60).
i

~Cf.

2 Kings

17:24:

2 Chron.

28:16

ff.; Ezra 4:2,9-10.
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traditional

promised

In order

land.

to do this

they must

"dispossess

their dispossessors."63
The

questions

somewhat
possess

more

that

need

1) Will

difficult:

the Negev

cities?

How is verse 20 related

to be asked

2) What

to verse

both

with

regard

groups

of

is the function

19?

to verse

exiles

an

20

are

verse

20

)~r?

3)

of the first

4) Did these possessions,

in fact,

ever occur?
Verse

20 provides

a problem

due

to the

according

to the Massoretic

belonging

to the sons of Israel who are Canaanites

the exiles
cities

of Jerusalem

of the Negev,"

cities

of

the

"Canaanites"
possibly

Negev,

text

as

Canaanites

with

the

sensible

meaning

combination
exiles

it

"The exiles

group

why

would

he

call

them

stands

makes

no

sense

in

sons

of

('~r

of

grammar

have been

Israel,

made

both of whom would

and

possess

the

be possessing

the

exiles

being
How

called

could

this

Canaanites?
its

The

equation

attempts

in the history

of this company

of this company

will

kn~nym).

although

seem,

at

of

deriving

of interpretation.~

a
Its

of the sons of Israel with
cities,

the

possess

the Negev

pronoun

as do the Massoretes

the

makes

as it stands.

If one takes
athnach

(athnach)

of exiles will

first

it would

as far as Zarephath

the

of the exiles

no sense either

placing

to

the

that

"The exiles

in Sepharad

both groups

and

of Jerusalem,

are

with

happen

Massoretic

who

that

according

ever

text which reads,

fact

the '~r as a relative

under

Sepharad),

of this company

Rashi

belonging

63Cf. above on the variant
~Cf. the excursus

and

others,

to sons

the

of Israel

text could
who are

(by
read,

(among)

mOri'sehem in v. 17b.

in the history

of interpretation

under "Land."
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the Canaanites

to

Zarephath

Sepharad will possess

and

the

exiles

of

Jerusalem

who

the cities of the Negev.,,65 The parallelism

bsprd favors such a reading; however there is no b
And then, what is the direct object--cities?

are

i

n

")'V

to

asr

prefix before kn ~nym.

So we are back to where we

started.
,oj

The only choice

left seems to be to emend the first

which would imply that an original yrsw was confused as
by the following
which is wanting
Massoretic

6"
sr.o

> °oJ

This would aid in supplying

before the preposition

'd.

text would then read, "The exiles

oJ

sr to yrsw

~~r and prompted

the verb "to possess"

With such an emendation,
of this company

the

(the group

65Rashi, Obadias in Commentarius Hebraicus. in Prophetas Maiores
et Minores. ut et in Hiobum et Psalmos (Latin Version),
Joh.
Friderico Breithaupto, ed., (Gothae: Andreae Schallii, 1713), 895.
Rashi or the editors added "in the land" which is not part of the
Massoretic text but is similar to the Septuagint version although it
adds the preposition "in".
66Kei1's solution comes to the same conclusion as our's.
He
.
., 0'
.
slmply says that we must take the sr clause as the object of the
verb yrsw which is supplied from the first clauses of the preceding
verse, but he shows no lexical or grammatical evidence to justify
such a move.
The attempt here is simply to try to explain
grammatically what makes the best sense contextually.
Another option
is to take the translation of the Septuagint which reads, "ka i tes
metoikesias he arche haute tois huiois Israel ge ton Chananaion heas
Sarepton
kai
he
metoikesia
Ierousalem
heos
Ephratha,
kai
kleronomesousi~ tas poleis tou Nageb," [And the head (beginning) of
the deportation who [belong] to the sons of Israel, the l~nd of
Canaan up to Zarephath, and the Jerusalem deportation up to Ephratha,
and they will inherit the cities of the Negev]. The Septuagint adds
"land" (ge) in front of the Canaanites as well as adding he arche
haute providing, perhaps a reference to the first deportation.
The
meaning could then be that the exiles who were first deported (back
in 721 B.C.) will return to possess the land of the Canaanites as far
as Sarepta.
This is how Wolff understands the Septuagint additions
(cf. p. 60).
But the Septuagint could also be talking about the
first returnees from the Babylonian
captivity.
Also, with its
addition of "land," and the lack of a relative pronoun after "Israel"
it is implicit that the Septuagint infers the verb yr~w since the
"sons of Israel" would hardly be equated with the "land of Canaan."
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mentioned

1n verse 19 by geographical

of Israel

(that is. the exiles of the Negev.

Benjamin,

but not those of the Edomites

the

Canaanites

equ i valent

to

(that
the

Israel" then would

1S.

border

Phoenicia)
promi sed

"exiles

this

as a reference

to the
they

then. the "exiles

goes

against

10 tribes
were

who

deported

scholars

were

went

sense of the text as it stood.
who followed

"this company"

from the
to the

who

general

sons

of

----.~--

(which

1S

"sons

of

The
kingdom,

of

those

had not

...

by

because

as Judah

and

history

of

~v

.

sr by understand1.ng

are Canaanites"
in the

believed

land

elaborate

there were others

the prophecy

to the exiles

to the

up

20
to

Concomitantly

lengths

(the

to make

in the history
viewing

in verse

concerning

in verse

of Judah

part i cu lar

of verse

of Canaan

to all those mentioned

completing

the

to be the "sons of Judah."

to even more
But

the

the Assyrians. 68

yet been mentioned

reference
Israel)

lived

rn

the same tack as we have here,

as referring

Ve r s-e 20b was simply
of Jerusalem

some

of Israel who

of Jerusalem"

Some of the Jewish

20a's

Zarephath"

in 20b should have been designated

to the sons

before

interpretation

will dispossess

19:28-29) .

who tried to make sense out of the

belonging

Zarephath

Josh.

as

and

(cf. Joel 4:6).

Admi ttedly,
interpretation

far

to the sons

Judean hills.

and Philistines)
as

an

Shephelah.

not be the ten tribes of the northern

the other exiles described
not as Jerusalem

belongingo7

designation)

19.

exiles

verse
19.69

the exiles

Obadiah

(the exiles

of

moves

belonging

specifically

of

_-----

~Lamed of possession, cf. Ronald J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax:
An
university of Toronto Press, 1976), 48,
Outline. 2d ed .. (Toronto:
no. 270.
6BCf. the excursus

69Ibid.

t

n the history

of interpretation

under

"Land."
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The

Jerusalem).
enigmatic
Obadiah

exiles

because
which

numerous

who

we are unsure where

has

puzzled

contemporary

most probable.71

of Jerusalem

are

i

Sepharad

interpreters

n Sepharad

1.S slightly

is, another

throughout

element

the ages.

interpretations,ro that of Lipinski

Of

of
the

seems to be the

He identifies Sepharad with the Persian satrapy of Sparda

in Asia Minor which makes linguistic sense as well as geographical
These exiles of Jerusalem,

then, who are now in Sephared

sense. 72

at the time of

Obadiah's writing will return to take possession of the Negev cities which
verse 19 tells were inhabited at that time.TI
Obadiah's
different

use

of

possessions

prose

here

of territories

1.n verses
(cf. Jos.

19-21,
13-21;

along
Judges

with

the

1),

and

"saviors" who will "judge" (the judges are called saV1.ors and jUdges), as

70Al though his conclusion is dubious, John Gray, "The Diaspora of
Israel
and
Judah
in Obadiah
v.
20, " Zei tschrift
fUr
die
a1ttestament1iche Wissenschaft 65 (1953), 53-59, has one of the most
complete
presentations
of the var1.OUS different
solutions
1.n
relatively contemporary circles.
71E.

Lipinski,

"Obadiah

20" Vetus

Testamentum

23 (1973),

368-

370.
72Ibid.
"The name itself of Sepharad appears in the Aramaic
inscription found at Sardis, the capital of that Satrapy ....
[A]n
Ar amai c inscription discovered at Daskyleion, in the North-West of
Asia Minor, and going back to c. 450 B.C. testifies the presence of
a rich Jewish family in that place . . . . It seems therefore that
the Jewish community in the West of Asia Minor dates back to the
fifth century B.C."
They were most likely sent there during the
Babylonian exile.
TIThe Negev might possibly be a designation for the whole of the
southern region. In fact, the Targums routinely translated the Negev
as "south" even where the geographical
area of the Negev is
undoubtedly
indicated, as for instance in The Targum of the Minor
Prophets in the Aramaic Bible vol. 14, trans. Kevin J. Cathcart and
Robert P. Gordon (Michael Glazier, Inc.: Wilmington, DE, 1989), 1012. Cf. Leivy Smolar and Moses Aberbach, Studies in Targum Jonathan
to the Prophets (KTAV Publishing House, Inc. and the Baltimore Hebrew
College: New York and Baltimore, 1983), 124.
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well

as

the

monarchical
rule

terms
period.

The

21.

in verse

prom1se

"Philistines"
king who

Here

of a second

in

Obadiah

ruled

back

uses

all

then

is the

when Yahweh
aga1n

This is not simply

style of Joshua

a repeat

the

pre-

same who will
we have

who was king

be king. And,

in the ears of the hearer

the prose

recall

19-21, in other words,

verses

era will once

that association

reader),

"Canaanites"

conquest-settlement"

first conquest-settlement
confirm

and

the

in the

1n order

(or the eyes

to

of the

and Judges.

of the pre-monarchical

period,

however.

19-20 still speak to the reality occurring at the time of Obadiah,

Verses

that is, to the people
hoped for return
accompanied

of Judah and

of the exiles

by war

is

not

Israel

to the land.

stated.

Just

left 1n the
Whether

land and

to the

or not the return

as the prophecies

of

is

Jeremiah

(16:14-15; also 23:7-8) and of the united Israel in Ezekiel 36-37 are tied
37: 12,14) so also

to the

land

(cf. Ezek.

Israel,

to live is to return

to the land of Canaan;

exile.

Obadiah

to a dying

was speaking

But what did

he mean by a return

language

appropriate

reversal

Qf the

to

his

fortunes

day

rather

difficult

feat

this

the

or

archaeological

evidence

possession

by

the

Israel

otherwise,

although

political
might

exiles
many

interpretation

appear

as somewhat

of

suggestions
were

all

have

of a "cockeyed

we

While

hope

he was

he

not mean

had

For

that

there
would

took
been
had

optimist."

for

the
to

That might

is no

literary,

indicate

such

place

politically

offered.
to

uS1ng

that we need

here describes.

which
ever

that

the

does

fact

historical

s prophecy.

to die is to live in

to the land?

of what Obadiah
given

f

people.

express

of Israel,

look for a literal fulfillment
be a

to

is Obadiah

expect,
Rather,

a
or

If a strictly
then

Obadiah

as a servant
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of the Lord, Obadiah
eschatological

is an open-eyed

fulfillment

optimist

who looks forward

in the future when Yahweh

kingdom on earth and save His people Israel although

to an

will establish

His

they, at this time,

appear to have no kingdom or land of their own.
In

Acts

and

l.n Romans

of

the

land

boundaries

eschatological
1S fulfilled

of

(especially
Israel

are

chapters
broken

9-11)

and

the

"B.C."

extended.

The

promise of the great reversal which is going to take place

in the New Testament on a theological

l.n "A.D." language

and "A.D." realities.

Israel

not only

encompasses

level where it happens

The land of Israel as the New

the Jews, but also

the Gentiles.

The New

Israel jettisons out from Judea, to Samaria and to the ends of the earth
(Acts 1:8).

Laetsch provides

insight into the "A.D." interpretation:

The Book of Acts records the fulfillment of Obad. 17-20; the conquest
of the countries and districts named by Obadiah by the Church of the
New Testament, the true Mount Zion: Philistia (Obad. 19), Acts 8:40;
9:32-43; Samaria (v. 19), Acts 8:5-17; Zarephath in Phoenicia (v.
20), Acts 11:19; Sepharad (v. 20) in Asia Minor, Rev. 3:1, and Paul's
activity.
Paul was a Benjamite, and Benjamin is named as possessing
Gilead, at Paul's time having a mixed population
of Jews and
Gentiles, representative of conditions under which Paul labored in
the world at large. 74
In other words, Obadiah's

prophecy about the reposseSS10n

of the land to

an exiled 'people no longer looks to a limited geographical
but rather to the world-wide
in the new creation.
whole world.

expansion of the Church, and its consummation

The B.C. land's boundaries

In Romans

4: 13 Paul calls Abraham

(kosmos) not just the land of Canaan,
also Heb. 11:8-16).

And, Matthew

are expanded
an heir

as he was in Genesis

into the

of the world

17:4-6 (cf.

5:5 says, "Blessed are the meek, for

they shall inherit the earth."

UTheodore

fulfillment,

Laetsch, The Minor Prophets,

212.
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The Kingship
Verse

21 is the glorious

exegetical
mo~iCim?

concern here

of Yahweh

culmination

is threefold:

of Obadiah's

~Pt the

(3) How shall we understand

to Yahweh?

The

significance

of this verse in relation

The

answers

Massoretic

to these

text

has

questions

the

Mountain

salvatores.

However,

which have andres sesosmenoi,
support reading an original
participle
saved")

will

provide

hiphil

participle

plural

...u ..•c ....
mOS1 1m

sozontes, the Latin

as well as the Syriac version and Targum
niphal plural participle

to what happened

(no~a~im)

(M)

or a pual

form ("those being

17 where there was escape

in verse

In this case, the remnant who have

in verse 17 would ascend Mount Zion to judge Mount Esau.76

While such an interpretation
as it stands, and therefore
As it stands,
to judge Mount

the

the Greek versions Aquila and Theodotion

and those who fled to Zion were saved.
been delivered

us with

to the whole prophecy.

(mfisa.;"im).75This would make it a passive

that refers

of Esau and

hammelt1k'ahas belonging

("saviors") which is supported by the Greek Symmachus'
Vulgate's

The

(1) who and what are meant by the

(2) What does it mean that they will

when will this happen?

prophecy.

is plausible,

calls for no such emendation.

the text reads,

Esau."

the text is also intelligible

Obadiah

"And saviors will ascend Mount

is recalling

the time of the judges who
called m~i~im and

possessed

the land of Canaan.

These judges were

sOp'~im.

In fact, the exact same form of mO~1(im

75Cf. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia,
verse 21a, and also Wolff, 61.
76This is the view taken by Wolff
1, 68; Stuart, 93.

Zion

found here in Obadiah

1030,

the

apparatus

an his commentary,

on

cf. p. 60-
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1S found elsewhere
Obadiah,

Nehemiah

only in Nehemiah

evokes the time of the Judges

of the Lord who sent deliverers
after

their

9:27,TI where, with words similar

disobedience

to his people when

to Yahweh

(cf. Judges

functions of these judges was obviously
"saviors"

are an unspecified

group who

land7S so that they can dispossess
act of deliverance
delivered

the

they

inhabitants

are

the action

they were

2: 6-3: 6) .

judging (~Pt).

oppressed

One

of the

In Obadiah 21, the

will deliver

the people

of the

their dispossessors. 79 Because of their

considered

of the land,

Mount Zion to judge Mount Esau.

in describing

to

as

t1

•

saV10rs

then these

"

.

Once

saviors

Here we are enlightened

they

will

have

ascend

as to the fate

of Edom, except that it is unclear what is meant by "to judge .••.
Among its various meanings,
justice," "to punish,"

~Pt can mean "to judge," "to administer

"to govern,"

"to decide. ,,80While one might surmise

that Israel will govern the deserted country of Edom after the loss of its
inhabitants

which occurred

1n verse 18,81 Wolff rightly asserts

that this

TIA New Concordance of the Old Testament, 2d ed., ed. Abraham
Even-Shoshan (Jerusalem:
Sivan Press Ltd., 1989), 507, 634. This,
in fact, is the only other place it occurs in this exact form, but
the singular m'osi,caand its cognates are prevalent throughout Judges
(cf. p. 507).
78Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical
Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 109 where the
same principle of "land' used for "inhabitants" by metonymy is found
in Gen. 41:57.
79They might possibly be leaders who arise from among the people
(much like the judges did) to lead them against their dispossessors.
Although
the point is perhaps
that those under the rule and
oppression of Babylon and Edom will be delivered (cf. Micah 5:4-5a).
8OBrown-Driver-Briggs,

1047, lb.

Cf. Even-Shoshan,

1199-1200.

81W. Rudolph, "Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona," in Kommentar
Testament, Band 13:2, (Glitersloh: G. Mohn, 1971), 317.
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1S improbable
They

will

judge

their office,

Edom

which

be rulers

over

time when

Israel's

The

judges

.

't,pt

because

whether

1n

the

the people.~

ruled

Israel's

much

For

relationship
with

justice

as the last clause

as well.

be 1n conflict

of

old

exercised

that they would
of the

rule and

judges

and protected

prophecy

question,

with

judges

were

their

and

saved

them

rule is extended

of course,

the kingship

a

to be.M

was as it was supposed

Israel

The

the

the days

to Yahweh
over

to people, never to things. ,,82

meant

Israel,

Now with Obadiah's

enemies

this would

same way

in the book of Judges

from their enem1es.
over

"is always applied

ar1ses

belonging

as

to

to Yahweh

of verse 21 indicates.

-..J

Sp~ was
of the office
king here,

not only a function
of the king.~

similar

just beginning

to what

of the

Obadiah

judges.

combines

1 Samuel 8:5,

of judge

and

6, 20 does when the· monarchy

was

after the period of the judges.

a king that might~p~

them similar

It was also an aspect

the concepts

The people there asked

to the kind of king other

nations

for

had.~

82Wolff, 69.
~ef. Judges 3:10;
Sam. 4:18; 7:6, 15-17.
Mef.

2 Kings

4:4;

10:2,

3; 12:9,11,14,;

15:20;

16:31; I

23:22.

~ef. 1 Sam. 8:5, 6, 20 where the verb for what the judges had
done is the same as what they now wish for the king to do, that is,
not msl but 5pt.
Psalm 96: 13 says Yahweh
judges the world
in
righteousness
and the peoples in His truth" (cf. 98: 9) .
For an
extensive discussion
of the use of "judge" as a royal appellation,
see Marc Zvi Brettler,
God is King:
Understanding
and Israelite
Metaphor,
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
Supplement
Series no. 76 (Sheffield, England:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1989),

44-45,

109-116.

~ef. Brettler. 114.
He shows that the verb dyn "to judge" is
predominantly
used with kings in the Bible.
When it is used with
God, it stresses His overwhelming power in a different way, i.e. it
is usually used with God's judgement over all nations (Gen. 15:14; 1
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It is interesting

to note that only the verb

the judges did,~

not the hollow

indicative

sp~

~s used to describe what

verb din which was used more of king;M

not only that Obadiah was deliberately

using archaic

of the time of the judges but also that these "deliverers"
Brettler

approaches

way by concentrating

on what it meant for a king to be a judge as well as

role of the king was within
depicted

the judicial

Yahweh,

human

but perfectly. 91

toward Edom, punishing
they do repent.
in conflict

to know exactly what the

system.89

as the royal

judge/king,

In Obadiah,

That the "saviors" would
kingship

because

of his

acts in the same way as

then,

them it they do not repent,

with Yahweh's

"Cases where God as

as a judge often stress the rectitude

judgement. "~
judges,

are not kings.

the issue of king as judge in an enlightening

a ruler, although he admits that it is difficult

king ~s explicitly

language

God would

act

but sparing

exercise this

justly
them if

judgment is not

Yahweh uses these mos1~im

as

His instruments.

Sam. 2:10; Isa. 3:13 (MT); Pss. 7:9; 9:9; 96:10; 110:6).
~Cf. Even-Shoshan,

1199.

88Brettler, 112.
89Brettler, 113.
~Ibid.

Cf. Ps. 9:5, 9; 10:18; 96:(11-)13 (cf. I Chron. 16:33);

98:(7-)9.
91Brettler, 115-6.
'"Justice' and 'equity' are accomplished
through him, rather than with the human king.
That justice is so
intrinsic to him that it can be called ... 'the base of his (=God's)
throne'.
God's justice is so powerful that the accused tremble in
fear before it, while the objective
onlooker rejoices
in its
fairness.
Unlike royal 'justice', God the judge is not capricious.
As judge, God's justice so surpasses that of the human king that a
worshipper could ask (Ps. 72:1) ... '0 God, endow the king with your
judgements, the king' s son with your righteousness',
explicitly
pointing to the superiority of the divine king's justice."
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This appears

as an added dimension

to the kingship

of Yahweh as He

exercises His kingship over Esau through others (mo~Icim) who serve as His
instruments
somewhat

in exercising

His rule

over Edom.92

(~p~)

similar to what Moses did when he governed

judges,

reserving

course,

Yahweh

burden

of

administer

the difficult

would

judging,

cases

for himself

have no "need,"

like Moses

but

he

nonetheless

would

His justice and judgement upon Edom.

Actually,

it is

Israel and appointed
(Deut.

1:16-17).

Of

did, to alleviate

His

use

these

-.J ..•

c ....

mos r rm

to

With Yahweh as king, Zion

would once again be holy and a refuge for all those who seek justice.
Such a refuge was sorely needed at a time when Israel was addressing
the question
exercise

his dominion

some of those
The exile

of whether

in exile

Yahweh

would

over the world.
thought

and the deportation

still
Ezekiel

that Yahweh
had posed

vindicate

His

Israel

8:12 gives evidence

must have forsaken

serious questions

as to whether

As far as Israel was concerned,

kingdom did not belong to Yahweh.93

Still, Obadiah does promise

as the kingly office

that

the land.

Yahweh was truly king over Israel.

M02.1tkah,

and

the

that the

(Amt ) which the melek occupies, 94 will belong

~He will obviously rule over more than just Edom (cf. v. 15a,
19-20) but this prophecy was directed specifically against Edom.
93James R. Lillie, Obadiah - A Celebration
Currents 1n Theology and Mission 6 (1979), 21.

of God's Kingdom,"

94K. Seybold, "Mlk," Theologisches Worterbuch zum Alten Testament
Vol. 4, ed. G. Johannes Botterweck (Stuttgart:
Verlag W. Kohlhammer,
1984),940.
Saul accepted the kingship (I Sam. 14:47), complete with
regulations which distinguished it from the surrounding kingdoms (I
Sam. 10:25). This "Amt " was also given to David (II Sam. 16:8; I Kg.
2:15,22), also to Jereboam (I Kg 11:35; 12:21).
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to Yahweh.~

Israel will be safe and secure once agaln ln the knowledge

that Yahweh dwells among His people on Mount Zion and as king provides
safety, justice and holiness for His people.

This kingship is realized

in the New Testament with the advent of Christ and His church which He
established as a foretaste of the heavenly kingdom yet to come (Matt. 245; In. 18:36; Acts 1:6-8; Rom. 14:17; Rev. 1:6).

951 take the lamed prefixed to Yahweh as another lamed of
possession (cf. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, 48, no. 270).
There is, in fact, a long history in the Old Testament of connecting
Yahweh with Kingship.ln the Old Testament, Yahweh is the subject of
melek thirteen times, and is connected with the epithet melek another
forty one times. Cf. Seybold, "m1k," TWAT, 947. Yahweh as subject
of melek: Ex. 15:18; I Sam. 8:7; Is. 24:23; 52:7; Ezek. 20:33; Mic.
4:7; Ps. 47:9; 93:1; 96:10 [= I Chron. 16:31); 97:1; 146:10);
connected with melek: Num. 23:21; Deut. 33:5; I Sam. 12:12, Is. 6:5;
33:22; 41:21; 43:15; 44:6; Jer. 8:19; 10:7,10; 46:18; 48:15; 51:57;
Mi 2:13; Zeph 3:15 (LXX); Zech. 14:9,16,17; Mal. 1:14; Ps. 5:3;
10:16; 24:7-10; 29:10; 44:5; 47:3,7,8; 48:3; 68:25; 74:12; 84:4;
95:3; 98:6; 99:4; 145:1; 149:2; Dan. 4:34. When Israel and her kings
realized that the kingship belonged to Yahweh, and gave Him proper
honor, their kingdoms would thrive (cf. Deut. 17:14-20; 1 Sam. 8:5
ff.; 1 Kings 2:3; 1 Chron. 22:13; 1 Chron. 28:7; 2 Kings 10:30 (but
cf. v. 31); the converse was also true.
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CHAPTER
OBADIAH:

Introduction:
The purpose

II

THE MAN AND HIS TIMES

The Forces Behind the Lines

of this chapter

and those which

not only the exegesis of the var10US interpreters
also to compare

that exegesis.

Our

follow

1S

throughout

goal is to attempt

to explore

the ages, but
to get at the

forces behind the battle lines which resulted at times in "peace treaties"
of interpretation
words,

or in a "full-scale

why is it that Christian

some aspects
concern1ng

of the text while

other aspects

As mentioned

war" of interpretation.

and Jewish
having

commentators

wildly

In other

could agree on

divergent

interpretations

of that same text?
our explanation

of these forces

will utilize four basic questions with which interpreters

can approach the

text:

questions

determined

of translation

by theology,

of application.
threefold:

1n the Introduction,

(words and grammar),

culture and history)

of isagogics,

Our task then in each of the following

(1) A presentation
the hermeneutics

behind

Christians.

(2) To understand

how the interpreters'

Si tz im Leben

theology 1S operative

influenced

the interpretation

their hermeneutic.

that influenced

will not follow this outline, however,
which will

allow us

to follow
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and questions

with an attempt
of the Jews and

culture, society, and
(3) What,

their interpretation.

if any,

The chapters

but rather a chronological

the interpretation

(as

chapters will be

of the history of exegesis

to discover

their

of significance

throughout

outline

the

early
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church

and

early

Judaic

period,

the

Middle

Ages

and

the

Reformation

period.

The Identity

and Date of Obadiah

Throughout

the Ages

The identity of the prophet Obadiah is intimately
question

regarding

the date.

in Scripture' most have been

Among the 12 different
incorporated

the rabbis in one way or another.
prophet,

coupled

supply authorship

with

the

Obadiahs

into the persona

strong

interest

one about whom the most information

of the

talmudic

for authorship

Ahab and Jezebel.

persecution

hid the one hundred

of the prophets

This persecution

Obadiah,

Ahab's court, provided

writers

to

prophets

if one cave was discovered

since he is the

in Sanhedrin

of Yahweh

was initiated

for one hundred

captain

1n the other

who had

or captain

prophets of Yahweh.

in two caves, dividing
those

cave might

1n
He

still escape.

1n 2 Kings 1, he is also identified

Commentary

not

them in half so that

'1 Kings 18; 1 Chron. 3:21; 7:3; 8:38; 9:16; 12:9;
Chron. 17:7; 34:12; Ezra 8:9; Neh. 10:5; 12:25; Ob. 1.
2Stuart, Word Biblical

39,3

under the rule of

who was a palace administrator

protection

Since there 1S an unnamed

on the

is given in Scripture.

to 1 Kings 18: 3-16, as ci ted and expanded

bowed the knee to Baal.

of Obadiah by

for all the books of the Hebrew Bible2 point to

details

there was a violent

identified

The paucity of solid information

the Obadiah of 1 Kings as a prime candidate

According

connected with the

vol. 31 Hosea-Jonah,

26:19;

as

2

407.

3The edition of the Talmud used is I. Epstein, ed., Berakoth:
Hebrew-English Edition of the Babylonian Talmud, trans. Maurice Simon
(London:
The Soncino Press, 1960).
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Obadiah.4
As a palace administrator
according

to the rabbis.

the prophets

in Ahab's

he was hiding,

until,

in order

on the debt by taking

but Elisha miraculously
to payoff

her debt. 6

poverty of Obadiah's

son Joram.S

intervened

by providing

Such self sacrifice

This resulted

the debt.

Obadiah's

than that of Abraham.

1n feeding

them, he finally

A creditor

two children

in
had

as slaves,

the widow with enough oil

that would

eventuate

widow proved to the rabbis that Obadiah's

was one degree higher
the house

to support

(the widow of 2 Kings 4:1) assuming

come to collect

was very rich,

But all of his wealth was expended

had to borrow money at interest from Ahab's
his widow

court, Obadiah

In fact,

of Ahab had been capable of being blessed,

1n the

fear of God

they said that if
it would have been

4 Cf.Sanh.

39b. The rabbis connected these one hundred prophets
with the 7000 still faithful to Yahweh which He discloses to Elijah
1n 1 Kings 19:18.
SEx. R. 31:3. All Midrashim are taken from Midrash Rabbah trans.
H. Freedman and M. Simon, 10 vols., (London: Soncino Press, 1939, 3d
impression 1961). Apparently the rabbis wanted to fill in the blanks
of who the creditor was in 2 Kings 4:1.
iThis tradition from Sanh. 39 and Ex. R. 31 is found in Josephus,
Antiquities,
The
Loeb
Classical
Library,
9.2.
That
targumic
identification of Obadiah as the husband of the "Certain woman of the
wives of the sons of the prophets" for whom Elisha wrought a miracle
was carried into the Middle Ages by the Jewish scholar Rashi (10401105 A.D.) as well as by Kimhi (1160?-1235?) who was commenting on a
midrashic addition to Targum Jonathan, cf. Leivy Smolar and Moses
Aberbach,
Studies in Targum Jonathan to the Prophets and Targum
Jonathan to the Prophets, by Pinkhos Churgin (New York and Baltimore:
KTAV Publishing House, Inc., and the Baltimore Hebrew College, 1983),
26.
Cf. J. F. Breithaupt,
R. Salomonis
Jarchi.
Commentarius
Hebraicus. In Prophetas Maiores Et Minores (Gotha, 1713), 892. It is
also found in the medieval Christian Barhebraeus' scholia on Obadiah
in Frank G. Ward, "The Scholia of Barhebraeus on the Book of the
Twelve Prophets" (Ph.D diss., University of Chicago, March, 1933),
34.
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blessed

for Obadiah's

sake.7

Another tradition
district

says Obadiah was from the land of Shechem, of the

of Beth-Ephraim.8

the third "captain

This tradition

also states

of fifty," whom the prophet

that Obadiah

Elijah spared

1:9-17,9 even though the captain's name is not mentioned.
form

of

Elijah's

the Vitae
disciple

intimation

Prophetarurn Pseudo

for

(1075/80-1129

rece~ves

In the longer
that

he

became

We have an

here that this was when Obadiah became a prophet.

reward

in Matthew

in 2 Kings

for whom he suffered much on his beha1f.1O

The supposition
as a

Ep i phan ius adds

was

his

A.D.),

is that the gift of prophecy was conferred
singular

and

clemency.

as well as other medieval

10:41 in connection

a prophet

faith

with

commentators,

the prophet's

in the name of a prophet

Rupert

reward,

shall rece~ve

on him

of

Deutz

also bring
"Anyone

who

a prophet's

7 Sanh. 39.
8Pseudo Ep iphan ius says, "And after he [Obadiah] died, he was
buried in the field of Bethachamar with his fathers."
Cf. L. Johann
Gott10b Carpzovii, Introductio ad Libros Canonicos Bib1iorurn Veteris
Testamenti (Lipsiae: apud Haered. Frider. Lakisii, 1714), III, 332.
Dorotheus
in Syn. de Vita & Morte Prophetarurn, and Isidorus
Hispalensis
in de Vita et Morte Sanctorurn, supply the Greek
"Beethacharam"
and "Beethachamar" respectively for 'Beth-Ephraim"
(332-3).
Cf. the scho1ion at the head of Ephraem Syrus'(ca. 306373 A.D.) commentary, Guiseppe Simone Assemani, ed., Bib1iotheca
orienta1is C1ementino, (Paris: Huberti Welter, 1902), 70. Cf. also
Hesychius of Jerusalem (ca. 300 A.D.), Capita Abdiae Prophetae, MPG
93, 1354. Pseudo Epiphanius in the Vitae Prophetarurn, and later on
Barhebraeus (1225/6-1286 A.D.), in his scholia on the minor prophets,
does not include Beth-Ephraim,
but only that Obadiah was from
Shechem, cf . Ward, Frank G., "The Scho1ia of Barhebraeus on the Book
of the Twelve Prophets," 34.
9Cf. Hesychius of Jerusalem, Capita Abdiae
1354; Assemani, 70; Carpzovii, III, 332.
10See Carpzovii

Introd. tome. III, 332, 333.

Prophetae,

MPG 93,
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reward. ,,11 One
prophecy.12

of

the

prophet's

rewards

The rabbis said that Obadiah

was

of

could live with

two

the

was chosen to prophesy

Edom because he himself was an Edomite proselyte.13
Obadiah

course

such godless

persons

gift

of

against

They reasoned that if
as Ahab

and Jezebel

without being influenced by them, he should be the one to prophesy against
Esau (Edom) because

Esau had been brought up by two god-fearing

parents,

Isaac and Rebekah, but had not learned to imitate their good deeds .14 They
were made for each other.
Practically

all

of

the

"biographical"

supplied by the rabbis or was surely rabbinic
to supply as much information

as possible.

material
in origin.

on

Obadiah

was

Their goal was

We already noted earlier the

llRupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 168, 377-8.
de Lyra Liber Abdie: Biblia cum postillis, col. 4x.

Nicolaus

i2Another reward, similar in the Christian tradition to that
reflected in the Targum, is that Obadiah was buried in Samaria next
to the tombs of Elisha and John the Baptist.
Perhaps these tombs
were still thought to have special powers (cf. 2 Kings 13:21) since,
apparently, wild performances were conducted before these shrines in
veneration of these prophets, according to the Epitaphium Paulae.
Cf. Carpzov III, 335.
13Towards the end of the Middle Ages, Isaac Abrabanel (14371508)' reflected this tradition identifying Obadiah, the converted
Idumean, with the hatchet (of the Hebrew proverb) which "returns into
the wood out of which it was taken."
Abrabanel, In Obad., apud
Pfeiferri Opera (Ultraj., 1704), 1092.
This proverb referred to
David who descended from Ruth the Moabitess, a people whom David
would later conquer.
Thus Obadiah, an Edomi te proselyte, would
ultimately prophecy Edom's doom leading to its downfall.
This was
also reflected earlier in R. Salomonis Jarchi (Rashi), "Obad ias ;"
Commentarius Hebraicus. in Prophetas Maiores et Minores. ut et in
Hiobum et Psalmos, Latine Versus, Joh. Friderico Breithaupto, ed.,
(Gothae: Andreae Scha Ili i , 1713), 892, and Kimhi (see note 3 by
editors of Rashi's commentary).
14Sanh. 39b; Tanh. 8.8 on Gen. 32:25ff., Pt.2 in Midrash Tanhuma
English,
vol. 1, trans. John T. Townsend
(Hoboken, NJ: KTAV
Publishing House, Inc. 1989), 211. See also Rashi, Obadias, 892.
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rabbinic

tendency

to fill in the blanks of authorship

Bible and any details
of

the

during

the formation

we

have

on

Obadiah

of tradition

is haggadic

in the composition

purpose of the Targum was to meet in advance
to the reading of the text mi ght have .16
the motivation

about the author.·5

they might be able to offer

"informat-ion"

behind

their

creative

for the books of the

material

created

of the Targum.

any question

Knowing

Much

anyone

that helps

The

listening

us understand

exegesis.

Thus naturally the meturgeman (the t ar gumi s t ) gave an explanation for
any passages which could be obscure for his listeners ....
For the
same reason the Targum often adds the details which are missing in
the text. for instance the name of an otherwise unnamed personage.17
For the Jews.

community .18

the Jewish
make

Scripture

part

of the meaning

relevant

rabbis realized
the biblical
practically
rule

that

meaning .19

Scripture

was only

The Jewish

of the text

at the

whatever
no verse

mercy

was

always

of the

could

lose

Biblical

Thus,
its

Sitz

attempting

im Leben.

The

him

vol.

(plain,

the

simple)

ran the derash

31,

put

to do

they promulgated

literal

to

then became

allowing

or peshat

Commentary.

with

of interpretation

interpreter

this literal meaning

Word

by his

and techniques

with the text.

in Scripture

iSCf. Stuart.

influenced

methods

he wanted

But alongside

interpreter

as it interacted

to his own time. and his explication

such haggadic

text

revelation

or

Hos ea+.Jonah,

407.
16Daniel
Dissertation
1975). 58.

Patte.
Series,

Early
no. 22

Jewish
Hermeneutic
(Misssoula,
Montana:

in
Palestine
Scholars Press,

l1Ibid.
18patte. 8.
1SKid. 49a. cited in Erwin I. J. Rosenthal,
"The Study of the
Bible in Medieval Judaism." in Studia Semitica, vol. 1, Jewish Themes
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 245.
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homiletical,

figurative

mean1ng

which

could be deduced

from the text as

a legitimate

additional meaning that included also the haggadic

expansions

of the text.20
These haggadoth were governed by var10US sets of hermeneutical
(middoth)

which

were

utilized

to try and

prove

earlier period.

They had since become incorporated

and Midrashim.21

Each piece of information

of these rules.

Obadiah

by an adaptation
passages

is appropriate
then, because
ben Hyrcanus

Obadiah
passages

on Obadiah

is validated

by one

18) is validated

no matter

how different

they may

This means that anywhere the name Obadiah is used, it

to apply it to Obadiah,
of the rule of Eleazar

that "Every biblical

is to be interpreted

this

second rule "Inference by Analogy" where two

with similar words are related

be in themselves.~

of

into the later Talmud

of Ahab (1 Kings

as a steward

of Hillel's

the haggadah

rules

the author of the prophecy.

ben Azariah,

section which

And

Akiba and also Eliezer

is found close by another

with an eye to that one, ,,23anything having to do with

or with a captain or a prophet
in the immediate

not otherwise

identified

1n those

context (which for the rabbis extended

at least

~Rosenthal, 245. Cf. James L. Kugel and Rowan A. Greer, Early
Biblical Interpretation Library of Early Christianity,
ed. Wayne A.
Meeks, no. 3 (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1986), 70.
21Cf• Hermann L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash
(Atheneum, NY: A Temple Book, 1983, rep. 1931), 93-8 where he
discusses the hermeneutics of the Talmud and Midrashim.
Besides the
Seven Middoth of Hillel, there were the Thirteen Middoth of R.
Ishmael and the 32 Middoth ascribed to Eliezer ben Jose Ha-gelili.
~Strack, 94.
Cf. also rules 17 and 22 of the 32 Middoth
Eliezer ben Jose Ha-gelili (Strack, 97).

of

23Strack, 98.
This rule is a rule not found in any of those
rules listed above, which only goes to show that there were other
rules in use as well.
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to 2 Kings 4) can be applied

to Obadiah.

Thus Obadiah

is the captain of

50 who survived when Elijah rained down fire from heaven
he is the husband
miracle

of the prophet's

widow

for whom

(2 Kings 1) and

Elijah

Patte

hermeneutics
Lauterbach

notes

such

as

that

a

Bonsirven

specialist
and

view the use of Scripture

and Talmudoth

as sometimes

with Patte, however,

Indeed,

quite

even

1n
a

the

Jewish

by the Midrashim,

artificial

field
scholar

result

of these

included as part of revelation

I agree

different

"all

locations,

dates

revelation.

It

But their belief
that this haggadah

Thus, as Patte tells us, "The

targumist as well as the rabbi used the principle,

telescoped

all being

would not allow them to say that any

of these facts were wrong or contradictory.

I

to ascertain.

oral traditions

and their conviction

was all a part of divine revelation,

synthetic

as

and meaningless. 24

was, in fact, conflicting

of Scripture,

after in Scripture,

such

Mishnah

1S not that the rabbis did not see these discrepancies.
1n the inspiration

Jewish

Targumim,

even though it may at times be difficult

the

of

that one can find some rhyme and reason to the early

Jewish hermeneutic,

a

a

(2 Kings 4).

Daniel

had

performed

'There is no before and

in order to solve these discrepancies. ,,25The rabbis

view
the

of Scripture

elements

and

sacred

of Scripture

history

around

and personages. ,,26 Since "there

by

a limited

which

they

number

of

is no before and after

~J. Bonsirven, Exigise Rabbinigue et Exigise Paulinienne (Paris:
Beauchesne et ses fils, 1939), passim; J. Z. Lauterbach, "Midrash and
Mishnah," in Rabbinic Essays (Cincinatti: Hebrew Union College Press,
1951), 163-256, cited in Daniel Patte, 11.
25patte, 68.
Cf. Strack, 98.
26patte,67.

This is a citation

of rule 32 of the 32 Middoth.
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1n Scripture,"

the interpreter

his interpretation
viewed

as somewhat

would

be limited

peripheral

pressing need of confirming
Jerome
commentary

to the

text

In effect,

an order

history

to meet

was

the more

the haggadah for the audience.

utilized

the

rabbis

extensively

1n

his

In fact, because he had a Jewish teacher, he was

often accused of being a Judaizer,
1n an apologia

them.27

by

and proving

(340-420 A.D.)

on Obadiah.

can ignore the demands of chronology when

a charge he defended himself

(ca. 400 A.D.) regarding

against

his education:

Moreover, if it is right to hate any men and despise any race, I am
certainly a bitter enemy of the circumcised.
For even to the present
day they persecute our Lord Jesus Christ in their synagogues of
Satan. Why then should anyone
throw it up to me, that I had a Jew
as my teacher? Or will this certain someone be bold enough to quote
the letter I addressed to Didymus as to a master? What a great crime
for a pupil to call a Lear-ned old man "master" !28
In his second more

literal

commentary

(374 A.D.) was highly allegorical~--he
for

his

identification

of

on Obadiah

(396 A.D.)--the

first

gives credit to his Hebrew sources

Obadiah.~

However,

Jerome

adds

an

27patte, 69.
28Quoted in Louis, N. Hartmann, "St. Jerome as an Exegete," in A
Monument to Saint Jerome, Francis X. Murphy, ed. (New York: Sheed &
Ward, 1952), 48, brackets mine.
~In the prologue of his second work, written about a quarter of
a century after the first, he confesses to his shame that "In my
youth, led by an ardent love for the study of the Scriptures, I made
an allegorical interpretation of the prophet Abdias, the historical
sense of which I did not then understand."
Jerome, Commentariorum in
Abdiam Prophetam, Corpus Christianorum
Series Latina, vol. 76 h
Hieronymi Presbyteri Opera Pars 1,6 (Turnholti:
Typographi Brepols
Editores Pontificii,
1969), 350, hereafter cited as Jerome, In
Abdiam, CCL 76. We have no trace of this first commentary.
~J. N. D. Kelly, Jerome: His Life, Writings. and Controversies
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1975), 44-5, 220. The influence
of Origen, which would undoubtedly have been evident in this earlier
commentary, did not totally leave Jerome in his later conmentary
ei ther.
On p. 222 Kelly diagnoses that "though claiming to give
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ecclesiastical

twist to their interpretation:

"Obadiah is the man of whom the Hebrews say that under Ahab, the king
of Samaria, and under that most wicked Jezebel he fed a hundred
prophets in caves, prophets who did not bow the knee to Baal and who
were among the 7,000 of whom Elijah knew nothing, as he is charged .
. Because Obadiah had fed a hundred prophets, he received the
gift of prophecy himself and from a leader of the army turned into a
leader of the church. 31
Obadiah

the military

Jews surmised,

but

utilized the Jewish
an application
interpreters

man became
became

Obadiah

interpretation

favorable

by agreeing

of Hosea,

Isaiah,

century prophets.~

on Hosea.
Joel,

as the

leader.32

Jerome

ecclesiastical

when dealing with isagogics, but chose
He could agree with the Jewish

the rabbis, he also perhaps

of history."

found in his Obadiah

1n his commentary

the prophet,

but not on the application.

with

took over their "telescoping
chronology

the

to the church.

on the isagogics,

However,

not simply Obadiah

commentary

He nowhere

indicates

Jonah

and Micah

Also, his interpretation

that the

conflicts with his chronology

There Jerome says Obadiah

Amos,

unknowingly

who

is a contemporary

were

mainly

eighth

of the events of the prophecy

preference to 'the history', it was the spiritual or 'tropological'
meaning which, as usual, he exerted his ingenuity to bring out."
31Jerome, In Abdiam,

CCL 76, 352.

32Jerome mayor may not be reflecting a Christian tradition which
spoke of a New Testament Obadiah who was one of the 70 sent out by
Christ who went as a missionary to Babylon and eventually became the
Christian bishop in Babylon.
See Carpzov, III, 335.
~Cf. Jerome, In Hosea, MPL 25, 821A, "Ex quo perspicuum
est
prophetante Osee, Esaia and Joel, and Amos, and Abdia, and Jona, and
Michea, qui sugchronoi, i.e. contemporanei eius fuerunt, regnum decem
tribuum esse finitum."
[From this it is clear that Hosea, Isaiah and
Joel, and Amos, and Obadiah and Jona and Micah were prophets at the
same time, i.e. they were contemporaries around the time of the rule
of the ten tribes]. This contradicts the rabbinic Obadiah who lived
in the ninth century during the reign of Ahab.
It also disagrees
wi th the content of his prophecy which refers largely to the
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itself almost

exclusively

thus locating

the fulfillment

by following
prophet)
the

the rabbis,

Obadiah

eighth

completing

century.

some time within

invasion

of Jerusalem,

the exile.~

Thus Jerome,

of (actually

about a sixth century event while

Perhaps

he

should

not

have

Jerome

part

attributes

been

1n a couple of nights--something

century

living 1n

so hasty

an

about which he

(354-430 A.D.) was not able to find a date for Obadiah
or the chronicles

of Eusebius.~

"Por although

Obadiah with Micah, the time when Micah prophesied
that

a ninth

to Pammachius.~

Augustine
either

the Babylonian

has the identity

prophesying

the commentary

had boasted

concern

of

their

writings

such an oversight

i

n which

dates

are

by Jerome and Eusebius

they

1S not indicated
noted. "37

in
put

from

Augustine

to negligence

on the

part of those who copy the works of others.~
Another

of Jerome's

428 A.D.), declines
theologian

contemporaries,

Theodore

of Mopsuestia

to use the rabbinic interpretation.

he stayed with

the literal

words

(350-

As an Antiochene

of the text and fit

those

Babylonian capt1v1ty.
Kelly also notices this discrepancy, cf. p.
222, although it can easily be explained that Jerome simply saw
Obadiah prophesying three hundred years in advance.
But Augustine's
analysis below is more likely the truth.
~Jerome,

In Abdiam,

CCL 76, 371.

~Cf. Kelly, 222. He told Pammachius that he completed his study
1n a couple of nights, basing himself on earlier authorities (Origen
for certain), but mainly rabbinical exegesis.
~Augustine,

De Civitate

Dei 18.31, MPL 41, 587.

37Ibid. Granted, Augustine could have found Jerome's
his commentary on Hosea or Obadiah, but it still would
impossible to harmonize those two.
~Ibid.

dating in
have been
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words

into

biblical

punishments

to be inflicted

exile. ,,39 Theodore
also

the Assyrian

"The

history.

was

upon

talking

exile.~

not

only

Obadiah's

were thus addressed

Psalm

captivity.

137:1
Verses

destruction

prophesying

and Israel's

at Obadiah's

the

attacking

clue as to when

he was prophesying.

The best
on the m1nor
believed
historical

then

Israel

followed

was emulated

and

outline

which

followed

Theodore

events

~Theodore

but

so this does

followed

enemy. 41

not give

of Hebrew

then, Obadiah

Commentarius

as Judah's
of

Edom 's

addressing.42

But

us much of a

that Theodore's

Zephaniah,

that

which were now happening

commentaries

history

of the Septuagintal

Habakkuk,

39Theodore of Mopsuestia,
MPG 66, 473D-496A.

exile

asserted

a prediction

which

he

canon.~

In the

was placed

in the

Amos, Micah and Joel, and contemporary

by Nahum,

the

time and

such

the

from

Theodore

of events

were

the chronology

in the ordering

list right after Hosea,
and

Psalm

clue comes from the knowledge

prophets

the Babylonian

was contemporaneously

Edom was always

return

of their own

by David

same

Obadiah

about

to Edom who was a perennial

vindication--all

time which

spoke

the

on Obadiah,

to events

as a prediction
7-9 of

after

about

In his prologue

were

He read

Obadiah

the Idumeans

that the prophets
oracles

prophet

Haggai,

with Jonah,
Zechariah

1n Aggaeum,

of Mopsuestia,

In Abdiam,

MPG 66, 308A.

of Mopsuestia,

In Abdiam,

MPG 66, 30SB-D.

and

(prologue),

41Ibid.
42Theodore

~Dimi tr i Z. Zaharopoulos,
~T.!.-'h""e""o:.::d..,o"-,ro...:e=-"",o-",f,---"M.::o"-,pt:.;s
b"""",l:=.e
(New York: Pau1ist Press, 1989), 126. Cf. Theodore's
prologue In
Joe1is, MPG 66, 212 AB.
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Malachi.'"

Thus

contemporaneous

he
with

could

be

said

the eighth

to

date

Obadiah's

century prophets

e i ther

prophecy

or during the Assyrian

exile.45
Cyril of Alexandria
school

of interpretation,

Antiochene
quite

(376-444 A.D.), although from the Alexandrian
also

employed

school in his commentary

closely

resembles

that

the

literal

on Obadiah.~

of Jerome

in many

exegesis

His exegesis,
places

which

critical.

explains

descent from Eliphaz,

in fact,

as heavily

with regard to the identity and dating of Obadiah.

Or at least he is more
tradition

the

on this book.47

Cyril, however, doesn't seem to rely on the Jewish commentators
as Jerome, especially

of

Still, he does pick up on the Jewish

the wisdom

of the Temanites

by positing

their

the friend of Job, "They (the Jews] say Esau was a

son of Eliphaz and from him came the name Teman."48
Cyril noted

the many resemblances

Egypt and Edom and thus placed
vision.~

Since Cyril

viewed

~Cf. Zaharopoulos,

to the prophesy

of Joel against

Obadiah at the same time as Joel and his
Joel and Hosea as contemporaries,

he must

126-7.

45The difficulty is that Theodore's general introduction to the
minor prophets has been lost, cf. Zaharopoulos, 139, note 108.
~Allen.
E. Johnson,
"The Methods
and Presuppositions
of
Patristic Exegesis in the Formation of Christian Personality," Dialog
16 (1977), 188 places Cyril of Alexandria somewhere between the two
schools.
47Cf. Alexander Kerrigan, St. Cyril of Alexandria: Interpreter of
the Old Testament (Roma: Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1952),436.
48Cyril of Alexandria,

583.
49Ibid., 582.

Commentarius

in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 71,
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have placed

the life of Obadiah

Obadiah prophesied
of Jerusalem.

at the time of Uzziah

of the future punishment

But Cyril has in mind a battle referred to 1n I Esdras

4:7-10, a post-exilic

battle.51 But Kerrigan

this

and

identification

Jerome's

that

it

1S

notes that Cyril 1S alone in

apparently

based

on

some

poor

sources.~

In the Middle
borrowed

of Edom after the destruction

Israel's battle with Edom was to take place in the Valley

of Jehoshaphat.

historical

king of Judah.~

Ages

the influence

from the rabbis was still
commentary

interpreters

was

in force more

probably

the

one

of that time is substantiated

begins each book with the prologue(s)

Hugh of St. Victor

and the tradition
than any other.

before

the

eyes

of

HaYmQ of Auxerre

most

(778-853 A.D.),

of Lyra (1270-1340 A.D.) all include the accounts

~Cf. Kerrigan,

That

all may have

(1096-1141 A.D.), Rupert of Deutz (1075/80-1129

18 and 2 Kings 1 and 4 in identifying

he

by the Glossa Ordinaria which

of Jerome.53 Although

not had access to the Glossa Ordinaria,

and Nicolaus

of Jerome

A.D.)

of 1 Kings

the prophet with the Obadiah of the

297.

51Cyril of Alexandria,

Commentarius

in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 71,

583.
!Kerrigan,

298-9, fn. 6.

53Bery1 Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (New
York: Philosophical
Library, 1952), 56.
In fact, in the Glossa
Ordinaria on the minor prophets, the Migne edition simply refers the
reader to Jerome's commentary on the minor prophets.
Cf. MPL 114,
63.
Of course, there were also exchanges going on between the
Christians and Jews, at least with the school of Rashi and the
Victorines, but also in the public disputations which the Jews were
required to attend. Cf. Rosenthal, 256.
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time

of Ahab.54

prophecy.
century

They

do,

Haymo and Hugh
Obadiah

prophesying

being

however,

continue

contemporary

of the Obadiah

with

in Jerome's

a sixth century event.~

the identification

disagree

with

the

inconsistency
eighth

wel1.~

the

of a ninth
prophets

Rupert, on the other hand, reconciles
who lived during

20:23 when the men of Ammon and Moab
and annihilating

of

century

the reign of Ahab by

relating verse 10 of Obadiah's prophecy to the fulfillment

Seir, destroying

dating

rose up against

in 2 Chronicles

the men from Mount

them and then destroying

At that time, Ahab was king

one another as

in Samaria and Jehoshaphat

was king

1n Jerusalem.
Perhaps

this was also a tradition

There is evidence
Book of Beliefs
with Jahaziel
Edom during

from the Jews.

for it in Saadia ben Joseph Gaon (882-942 A.D.).
and Opinions,

and the battle

he identified
alluded

the reign of Jehoshaphat,

Indeed, this was a worthwhile
history

he had borrowed

especially

attempt

in an age when

the ambassador

of verse one

to in verse one as that
for Obadiah
to harmonize

rabbinic

lived

In his

"waged by

in his time."S7

the rabbinic data with

Judaism

was being

challenged

54Haymo of Auxerre, Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 11920; Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, preface, MPL
175, 371-2; Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, prologue, MPL 168,
377-8; Nicolaus de Lyra, Liber Abdia.
Bib1ia, cum posti11is,
prologue, col. 2x.
~Haymo of Auxerre, Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 121D,
124C; Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Mora1is in Abdiam, Preface, MPL
175, 372.
S6Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam

Prophetam,

MPL 168, 390AB.

57Saadia Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions trans. Samuel
Rosenblatt,
Yale Judaica Series, vol. I (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1948), 166-7. Such a conclusion is naturally fully consonant
with the view that Obadiah prophesied at the time of Ahab.
Cf. 2
Chron. 20:23.
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by Islam and the rationalism

and individualism

formed the grand hermeneutical

of the Karaites.58

Saadia

rule:

The common, prevalent sense of words must determine the meaning of a
passage, except when it would yield a meaning that conflicted with
one of the four sources of knowledge: (1) the senses .
; (2)
reason . . . ; (3) a clear passage . . . ; (4) the oral (t a Imud i c )
t rad i tion. 59
Saadia would defend the talmudic

tradition

against attacks

from without.

That talmudic tradition was still around at the time of Rashi (10401105 A.D.)

who himself

isagogical material.ro

includes

concluded

I ike

the one

The
besides

quoted

first

his own

Luther who

by Saadia

we are ignorant

the Jewish commentators

their own tradition

Gaon,

they

of when

rabbinic

disagreement

contemporaries,

likened Jerome's

did

Obadiah

dissent

and

prophesied.61

proved to be much more critical of

in some ways than the Christians

real

on the

(1437-1508 A.D.) were also aware of the rabbinic

that ultimately

On the whole,

remarks

But while Kimhi (1160?-1235? A.D.), Ibn Ezra (1089-

1164 A.D.) and Abrabanel
tradi tions,

no dissenting

with

Jerome

were.

in the

carne from the pens

identification

of Obadiah

Christian

of Calvin
as Ahab's

camp,

and also
steward

58Moshe Greenberg, "Exegesis," in Contemporary Religious Jewish
Thought, eds. Arthur A. Cohen and Paul Mendes-Flohr
(New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1987), 214.
59Ibid.

roRashi, Obadias,

892-3.

61Cf. Carpzovii, III, 341-2. Cf. also Abrabane1 's preface to the
twel ve minor prophets where he grapples with the difference
in
ordering between the Septuagint and the Hebrew tradition.
Much
hinges on the placement of Obadiah.
He believes Obadiah was placed
between Amos and Jonah for the thematic reason that Amos ends with
Israel possessing the remnant of Edom and Jonah preaches repentance
before its too late--both themes in Obadiah. The Septuagint ordering
has Obadiah following Joel, another book, also undated like Jonah
which has themes akin to Obadiah.
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to

"0 ld

an

commentaries
Jerome's.

t a 1e. ,,62

W1ves
of

the

Indeed,

Jews

Luther

and

consulting

found

tells

us

their

conclus ions

the more modern

Middle Ages this is the only conclusion
critical

were

more contextual

both with the information

The issue of who Obadiah
been

resolved.

Christian

Luther

tradition

of the Sages.

passages

was or when

which preceded

consulted
different

Jewish commentators

Luther's

provided

in Jeremiah

(1483-1546

he

he could have arrived

they themselves

well as with the parallel

that

exegesis

than
of the

at because
was much

in the book itself as

49.

he prophesied

A.D.),

the

an

had not really

a departure

from

the

him, adds to the discussion:

It seems certain to me that he prophesied
after the Babylonian
captivity and that he took his prophecy from Jeremiah, which certain
points in this prophecy indicate.
There are also clear-cut details
that convince me that he was a contemporary of Jeremiah.
He places
his prophecy against the Edomites who were boasting about and taking
great pleasure in the destruction and abduction of Jews at the time
of the Babylonian
captivity .
As I have said, this is the
consideration
that motivates
me to think that Obadiah was a
contemporary of Jeremiah. ~
Luther had asserted more than his younger reformed contemporary
Calvin (1509-1564

A.D.).

he too consulted

Jewish

There is evidence from Calvin's
commentators.

His refusal

John

commentary

that

to say nothing

more

than the text itself may testify to a close affinity with the later Jewish
interpreters
points
caution,

of

as well as his mention
the

text. 64

believing

Calvin

that Scripture

of their

always
demands

interpretations

approached

the

on various

Scriptures

with

"'pure eyes and sound minds, '"

62Luther, WA 13, 215.
~Ibid.
64Cf. John Calvin, Commentaries
on the Twelve Minor Prophets,
vol. 2, trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co., 1950), 453.
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a modesty

and

self-limitation

that

is constantly

question,

to study, but that is also willing

ready

to express

to listen,

a 'well-taught

.
, (d octa 19norant1a
.
. ) .••
65 He states quite plainly
19norance
1S not g1ven, although

he provides

be mistaken
Calvin

along

contemporary

and distressed

who

think

with

that

Luther

of Jeremiah,

as oc cur-r a.ng during

the

although also providing

them by many annoyances:
Obadiah

accepts

lived before
the

possibility

but he consistently
Assyrian

that the date

a terminus a quo when he says, "It is

probable that his prophecy was announced when the Idumeans
the Israelites

to

attack

furtive references

rose up against

for they seem to

the time of Isaiah .••
66
that

Obadiah

mentions Obadiah's

against

Jerusalem

to the Chaldeans,

was

a

prophecy

(701 B.C.)
almost as if

he lumped the two together.~
The hermeneutic

of the reformers was more cautious on the isagogical

material of Obadiah than the Christian

interpreters

who had preceded them.

Context, history, grammar and theology were all important as Scott Hendrix
notes:
Luther's exegesis, therefore, differed from the medieval tradition
not in the absence of allegory or of christological interpretation of
the Old Testament
but
rather
in his aversion
to excessive
allegorizing and in his willingness to find the legitimate meaning in
the grammatical and historical analysis of the text. For Luther it
was not a matter of choosing one level of meaning (i.e., literal, or
spiritual) over another but of choosing the meaning of the text which
best fit the significance of the words, the historical circumstances,

65Calvin's Institutes I, vii, iv and III, xxi, i i , quoted in
Hans-Joachim Kraus, "Calvin's Exegetical Principles," Interpretation
31 (1977), 10.
66Ca1vin, 418.
~Ibid.,

423, 428 ff., 439.
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and his own theological
The contradictions

perspective.~

of the tradition

of Jerome, the Christian

the Middle Ages and the early rabbis disregarded
grammar which Luther held to be essential
chose

to

anchor

acceptable

the

isagogica1

In summary, basically
and

on

to the scholars who would follow,

the more solid historical-grammatical

the

date

of

his

(1) Obadiah

interpretation:

and Talmud,

have

and

one might

Victor.
(early

also

prophesied

Barhebraeus,

include

(2) He prophesied
8th

followed

c.),

by

Jerome,

of

g1ven

subsequent

reformation

Biblica (isagogics)
(1612-86),

Johann

of

the

of
king

followed by the rabbis of the
Hesychius

Haymo

of Jerusalem,

of Auxerre

Joel,

Amos,

Theodoret,

captivity:

commentators

history

Ephrem

Rupert of Deutz, Nicolaus de Lyra,

with

Alexandria,

'of the Babylonian

more

at the time of Jehoshaphat

Jerome, Haymo and Hugh could fit here as well.
the time

1n

and Hugh

at the time of Uzziah/Azariah

contemporaneous

Cyril

foundation

that is, the foundation

been

Saadia .Gaon, Rashi,

Syrus, Pseudo Epiphanius,

solid

answers as to who Obadiah was

of Judah and Ahab king of Israel (9th c.):
Mishnah

a

Thus Luther

method.

five different

prophecy

the context, history and

to interpretation.

material

scholars of

as

of

and

Micah:

Mopsuestia;

(3) Obadiah prophesied

followed

such

St.

king of Judah

Isaiah,

Theodore

of

by

Michael

Luther
Walther

and

at

many

Officina

(1593-1662), Lucas Osiander (1571-1638), Abraham Calov
Tarnow

(1586-1629),

1616), Johann Alting (1583~1644).~

Johannes

Drusius

(Reformed:1550-

(4) There is insufficient

evidence and

~Scott H. Hendrix, "Luther Against the Background of the History
of Biblical Interpretation," Interpretation 37 (1983), 234.
69 Cf. Carpzov,

III, 341.
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no answer
Calvin.

should

be given:

(5) Carpzov

captivity

followed

adds a fifth ~ategory

of Northern

Israel: followed

prophesied

Obadiah

at the time of the battle

century

during

king

interpreters

of Obadiah

g01ng

on among

were

obviously

asked

(question

the Christians
quoting
That

one reading

exegetes
Calvin

of
and

conclusions
Jewish

they

Abrabanel

Obadiah

(6)

Carpzov,

after

and
the

(?) who says

by Isidore Hispalensis

the Middle
the
about

later
who

himself,

places

28, late in the eighth

could

Ages

text tells
was

do

the

early

interpreters

and
found

demonstrates

they
when

material

it was Jerome,

rabbis,

or the

could

arr1ve

he prophesied.

similar

answers

this to their own times

to the advantage

knowingly

this isagogical

Both sides--whether

exeges1s

tradition.71

whether

verbatim

the life and

original

the Jewish

so almost

rabbis--found
was

us about

little

tradition

issue behind

and

Obadiah

very

who reflected

rabbinic

Yet in relating

could still be turned

the

there

over another.

and Christian

isagogics.

places

of 2 Chronicles

what

3),

there was no real theological
caused

Ezra,

the reign of Ahaz.

times

unknowingly.

under

which

Josiah.TO

Obadiah

When

by Ki.mh i , Ibn

or
that
that
the

Antiochenes,
at

similar

Thus,

to quest~ons

(question

They

both
of

4) the data

of the interpreter.

7OIbid.
Isidore said Obadiah prophesied,
" ...sub Josia rege
Juda, quando Michaeas"
[under Josiah king of Judah when Michaiah
(prophesied)].
Apparently,
he
equated
the
Micah
that
other
commentators said was a contemporary of Obadiah (see Jerome) with the
Micaiah in Jer. 36 who prophesied under the reign of Josiah.

71The Antiochene school, exemplified in Theodoret and Theodore of
Mopsuestia decline such speculation, preferring to go only so far as
the text will allow, which is not very far concerning
Obadiah I s
identity.
The same is the case with Cyril of Alexandria.

CHAPTER
EDOM'S

The competitive
~s at the center
Obadiah

uses

Testament

animosity

of Obadiah's

Esau

and

literature

'

and perhaps

Christianity
perceived
enemies

both

enemy of
inflicting

appelation

of

fodder filling

Christian
as

if

battle

message

this would

to Edom,

and that which

followed
the time.

same

Although

the interpreter
each

felt

by Israel

the

(Ob. 16).

each had aimed
for Edom

crippling

of

was also

time,

attributed

to

and

with

was

at the other.

"Esau"/"Edom"

(vv.

the

to other

as though

other

to the

Old

Judaism

Edom

it seems
the

of

animosity

applied

was a foretaste

blow

the

enemy.

of Jerusalem

identification

at the

constant

to express

itself

"Edom"

25 and 27)

(Gen.

characteristic

in the sacking

as each side shot the name
inflict

Esau

Israel's

followed,

of its part

this

which

and

interchangeably,

the canons which

dialog,

Jacob

even that of the temple

"Edom"

see, the hatred

CONDEMNATION

between

Edom

Israel held for Edom because
11-16)

III

the

the
main

As we shall

of the Jewishat the other,

other's

exegetical

lines.
The

existence

people
after

of

Edom,

the time

of

if

not

the

Obadiah's

nation
prophecy.2

itself,
In

were
fact,

still
during

an
the

'Cf. Gen. 36:1,8,19,43; Num. 20:14-21; Dt. 2; 23:7; 2 Sam. 8:1314; 2 Kings 8:20-22; 14:7; Ps. 83; Jer. 49; Ezek. 35; Joel 3:18-19;
Am. 1:11-12; 9:12; Mal. 1:2-3.
2Cf. footnotes

14-16 in ch. 1.
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Second

Temple

through

consulting

Temple.4

there

Ob.

Temple3

the First

course

period

and

As a result,

was

16) that
also

the conquest

in

Twelve

the

Book

Patriarchs
Before

history

of

identified
The fact

especially

we go

as the messenger
is, however,

of Mopsuestia
Septuagint,

all

read

the full knowledge

agge 1os (" messenger

in the

This

and

against

syr.S

Cyril

although

of Alexandria

4Ethiopian

the

Testament

of Judah,"
of Esau
to note

even

agreed
school,

pe ri ochen

that

Esau and his

chapter
and

whom

Edom

the

9.
i

n the

interpreters
against

it was

represented

("fortifications")

that Symmachus

of

Edom.

a messenger
by Theodore
with

had translated

the

syr as

It) . Thus the text yielded another quite intelligible

Edom,

31 Esdras

in

to Judaism

is the background

stir up the nations

that the Lord had sent fortifications

battle

conquest

and his sons with

interesting

the Antiochene

and Theodoret

with

toward Edom grew stronger

portrayals

who would

that not

In fact,

Second

of Jacob

1S

at

of the

of Edom and its conversion

various
it

the Edomites

the building

in the "Testament

the

interpretation,

that was sent.

reading,

into

arrived

burned

(ch , 37-38)

of Jubilees

(perhaps

who

with

(104 B.C.).

of the wars

belief

actually

interfered

1n the time of John Hyrcanus

sons

it was

the intense hatred

of time,S until

to the descriptions

widespread

4:45;
Enoch

SEcclesiasticus

"messenger"

offered

Ethiopian

to bolster

is the proper

two explanations

Enoch

the nations

for

translation

for

of "periochen

e~s ta

89:66.

89:72.
50:25-6.

SIn Walter
Bauer, William F. Arndt, F. Wilbur Gingrich
and
Frederick W. Danker, A Greek-English
Lexicon of the New Testament,
2nd ed., (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1979), 648, they
define
periochen
as the "content
or wording
of the scripture
passage."
Wolff's view agrees with that just stated.
He says the
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ethne

exapes t ei Ijin'":

surrounded

either

or imprisoned

inhabitants

Obadiah

Idumaea

meant

(because

to endure devastation);

that

God

Yahweh's

had

fenced

judgment

or, he insinuates

that

impels

i

n,

the

God ordered

the surrounding nations to fortify themsel ves for a seige against Idumaea. 7
Jerome

included

"fortification"
"messenger."S

both

the

This also fit into other Christian

Haymo of Auxerre.

future Messiah,

"messenger"
Symmachus'

and

because

interpreter's

readings

Rupert of Deutz, Hugh of St. Victor and

this

the "messenger

on page 56 Saadia

to

reading of

Either reflecting tradition or their own theology,

"messenger"

"ambassador"

to

in his commentary, but he preferred

such as Ephraem Syrus, Remigius,

chose

reference

provided

a convenient

of the covenant. ,,9

Gaon's attempt

at historical

allusion

We already

they

to the

mentioned

identification,

that the

sent among the nations was Jahaziel who was involved with the

battle of Edom during the reign of Jehoshaphat .10

Septuagint
ve rs i on means,
"Sent a (Scripture-)
message
to the
nations. "
However,
if one compares the Vulgate's
translation
(munitionem),
and also consults G. W. H. Lampe A Patristic Greek
Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), 1069, where both Theodores'
usages of periochen on Ob. 1 are discussed, one will see that their
usage was consonant with the understanding of that time and that they
indeed understood periochen as "fortification" and not "the contents
of the message."
7Cyril of Alexandria,
585AB.
SJerome, In Abdiam,

In Abdiam Prophetam Commentarius,

MPG 71,

CCL 76, 356.

9Sylvester O. Isopescul, "Ubersetzung und Auslegung des Buch
Abdiae," in Weiner Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes (1914),
152 (cf. Mal. 3:1).
10Saadiah (ben Joseph) Gaon (882-942). The Book of Beliefs and
Opinions, trans. Samuel Rosenblatt.
Yale Judaica Series, vol. 1 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1948), 166. Rashi makes no comment on
this word.
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The

Christians

Christological
further
which

that furthered

fortified

for war against

this perennial
geographical
One
Jewish

enemy

approach

literature

of Israel?

to the

and

wickedness
redeeming

The

himself.

It was

hand.

Antiochenes

and so the nations

var10US

is that

of Esau

as Rome.

pseudepigraphic
Jubilees

Edom,

another
found

in the time and place

their skopos of this prophecy,

Edom by Yahweh

found

an

that is, this

were

being

further

But who was this Edom.

not always

identified

works

of the

about

him.

Haggadah

of Jacob;

Concerning

the

as simply

first.

There

are

and

with

the Haggadah.
period.

of Simeon

period.

Edom ; and
as well

(3)

as the

the Book of

Patriarchs, 11 ascribe

is the saying

1n

perspectives

especially

also attempts

Edom

Temple

three different

(2) as identical

of the Twelve

And yet, there

of Esau

of the Second

from

of the Second Temple

the Testament

to Esau.

identifications

was_discussed

(1) as the brother

sometimes

down.

yet

on the other

of Obadiah

had handed

found

Edom.

The personality
there:

against

reading

scholars.

identification

tradition

was mainly

Jerome's

The Jewish

for their

rabbinic

interpretation
prophecy

followed

reference.

support

the

who

complete

to find

something

b. Gamaliel:

"All my days I attended upon my father but I did not attain to one
hundredth of the attention Esau gave his father. for I attended him
in soiled garments and when I went out to the market-place
I went
wi th clean clothes.
When Es au , however. attended his father, he
waited upon him in regal garments. saying, 'Pather's honor is to be
respected only in regal garments.' "i2
The

Haggadists

Simeon b. Yohai

even

find

some merit

says: "It 1S a well-known

..
"Cf. preV10US

paragraph.

12Gen. R. 65:16;

ef. also 66:13.

1n his

relations

fact that Esau hated

with

Jacob.

Jacob,

yet
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at that moment
him

[Gen. 33:4] his compaSS10n

wholeheartedly. ,,13

expressed

Here

too,

was turned to him and he kissed

however,

the

opposite

opinion

1S

in that he did not kiss him "with his whole heart" or that he

even" intended

to bite him. ,,14

some redeeming

feature

Thus, while

an attempt was made to find

in Esau, such an attempt usually

quickly to a denunciation

gave way rather

of the hated Esau who had persecuted his brother

Jacob.
The

homilies

diversified
committed

which

portray

the wickedness

and can only be briefly developed
the most heinous

quote extensively

sins: idolatry,

of Esau

here.

adultery,

are many

and

He is said to have
and bloodshed.

We

from a Midrash on Genesis 25:29 so that the reader might

see how the rabbis came to such conclusions:
AND ESAU CAME IN FROM THE FIELD, etc.
R. Phinehas said in R.
Levi's name, and the Rabbis in R. Simon's name:
You find that
Abraham lived a hundred and seventy-five years.
Isaac, one hundred
and eighty.
God withheld these five years from Abraham's
life
because Esau outraged a betrothed maiden and committed murder. Thus
it says, AND ESAU CAME IN FROM THE FIELD, which means that he
violated a betrothed maiden, as it says, But if the man find the
damsel that is betrothed in the field, and the man take hold of her,
and lie with her (Deut. XXII, 25); while AND HE WAS FAINT signifies
that he committed murder, as in the verse, For my soul fainteth
before the murderers (Jer. IV, 31). R. Berekiah and R. Zakkai the
elder said: He also committed theft, as you read, If theives came to
thee,. if robbers (shodede) by night (Obad. I, 5). Said the Holy One,
blessed be He: 'I made a promise to Abraham, assuring him, But thou
shalt go to thy fathers in peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old
age (Gen. XV, 15): is this a good old age when he sees his grandson
practising idolatry, innnorality, and murder!
Better that he quit
this world in peace! ,15

13Sif. Num. 69.
Ge n . R. 78: 9 .

Cf. a similar

saying of Simeon

b. Eleazar

1n

14Ibid.

15Gen. R. 63: 12; Tanh. 6.2.
In an at tempt to understand the
hermeneutic of the rabbis with regard to the use of "field," the
editor of Gen. R. notes the seemingly arbitrary manner in which the
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Esau is accused

of being hypocritical,

asking questions

t i the salt.

. . how does one tithe straw?" which

into Isaac's

good graces

The second
Edom

25: 30) .

Obadiah
asked

Many

of verse

already

considered

to find since
of the

as a threat,
established

the

against

Christians,

fact,

the

that

were

the Babylonian,
Obadiah

already

the Syrians

2 as

a

is,

made

Syrus

verse
small

of in Scripture
the

most.

ages

itself

focused

on

One of the questions
was

whether

Edom would

become

that

was

Edom

as well

believed

it should

small,

indeed

as Jewish
verse

represented

or as

already

by

interpreters.

2 to be

a

Jerome,

Cyril

2 as an already accomplished
in comparison

and the Egyptians.IT

threat

Esau with

was prophesying.

majority,

and Calmet understood

The Edomites

take

is, that

identifies

throughout

Edomthe

among Christian
Ephraem

But

it is spoken

an order to get

of piety.16

which

of interpretation

small at the time Obadiah

Edom.

Alexandria

that

he asked

pretence

haggadah

interpreters

2 .ln the history

This was discussed
Among

of the

2 as the verse which demeaned

be understood
an

perspective

is not difficult

(Gen.

by a hypocritical

like "how does one

either.-

They

with

their

threat
of

fact.

neighbors

Most of the rabbis do not
may

not

clarify

their

rabbis used the text where a "play on ~adeh (field),...
1S now
connected with sodede (robbers).
Or possibly because 'came' is used
1n both verses."
16Cen. R. 63:10.
17Isopescul,

152.

18Isopescul, 152-3.
But an Tanh.
B.B it is a threat.
The
translation
in chapter 1 of this thesis also reflects that of the
Massoretes and is agreeable to the majority of Christian scholars and
rabbis.
Basically,
one should take the perfect ntyk as a perfect
tense (accomplished
fact) and not as a future (threat).
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understanding

as well

as the Christians

more fervent

in establishing

all possible

grounds .19

The

rabbis,

a basis for the humility

including

"small" of Obadiah
employed

against

Esau who had otherwise

small before

the

an God's

adjective

(older)

son.20

God although

Thus the greater

Rashi,

developed

"small"

27:1, 15.

in verse

been called "great"
Rashi

his parents

remarks

on

the

They believed

2 as a sarcastic
in Genesis

dig

27: 1, 15
always

him the greater

be

son)'

son would be called the lesser or smaller one of the two

eyes.'l1 That word "small" also

of Songs R. 2:15.2,

it

1S

took different

shapes.

In Song

noted that Rabbi Simeon b. Eleazar likened Esau,

who had been called "great" by his father, to a "puny dwarf".
in Pes. Rab. 3:13 (cf. 5:18), Obadiah

2 is cited as grounds

that Esau was "weak," and that his descendent
was vu1nerable.23

between

that Edom would

had called

is even

of the Edomites

a wordplay

2 and the "great" of Genesis

Obadiah

as the greater

did, but their attempt

Furthermore
for the idea

Ama1ek, for all his cruelty,

In the Middle Ages, Kimhi says Obadiah

threatened

that

19Isopescul, 152.
~OJohann Maier, '''Siehe, ich machf t )e dich klein unter den
V6Ikern ... ' Zum rabbinischen Assoziationshorizont
von Obadja 2," in
Kunder des Wortes, eds. Lothar Ruppert, Peter Weimar, Erich Zenger
(Echter Verlag, 1982), 206.
The Hebrew word is gad61 which means
"oldest" in the context, but whose basic lexical meaning is "great."
Throughout Maier's article, he identifies the extensive preoccupation
the rabbis had with the character assassination of Esau, and also
demonstrates how this all was subsequently transferred directly to
Rome.
21Isopescul, 153.
'l1Cf.Isopescul,

152.

23In Bernard Mandelbaum,
York: The Jewish Theological

ed. Pesikta de Rav Kahana vol. I (New
Seminary of America, 1962), 51.
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Edom would

be small among

but according

to status.

will not notice
In

the

talmud

why

Edom

because

they

original

language

small

no

or writing
The

Avod.

among

dynasty

rabbis

10, Rabbi

Zar.

the

for

nations.

themselves.

g i yes

Joseph

First

of

Secondly.

the

all.

it was

they

had

no

~f their own. that is, they had to speak and
understood

Edom's

why Edom was made small.
interpreted

to S1ze.

be "mean and low so that the nations

c

tractate

was

had

Hebrew.~

Edom will

2) not according

(Obadiah

you if you perish. ,,24

reasons

write

the nations

in the book Akedath

verse

question,
Ischak

3 as providing

the

reasons

"Who will bring me down?"

was

by Isaac Arama:

Edom did not believe that divine providence
existed in the world;
rather it believed in itself because it lived on top of the high
rocky mountains.
Therefore
it said, "who will bring me down to
earth?"
Then Obadiah answers. "You who would live among the stars.
I will bring you down."
However, David says (Ps , 8 [sic Ps. 22:6]),
"I am a worm and no man." and Moses and Aaron say (Ex. 16[ :8]), "And
what are we?"26
The

implication

David, Moses
identification
stronghold

1S that

and Aaron.

for Edom

to be

Otherwise,

of Esau's

on Mt. Seir27 is a further

24Kimhi commenting
25Mandelbaum,
26Issac Arama.
Isopescul. 155.

be humble

like

its pride would be its downfall.

The

descendants

with

saved,

the Amalekites

equation

on Obadiah

it must

who

their

Esau.28

of Edom with

2, quoted

had

1n Talmage.

150.

51.
Akedath

Ischak,

plate

19,

fol.

159,

cited

an

27The original inhabitants of the country were the Horites, from
Hori the grandson of Seir (Gen. 36:20, 22).
Timna, the daughter of
Seir and aunt of Hori, became a concubine of Eliphaz, Esau's oldest
son, and bare to him Amalek who was the progenitor of the Amalekites
(Gen. 36: 12, 20, 22).
Immediately
after the death of Isaac, Esau
left Canaan and took possession of Mount Seir (Gen. 35:28, 36:6-8).
When his descendants
increased
they got rid of the Horites
and
adopted their living places as well as their country (Deut. 2:12:
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By and large, in all the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha
Temple period,
continued
larger

and naturally

in talmudic

to signify Edom.29

immediately

and midrashic

before

and

in genera1.30

identification

may

Edomite proselytes,
impression,

sources too, Esau

But the sphere of identification
during

the

early

Mekiltha, a Jewish text of that time, identified
oppression

of the Second

Josephus

tells

lie in the connection

us

and the intensification

Christian

period.

Edom as a code name for
the

source

between Herod,

whose evil rule over Judea

also grew

such

an

a descendant

of

(37-4 B.C.)

for

left a harsh

of Roman rule in Judea, especially

of Rome.31

Herod was virtually

a vassal

no explicit writing

which refers to Edom as Rome 1n this period unless 4

Ezra 6:7-10,

still written

to Rome, a point which
If one

does

not

The difficulty

10 the Second Temple period,

1S not entirely
accept

is that there

as
1S

1S taken to refer

clear from the text of 4 Ezra.

4 Ezra as a reference

to Rome,

then

the

Jer. 49:16; Ob. 3, 4).
28In a related piece of information, S1nce the end of the Second
Temple the identification of Haman the Agagite (Esth. 3:1; 8:3,5.
9: 24) as a "descendant of the seed of Ama1ek" served as a fertile
source for many homilies connecting the stories of the Book of Esther
with -Es au . This was an identification
first found explicitly in
Josephus,
Antiquities
11.20, apparently
on the basis of the
connection between the name "Agagite" and Agag, king of Amalek (cf.
1 Sam. 15:8-9, 20,32-33,
and Num. 24:7).
Most of these homilies
are naturally condemnatory, but some have a slightly different tone
which show empathy for Esau who was tricked by his brother (Gen. R.
67:4).
291 Maccabees
Zar. lOb.

5: 3; Jubilees

24: 6; 38: 8, 14, Pek.

118b,

-t

Avod.

30Mary Margaret Pazdan, "Obadiah," in The Collegeville Bible
Commentary, eds. Dianne Bergant and Robert J. Karris
(Collegeville,
MN: Liturgical Press, 1989), 587.
31Josephus, Antiquities

14.14, 5; Mt. 2:1.
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identification

of Edom with Rome is never found in the literature

Second Temple period.

It appears for the first time close to the time of

the Bar Kokhba revolt (132-135 C.E.).~
the

mouths

of

persecutions.
commentator

the

of the

scholars

The Midrash

of

This identification

the

on Numbers

age

following

15: 17 muses

is common 1n

the

on Obadiah

Hadrianic
4 as the

dreams of the eventual decline of Rome:

The rise of the righteous is a rise without a decline, but the r1se
of Esau is a rise which may lead to continual degradation.
One day
he is a governor, the next he is a deputy, the day after he is a
magistrate's attendant and the day after he is merely a captain. And
it is the same with all their dignitaries.
In this strain the
prophet says, "Though thou makest thy nest as hi~h as the eagle
. I will bring thee down from thence" (Obad. 4).
The Leviticus

Midrash

equates Edom/Rome

with a swine:

The swa n e a s an allusion to Edom [Rome];
And why is [Edom]
called 'hazir' [i.e. swine or boar]?--Because
it will yet restore
(hazar) the crown to its [rightful] owner. This is indicated by what
is written, And saviours shall come up on Mount Zion to judge the
mount of Esau; and the kingdom shall be the Lord's (Obad. 21).~
Another

reason given by Gen. R. 65 (4th or 5th century) why the SW1ne 1S

equated with Rome
hoofs

as if

oppress,

1S

to say,

yet pretend

Jacob

Neusner

that "when

the SW1ne ~s lying down it puts out its

,I am clean' ; so does
to be executing
demonstrates

how

this wicked

State

J;"oband

justice. "
the Jews

rewrote

the history

of

Genesis in Gen. R. in order to confirm their hatred of the Roman state 1n

32Speaking on Gen. 27: 22 where Isaac says, "The voice 1S the
voice of Jacob, but the hands are the hands of Esau" in Gen. R. 65,
Rabbi Johanan mentions the Hadrianic wars when "80,000" were killed
in the fortress of Bethar.
He says the killing that was done was
committed by the hands of Esau, while the crying of those slain was
the voice of Jacob. Thus the rabbi equates Rome, which had actually
done the killing, with Esau.
33Num . R.

15:7 .

~Lev. R. 13:5.
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Scripture.~

Their hermeneutic

ln reading the history of Genesis was as

follows:
Israel's history constitutes the counterpart of creation, and the
laws of Israel's salvation aform [sic] the foundation of creation.
Therefore a given story out of Genesis, about creation, events from
Adam to Noah and Noah to Abraham, the domestic affairs of the
patriarchs, or Joseph, will bear a deeper message about what it means
to be Israel, on the one side, and what in the end of days will
happen to Israel, on the other.
So the persistent
theological
program requires sages' [sic] to search in Scripture for meaning for
their own circumstance and for the condition of their people.
That
is the reading of history set forth in Genesis Rabbah.
Scripture,
the book of Genesis in this case, is turned into future-history, and
events of the day--the fourth century--are reshaped into a historical
pattern
by reading
in their light the book of Genesis,
and
interpreting in the perspective of the book of Genesis those same
events--a reciprocal process of mutual illumination.
History then
formed a sustained and systematic narrative, with the book of Genesis
supplying the story line, the condition of Israel, with special
reference to the fourth century, providing the plot and narrative
tension.36
Just as Esau had
persecuting

persecuted

the Jews.

of the Diaspora

his brother

The 70 A.D. destruction

of Jerusalem,

the crushing

(110-130)

and the

from Obadiah that concerned

which were used in the pericopal

in the Synagogue,

state was

(132-135) made Rome the new worst enemy

This is reflected in the passages

Edom's eventual downfall
readings

so the Roman

of the Jews under Trajan and Hadrian

failure of the Bar Kochba Revolt
of Israel.

Jacob,

in the Mishnah

cycle for the

and Talmud and in Gen. R. to

inveigh against the new Edom which was Rome.
The

book

of Obadiah

hatred against Rome.

was

Perhaps

one
this

obvious
1S

source

for exp ressang this

why in the liturgical

life of the

!Cf. Jacob Neusner, ed. The Christian and Judaic Invention of
History, The American Academy of Religion, Studies in Religion, ed.
Lawrence S. Cunningham, no. 55 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1990),
209-230.
36Neusner, 209.
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Jews the book of Obadiah

received

much prom1nence

texts of the Hebrew Bible.37

Esau/Edom

cycle Obadiah

served as a prophetic

that begins with Genesis
sixth century.~

32:4.~

among the pre-eminent

In the Old Palestinian

pericopal

reading for the Pentateuch

This peri cope was still in use in the

An impending battle between Jacob and Esau/Edom

subject of the reading,
though they would

pericope

was the

and since in that battle Esau's forces looked as

be victorious,

the message

of Obadiah

1 that the Lord

would raise up the nations against Edom was a comfort to the Jews.
knew

that

the

Lord

was

on

their

side

against

their

oppressors,

They
the

Edomites/Rome.40
At the end of the tannaitic period
the amoraic
The

(3-5th century),

overwhelming

explicitly
because

majority

about Rome.

the identification

of homilies

Caesarea

about

was equated

as one of the
36.

cities

These

and still more in

became

very widespread.

Edom began

to speak more

with the daughter

it was an outpost of the Roman empire.41

was founded by the children

Genesis

(2nd century),

of Edom

It was stated that Rome

of Esau, and that Rome should be identified

of the chiefs

identifications

of Esau

enumerated

at the end of

occur not only in the Midrashim

and

37Maier, "Zurn rabbinischen Assoziationshorizont
von Obadja 2,"
205. Other Edomite texts were Hos. 11:7-12, Is. 21:11, Joel 4:1321;, Amos 1:11-12.
lJ. Mann, The Bible as Read and Preached 1n the Old Synagogue
(New York, 1971), 260-9, 297-8.

I

39Maier, 205, "Bei dem synagogalen Dichter Jannaj (6. Jh.) deutet
elne Keroba-Dichtung zum Pentateuchabschnitt
Num 20, 14 etc. darauf
hin, dass Obadja auch dafilr a1s Prophetenlesung diente."
4OIbid.,

41Meg.

261.

6a.
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the Talmudoth
Targums

but also in the Palestinian
and Esther. 42

to Lamentations

Targums

of the Torah and in the

At a still

later period

became a synonym for Christian Rome and thence of Christianity
and allusions were even found to Constantinople
The intense hatred
of the Diaspora

of Rome

fact that Rome,
Edom, compared
the

sow) was

after the cruel crushing

of the revolt

(110-130)~

of the Bar Kokhba revolt

like Edom, had destroyed

the Temple;

and still

(132-l35);~

the similarity

the
of

to a pig, with Rome, for whom the pig (or, more correctly,
a most

important

symbol

Jubilees 37:20, 24); the allusions

(1 Enoch

89: 12, 42-43,

finally

49,

66;

to Edom dwelling on high like an eagle

(Ob. 4) and the fact that the .eagle, too, was an important
and perhaps

in general,

among the cities of Edom.~

in the time of Trajan and Hadrian

more after the harsh suppression

the term

even the similarity

Roman symbol;

to the name Rome and Romans

in

several verses that speak of Edom, Seir, and Esau~ --all these apparently
combined

to cause the application

~Cf.,

for instance,

to Rome of the biblical

references

to

Lam. R. 2:1; Esth. R. 1:2, 5, 12.

43Cf. Sabb. lla in the Talmud, where a note from the editor says
a later variant reading substituted, "[We would] rather [be] under
Arabic dominion than Byzantium.
In other words, later on the rabbis
identified Byzantium/ Constantinople as a worse enemy than the Arabs.
"Byzantium" had replaced "Edom" in this particular text in later
history.
It

~Cf. Joseph Klausner, The Messianic Idea 1n Israel, trans. W. F.
Stinespring (New York: Macmillan Co., 1955), 366-7.
~Contemporary

Jewish Religious

Thought,

1079.

46Rabbi Meir connects Rome with Is. 21:11, "The V1S10n of Dumah "
= the vision of Rome (Duma = Ruma, perhaps he mistook the daleth for
a resh). Cf. Jerome, In Abdiam, CCL 76, 355; also L. Ginzberg, "Die
Haggada bei den Kirchenvatern.
VI. Der Kommentar des Hieronumus zu
Jesaia," in Jewish Studies in Memory of George A. Kobut, (New York,
1935), 299.
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Edom,

the eternal
The

equation
Jews.

enemy

Christian
of Edom

of Israel.

writings

and Rome

St. Paul

They

who applied

to put forward
There

1S

where

Esau

began

4:8 who represents

effects

which

from

Because

of

rivalry

brother

Esau."

our

the

name

identification

when

established

the

as

jealousy,

account
by

the

This

was

to

official

Jacob

church
the

are

both sides,

enemy.
came

religion.

Both

to

power

Zeitlin,

for Rome and the Roman

Jews.

Because

also

of

the

Quartodeciman

47Hugo Odeberg,
"Esau,"
an Gerhard
Dictionary of the New Testament, vol. 2,
Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1964), 953.
48The Jewish Quarterly

Review,

9:13

to Paul.47

taken

12:16

up

by

1

story of Esau

for

fratricide.

presence

of

his

Jewish and Christian,
also
and

modified

Christianity

an his

article,

,,48 provides

with

the Roman

controversy,~

Kittel,
ed.,
(Grand Rapids,

60 (1969):

~n

man and the ill

the

Church,

of how the term Edom came to be identified

the

with Esau by

in Hebrews

in the

from

of

in Romans

responsible

fled

this

as exemplified

Esau later

as illustrated

envy

Constantine

Origin of the Term Edom

connected

emphasis

toward

of

conviction

Esau as a type of the jealous

forefather

Edom

in this

aware

use that is peculiar

(profane).

In the period of the early
ascribed

were

of Esau typologically

directed

ri va1ry _ and

Jacob:

share

of election--a

Bebelos

Clement

period

was not immediately

a hint of animosity

result

not

the rejection

called

early

with a different

his doctrine

1S

the

but did

The idea of oppression

the Christians.

and

of

that
was
"The

a brief
Church
Emperor

Theological
MI: Wm. B.

262-3.

49The controversy
between
those
i n
the East who wanted
to
celebrate Easter on the 14th of Nisan (Quartodecimans)
and those ~n
the West who wanted to avoid celebrating Easter at the same time as
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Constantine
"have

declared

nothing

at the council of Nicea that the Christians

in cormnon with

the detestable

sought to prevent the Jewish Sanhedrin
of Nisan would be proclaimed.51

Thus the Sanhedrin
intercalate

when the new moon

had to meet in secret

developed

~n order to inform the brethren of their decision regarding
relates

and

He also

to fix

The Talmud

calendar

from determining

crowd."SO

rn order

calendar.

the

Jewish

should

an incident

the years.

A code was
the

in which use was made of such

a code:
A couple had arrived from Rakkath (Tiberias); they were captured by
an eagle (Rome) while in possession of articles made in Luz such as
purple.
Yet through divine mercy and by their own merits they were
released.
Further, the offspring of Nahson (scion of the family of
David, the Nasi) wished to establish a Nazib (a month); but the
Edomite (Romans) would not permit it. The members of the Sanhedrin,
however, met and established a Nazib ( a month) in the moth (sic) in
which Aaron, the priest, died (the month of Ab ) .52
The Sanhedrin used the term Edom in reference to the Roman Church much the
same way the Christians
government

used

in apocalyptic

the term Babylon

literature.

in reference

As the persecution

to the Roman
continued,

so

did this nomenclature.
In their cormnentaries on Obadiah, Jerome and other Christian writers
of his time became more bold in applying

the Jews was
Quartodecimans

Edom to their enemies as well.~

settled at the Council of Nicea
were declared heretics.

(325 A.D.) where

the

SOZeit1in, 262.
51The Quartodecimans depended on the Jewish calendar in order to
determine when the new moon of Nisan was proclaimed and also if the
year was intercalated, i.e. if the Sanhedrin declared to have another
month of Adar before Nisan.
52Sanh. 12a, quoted in Zeitlin,
53Isopescul, 151.

263.
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In this

regard,

references
geography

to the enmity

with

Idumea,

an interpreter

geography

did

between

use

was

high

the heretics

of Christ and His church.~
Rufinus

~On the
of the book
MPG 66, 305;
MPG 71, 583,

and

rabbinical
the

The land, which was unanimously

was content

with

to simply

describe

the prophecy,56 Jerome

the heretics

hue.55

a ruddy

the

saw it as

which he equated with

on the solid rock of Christ and the church

clefts in the rocks signified

with

scriptural

and mountainous,

to direct an attack against

39:3; Mt. 16:18),

the

Jacob and Esau,~ but even employed

like Theodoret

Instead of dwelling

dispute

they

of the land to help understand

an opening
Edom.

only

of the area to their advantage.

identified
While

not

(Ps.

dwelt in the clefts of the rocks.57 These

the heresies which attempt to split the rock
There mayor

about

this

may not be veiled remarks

time59 whom

he often

referred

to his

to as a

whole, the fathers provided a fairly literal exposition
on this point.
Cf. Theodore of Mopsuestia, In Abdiam,
Cyril of Alexandria,
Commentarius in Abdiam Prophetam,
et. al.

55Edom is interpreted as pyrros, i.e. rufus (red) because of the
red lentil soup Jacob served him in exchange for his birthright. Cf.
Jerome, In Abdiam, CCl 76, 354 and Gen. 25:30.
In the same place,
Jerome also noted that Seir, i.e. pilosum,
was ascribed to Esau
because he was hairy.
5SCf. Theodoret

In Abdiam,

57Jerome, In Abdiam,

MPG 81, 1711.

CCL 76,

358.

~Ibid.
59A dispute began in 393 over Rufinus' charge that Jerome was an
Origenist and continued past the time when Jerome was writing on
Obadiah. In fact, Hartmann believes this controversy may have served
as a turning point in Jerome's exegesis in favor of the more literal
Antiochene School over the allegorical Alexandrian School dominated
by Origen--although
Jerome never really totally abandoned Origen
ei ther.
Cf. Louis N. Hartmann, "se . Jerome as an Exegete
in A
r>lonument to Saint Jerome, Francis X. Murphy, ed. (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1952), 44-46.
II
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heretic because

of his accusation

of an Or igen i st ,60

the form
commentary

His contempt

rn his

themselves.~

the

subjection.54

soul

also

be noted

witnessed

more

in

an the

by name.61

meanings

in the first

We already

was

that

and Valentinus

three tropological

commentary

for Edom.

sense where
the second

Edom
sense

His third identification
in line with

Alexandrian

Edom with the fleshly desires which would seek to

but

Another

but rather

that he was a heretic

are equated with Edom.~

Obadiah

exeges1.s as he equated

commentary

Marcion

for the Jews was exemplified

above where the heretics

dominate

it should

Jerome provided

for the Jews

of Edom

But

itself, he only mentions

Altogether,

stood

against Jerome

which

themselves

identification

are

found

1n a letter written

ultimately

not

doomed

1.n Jerome's

to Eustochium

to

Obadiah

identified

the

Edom of Obadiah 4 with Satan who exalted himself

as the eagle (Is. 14:13,

14) but would

Each one

enemies

be brought

to the Christian

St. Augustine

down

by the

Lord. 65

of these

were

faith in one way or another.

runs in a totally different

vein when he understands

6OHartmann, p. 47 quotes Jerome's statement about Rufinus and
others, who "loved him [Rufinus] so much that they could not even be
heretics without him."
61Jerome, In Abdiam,

CCL 76, 360.

~Jerome, In Abdiam 1, 10, 21, CCL 76, 365, 374, 384. This will
be developed more fully in the later section on the Middle Ages since
those commentators relied heavily on Jerome and a fuller explication
would be more beneficial at that point.
~Cf. also Jerome,
~Jerome,

In Abdiam

In Abdiam,

1, 2ff., 6, CCL 76,365,

368, 371.

1, 2, 10, CCL 76, 366, 369, 374.

~Jerome, Letter 22 in The Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers,vol.
Wm. B. Eerdmanns Pub. Co.,
6, Second Series (Grand Rapids, MI:
1954), 23.
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and Mount Zion as the Jewish church.66

by Edom the church of the Gentiles
The Gentiles
believers

(Edom) used to be enemies outside

the church,

but when the

in Christ who were saved (chief of whom were the apostles),

out again from Mt. Zion,
Gentiles),

they will preach

the Gospel

and bring them into the Kingdom of God.

to Mt.

go

Esau (the

Thus Idumea signifies

the Church of the Gentiles.~
Jerome's more polemical

portrayal

in subsequent Jewish-Christian

relations.

of Edom won out over Augustine'
While on their way to Jerusalem

to Win back the holy city from the Moslems,
a crusade

of sorts

desperation,

against

for the downfall

of Simeon ben Yohai,
clearly

Redemption
dynasty,

the Jews,

expresses

that

which took place

"And he saw the Kenite

of the Roman church.

an apocalypse

in the period

complained

In fact,

also initiated
perhaps

in

at one point turned to the Moslems who they thought might be

God's instrument

750,

the Jews.

the Crusaders

written

thought.~

immediately

The Revelations

in Palestine
It

following

in the year 750.~

places

after

the

hour

the year
of

the

the fall of the Omayyad
Meditating

on Num. 24:21,

(Arab), ••
70 Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai,

is said to have

to God:

Is it· not enough what the kingdom of Edom has done unto us?
Must
Thou now send upon us also the kingdom of Ishmael?"
Whereupon the
angel Metatron (the Revealer) allays his fears: "Fear not, man, the
Lord, blessed be He, brings this kingdom of Ishmael upon you only to

~Augustine,

De Civitate

Dei 18.31, MPL 41, 587-8.

67 Ibid.
~Abba Hillel Silver, A History of Messianic
Israel (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1927), 43-45.
~Ibid.
70Sanh.

33b.

Speculation

ln
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deli ver you from this wicked one (Edom = Rome= Byzantium). ,,71
The narrator

of the Chronicle

of Solomon

about the First Crusade and the atrocities
that

time.

He blames

the Council

calling

the Pope

of Rome

Seir.72

The Jewish narrator

Satan

committed

of Clermont

and identifying

"journey

to the

for

against the Jews at
the

him with

first

crusade

the stock

of

said that this "satanic Pope from the stock

of Seir" was the one who told the Christians
it and

(1140) wrote

bar Simson

tomb of the

to attack Jerusalem,

superstition

whom they

conquer

call

their

,,73

go d .

heavy

The persecutions

which

casualties

they again attributed

which

Writing about the persecution
band of crusaders,

were

initiated

caused

the Jews

to suffer

to their arch enemy Edom.

of Mainz by Count Emicho, a commander of a

the Chronicle

of Solomon bar Simson says:

The hand of the Lord rested heavily on His people, and all the
Gentiles assembled against the Jews in the courtyard to exterminate
them. Our people's strength flagged when they saw that the hand of
evil Edom was prevailing against them.

n

The book of Obadiah was a favorite
1S

here especially

study of the medieval

Jews.

It

that they read the future fate of their own nation and

71Silver, 43-4.
72The Jews and the Crusaders, trans. and ed. Shlomo
(Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1977), 29.

Eidelberg

73Ibid. This is a reference to the speech of Pope Urban II at
Clermont on Nov. 27, 1095. Cf. D. C. Munro, "The Speech of Pope
Urban II at Clermont," American Historical Review 11 (1906): 231-42.
74Ibid., 30.
Robert Chazan' s caution in "Representation
of
Events in the Middle Ages," in Essays in Jewish Historiography, e.,
Ada Rapaport-Albert, History and Theory: Studies in the Philosophy of
History, Beiheft 27 (Wesleyan Univ., 1988), 53-5, that there were
also many nuances to the Jewish reaction and not only blind hatred
towards Christianity.
We could say the same for Christianity I am
sure. History is seldom as neat as we would like to make it.
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of the Christians.

Thus, Kimhi and Abrabanel

Obadiah which intimated
destruction

both wrote commentaries

on

that "all that the prophets have said about the

of Edom in the last times has reference to Rome. ,,75Nahmanides

(1194-1270),

Bechai,

and Abrabanel

Latium was grandson of Esau.

say

that

Janus,

the

first

king

of

Kimhi (on Joel 3:19) says that Julius Caesar

was an Idumean. 76
Rome/Esau/Edom

for these Jewish

of saying the church.

interpreters

Nizzahon

actually

considered

claiming

the name Esau for themse1ves.n

Jews because
blessings
were

exegesis,

Vetus,

it seems that the Jews believed

the Christians

Esau a "type of Jesus," and that the Christians
Christians

of Jacob were "fulfilled

of Jacob's

to have

by and large,

were

of Jacob,

for the Gentiles

argued).
considered

We

had forfeited
have

seen

were

said to argue

trickery. ,,78 Thus Esau/Christians

the Jews, because

supposed

way

In fact, in the thirteenth century Jewish polemical

document

that the blessings

was also another

and not the
received

the

(so the Christians

however

that

Christian

Esau to be the enemy and would hardly

identify Esau with itse1f,79 unless it was to the Christian's

advaptage.~

75Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 3, rev. and
ed. a.B. Hackett (New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1870), 2205-6.
76Ibid.
77The Jewish-Christian
Debate in the High Middle Ages, trans.
David Berger (Philadelphia:
The Jewish Publication
Society of
America, 5739-1979), 246, cf. 55, 56, 58.
~Ibid.
This is the editor's analysis of the polemic on Gen.
25:25 (p. 55), where the Jews say the Christians are trying to say
Christ was "ruddy" (citing Song of Song 5:10 in support) just as Esau
was ruddy, to whom the birthright originally belonged.
79Classica1 Christian exegesis rather considered Jacob to be the
church and Esau to be the Synagogue.
Berger shows where further
examples can be found in Tertullian, Adversus Judaeos, chapters 1, 3,
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Rabbi Kimhi
Romans/Christians

g1ves us an idea of the Jewish

sentiment

towards

the

in the Middle Ages:

Most of Rome consists of Edomites who embrace the religion of
the Nazarene.
Even though many nations mingled among them (as
happened with the kingdom of the Ishmaelites), they are named after
the root-stock.
King Caesar was an Edomite as were all the kings of
Rome after him. These two nations did evil to the tribes of Judah
and Benjamin who were exiled among them and spilled their blood like
water in their land. Edom, which is the Kingdom of Rome, destroyed
the second Temple by the hand of the wicked Titus .81
Ibn Ezra (1089-1164
Christians

except

C.E.), as well as Abrabanel,
such as were

and that once Constantine

Idumeans

embraced

was given the title Idumea.~

involvement

says that the Idumeans

Abrabanel

the whole Roman empire

maintained

Commenting

in the crusades

(Christians)

the time of Constantine,

their religion

of Esau which lived again in Christ.~
to the Christian

until

said that there were no

that it was the soul

on Obadiah 1, he alludes

against

Jerusalem

when he

would "go up to lay waste Jerusalem,

MPL 2.598, 604; Cyprian, Testimonia
1:19-20, MPL 4.688-89;
De
Montibus Sina et Sion ....contra Judaeos, MPL 4.911; Cesar of ArIes'
full sermon on the younger prefiguring the church and the older the
synagogue (6th c.), CCL 103.429-33; Isidore of Seville, Quaestiones
ad loc., MPL 83.255; Bede [pseud.], Commentarii ad loc., MPL 91.217;
idem, Quaestiones
ad loc., MPL 93.332; Peter of Blois, Contra
perfidiam Judaeorum, MPL 207.857.
OOBerger, 155, says there may have been a Christian argument
that, since the Jews call the Christians Edom, they should not charge
them interest when they loan money to the Christians since they are
not to charge interest to their brother (Deut. 23;21).

81Kimhi, commentary on Joel 4: 9, cf. also his commentaries on Is.
25:1; 43:1; and Obad. 1:11.
The passage and these citations are
taken from Frank
E. Talmage,
David Kimhi: The Man and the
Commentaries, Harvard Judaic Monographs, 1 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1975), 150, 228.
82Cf. Abrabane1' s comments on Obadiah
Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 3, 2205-6.
~Johannis

Buxtorf,

Synagoga Judaica,

2,

cited

3d ed., 205.

an

Smith's
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which is the seat of holiness

and where the tomb of their God Jesus

as indeed they have gone up several times already."84
that neither the Moslems
very long because
Rome statements

nor the Christians

it was promised

will ever take Jerusalem

to the Jews.

in Rashi, but Hailperin

The implication

1S,
is
for

There are also many anti-

maintains

that Rashi had in mind

the political Rome according to the original talmudic usage and intention,
and not the Church.~
The Christian
varied

an

scholars

approach

to

of the Middle

the

identification

counterparts.

Haymo

of Auxerre

Jerome

point

except

on this

commentary
Edom,

1S a balance

spiritually

centuries
approach.
according

(778-853

without

understood,

still

later, Hugh of St. Victor

of

Edom

A.D.)

as

and spiritual

refers
(1096-1141

Hugh says,

to

the

A.D.)

"[Obadiah]

to the letter against Edom, allegorically

the world; morally against the flesh. ,,87

their

in large part

some of the Jewish

between a literal

In his prologue,

Ages did not have quite

as

Jewish
reflects

polemic.

His

interpretation.
heretics.~

had much

directs

Two

the same

his prophecy

he inveighs

against

When the Lord said he would make

84Abrabanel commenting on Obadiah 1, quoted 1n Smith's Dictionary
of the Bible, 2206.
85Herman Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian Scholars (Pittsburgh,
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), 128. However, Hailperin's
statement is just as much conjecture since Rashi himself never
mentions political Rome or ecclesiastical
Rome in his commentary.
While the Talmudoth and Targumim which Rashi used understood by Esau
the political Rome, there is nothing which says Rashi could not have
identified Rome with the church, although it is true that the Jews of
northern France where Rashi lived were not as adversely affected by
the crusades as other areas such as Germany (cf. p. 21).
~Haymo of Auxerre, Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 122C.

87Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 371.
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Edom small, Hugh

referred

among the Gentile

population

philosophy

to how the

showing the foolishness

Lord would

go

of their wisdom and

compared with God's wisdom.~

Rupert of Deutz's
Rupert became a priest
the school which
Christian

this allegorically

(1075/80-1129

is quite different.

(1106) the year after Rashi died (1105).

followed

church with

A. D.) approach

him presented

their emphasis

been there previously.

a significant

Rashi and

challenge

to the

on the literal sense which had not

This, coupled with the fact that Rupert had also

written the Anulus or Dialogue Between a Christian

and a Jew,~ enlightens

us to the reason for the strong Jewish polemic that we find in his Obadiah
connnentary.

It is merely

another

reflection

debate which painted much of the landscape

of the

of thought

Jewish-Christian

in the Middle Ages:

They proudly spoke of themselves as the seed of Abraham who is
their father. They turned to Abraham as their foundation
much as a
rock serves as a foundation.
That rock was split irreparably when
the ten tribes were taken captive at the time of Jereboam so that
they were cut off from the house of David who possessed the blessing
by heredity from Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. From his seed the Christ
was to be born and hence the son [Jewish Israel] disowned the Son of
David when he said, "We have no king but Caesar" (John 19).
The Jews, as inhabitants in the clefts of the rock--rather than
in the rock itself--exalt themselves alone, choosing a Roman king or
Caesar over the poor Christ whose rule is not of this world but is
from heaven ....
And so, their father is not God but the devi1.~
Not only did the Jews act out their role of Edom against
says Rupert,
.disciples

they also furthered

and the early

88Ibid.,

their guilt by acting against

church whom

they accused

of causing

Christ,
Christ's

contention,

377.

89Cf• Dictionary of the Middle Ages, vol. 10, Joseph Strayer, ed.
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1988), 570.
~Rupert
v. 6, 385.

of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 168, 382C; cf. also
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sedition and inflaming the crowds in their preaching

Yet, God's justice was carried out when they were ultimately
the nations

at the time Jerusalem

method

of the Jews and

postils.

His

enemy.93

thus we find

reference

The polemic

is largely

with learning
little

Calvin and Luther provide brief excurses
in that part of Arabia which

plains

mountains.95.

interpretation
mirrors

of

the

Gospel

that of Augustine

Later
prevailing

and is further

he notes that Petra had historically
revelation

of the Gospel.

as well.

his

over

Both

placing

it

identifies

of Mt. Seir which stands

cities are better
1n

in his

as Israel's

is called Petra,~ although Calvin

and not the city, since

on

Idumea

interpretation

the Salo, of verse 3 to be the Idumaean fortress

than

material

on Edom's geography,

amidst the rocks,

by

from the exegetical

polemical

to the historic

is absent in Calvin's

destroyed

by the Romans.92

was destroyed

Later on, Lyra was more concerned

Gospel.S1

of Christ's

situated

commentary,

the Edomites

substantiated

on

Luther's
(Gentiles)

in his eyes when

been the place for holy men since the

"St. Anthony

and many other holy fathers have

Li, ved there. ,,96
In his 1525 commentary,

91Ibid.,

Luther includes

the literal identification

391.

92Ibid.
~Nico1aus
f,g,h.

de Lyra, Liber Abdie.

Biblia.

cum posti11is,

col. 5,

~Luther, Abdias Propheta, WA 13, 217; John Calvin, Commentaries
on the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2, trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids,
MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1950), 436.

95Calvin,

426.

~Luther,

Abdias Propheta,

WA 13, 221.

95

of Edom with
his

the Edomites

concentration

However,

was

who aided Babylon

mainly

he cannot resist

the case of the emperor
pope is standing

on

ln the sacking

the destruction

comparing

the duplicity

that

awaited

and

them.97

of Edom's allies with

and the pope: "While the emperor

by him because

of Rome,

trusts that the

they have entered into a treaty, the pope

changes his mind when the situation

becomes

serious and he turns against

the emperor.,,98
1532 and

In his
context

of

his

Elenden

(miserable

Luther perhaps

1545 Vorrede

Anfechtung,

he equated

blasphemers).~

somewhat

auf

den

Propheten

the Edomites

In mid-life

autobiographically

Obad ja, rn
with

Spotter

the
der

as well as in later life,

reflected

on the assaults

and

mockery visited against the wretched and troubled which attempts to drive
them to unbelief

and despair

in his 1532 and 1545 prefaces

Luther and the church had suffered
the reformed,

the Anabaptists,

scholastic

Obadiah .101 Both
enterprise,

of the papacy as well as

the Sacramentarians

For him, the one who brings comfort
a veri table

the assaults

and the Antinomians.

in such a situation

his and Calvin's

to the book.100

exegesls

would indeed be
was

not just a

as Kraus points out:

It is well for us to understand that the Reformers' exegesis of
Scripture
could
not
remain
detached
research
and
scholarly
interpretation of the bible. We can observe everywhere their direct
participation
in the life and
suffering
of the church,
the
seriousness and urgency with which they comfort and exhort, the way

97Martin Luther, Abdias Propheta,

WA 13, 216-20.

98Ibid., 218.
99Luther's Vorrede auf den Prophet en Cbad ja, (1545) WADB 11, 251.
100
Ibid .
101
Ibid.
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they debate and instruct.
When they speak of "present application"
they mean
edification
and exhortation,
for example,
for the
persecuted congregations.
. . ,,102
And

yet,

contemporary

it was

enemy.

not

Calvin's

concern

On the whole, Calvin's

to identify

Edom

with

a

treatment of Edom was more 1n

line with how he might use Edom as an example to the faithful of how pride
goes before the fall of a man.
enmity against
human condition

its brother

The faults of Edom, such as its pride, its

and its vaunted wisdom

which also need to be conquered

portend

in us.1m

effect, as an object lesson against pride in ourselves.
only

lead

Edom's

to destruction.

consolation

impending

to Israel, "an elect people,

who had been rejected by God, flourishing
destruction

of the Idumeans

confirmed

aspects of the

He uses Edom, in
Such pride could

destruction

served

[who saw] the posterity

as

a

of Esau,

both in wealth and power. ,,104His

his covenant with Israel.1~

What has become evident in the data of the history of interpretation
1S that both Jewish and Christian
was, 1.e., the proverbial
in what all the commentators

commentators

could agree

enemy of Israel located to the south of Israel
referred

to as Idumea (answer to question

In this case they also by and large agreed on the significance
question

2) of the name Edom as the personification

which the first
documented

hatred

a fact

clear.

We

felt towards Edom by the Jews and how

102Hans-Joachim Kraus, "Calvin's
Interpretation 31 (1977), 11-12.
103Calvin

1).

(answer to

of oppression,

part of the text of Obadiah makes abundantly

the overwhelming

on who Edom

Exegetical

Principles,"

, 424-27.

104Calvin, Commentaries
417.
105
Ca 1v in, 41 9 .

on the Twelve Minor Prophets,

(Preface),
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the Christians,

although

significance.

However,

not at the very

beginning,

their application

(answer

to one another was an example of culture,

history

also

agreed

to question

and theology

to that

4) of Edom
influencing

exeges1s.
On

the

themselves,
Rome

a

Jewish

the

then the Romans,

primary

recorded

side,

recipient

one long struggle

cruelty

and the Roman
of

the

against

The Christians

had their own enem1es

level--lusts

against

ecclesiastical

theological

the unity

of the church

We witnessed
other using

the

of rotten

apples

of

flesh

were

"Edom."

themselves

in their

enem1es.

the

who threatened

going to war at each

to shoot at one other,

hate over-ripened

to throw at one another.

on the personal

Edomites.

was the enemy at the time.
and Esau's

made

history

"Edom"--and

labelled

exegetes

Edomites

Jewish

Jews and the heretics

both Jewish and Christian

the

its crusades,

with which to contend

could also consider

say the fruit of Jacob

all

Edom as personified

level--the

else which

of

church with

appellation

"Edom" as one form of ammunition

anyone or anything
might

first

Ultimately,

or at
you

into a polemic

CHAPTER IV
LEX TALIONIS
Chapter one, which provided us with the context for this part of the
thesis,

taught

us that much

talion principle.

"measure

The history

and in restraining

could reach a peace treaty

of the lex talionis
vengeance.

in interpreting

however,

in its application

saw

value

opponents.

as

a study

injustice.

vehicle

for

against

is prevalent

Judaism,

the measure

in Jubilees

out,

their

1n application

sphere.

for measure

when

One side applied

it in a literal manner while the other favored a monetary
In second-temple

2)

realm when they

a diatribe

Neither could there be any peace treaties

(question

War broke

(question 4) in the spiritual

a convenient

1S a

Both Jews and Christians

they sought to apply the talion in the political

talion

in the

in exegesis

the significance

of the talion as a curb to crime and social

its

was

The crimes that Israel had suffered would be paid back

for measure."

study 1n vengeance

of the text of Obadiah

interpretation.
principle

of the

4:31-32,

Cain was killed . . . and his house fell upon him, and he died in the
midst of his house, and he was killed by its stones because he
killed Abel with a stone, and with a stone he was killed by righteous
judgment.
Therefore it is ordained in the heavenly tablets: 'With
the weapons with which a man kills his fellow, he shall be killed."
The fate of Jason in 2 Maccabees
"In the end
himself

the man

who

died in exile

himself unmourned"

(NEB).

had

5:9-10

banished

1S also patterned
so many

from

on the talion,

their

native

. He who had cast out many to lie unburied

land
was

Jason had been a hated ruler of the Jews during
98

99
the reign of Antiochus
to the
crime

Epiphanes.

talion for justice
fit the punishment

These

writers,

in the religious
in both

these

like Obadiah,

and civil

cases,

one

sphere.

cannot

on the Mount,

but

Jesus enunciates

the tone of vengeance

While

help

notice the spirit of revenge they felt in seeing their enemy
In the New Testament

appealed

but

the
also

get his due.

the lex talionis in the Sermon
is left behind

as he virtually

the talion altogether:

does away with

"You have heard that it was said, 'An eye for an eye, and a tooth for
a tooth.'
But I tell you, Do not resist an evil person.
If someone
strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also . . .. Do
unto others as you would have them do unto you." (Mt. 5:38 ff.).
Apparently,
time,

if

thought.
A.D.),

some sort of debate

only

among

those

Jews

In the Hellenistic

for example,

punishment .1
of the first

century,

(as opposed

literal
writing

reflected

a choice between monetary

most

influenced

w~rld, Philo

proposed

But Josephus,

over the question

to the Sadducees)

opted

in progress

at the

by

contemporary

pagan

of Alexandria

talion

(c. 25 B.C. to 50

as the only

for a Roman

the Roman

compensation

was

just method

audience

practice

and physical
for settlement

toward

of giving
talion.2

the

of
end

the victim

The Pharisees

of damages

over

that

of the talion.3
The
physical

prevailing

winds

interpretation

the time of the Mishnah

an

rabbinic

circles

were

blowing

and in favor of monetary

interpretation

and Talmud.

portion

The earliest

lphilo, De Specialibus

Legibus

2Josephus,

4.280; cf. Tabula 8.2.

Antiguities

against
also

at

of the Talmud,

3.181-2.

3George Foot Moore,
Judaism
in the
Christian Era, The Age of the Tannaim vol.
Press, 1927), 141.

First

Centuries
of the
University

2 (Cambridge:
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the Mishnah, which was set down around the year 200 C.E., clearly states
the predominant

rabbinic

view:

He who injures his fellow 1S liable to [compensate) him on five
accounts: (1) injury, (2) pain, (3) medical expenses, (4) loss of
time, and (5) income [lit.: loss of dignity).4
The Mishnah of the tractate
shall be measured
rn the later

to him aga1n.

Babylonian

interpretation,

Sotah says that whatever measure

although

objections of the majority

Talmud

A more extensive
presents

discussion of the 1ssue

both a literal

and a monetary

the literal V1ew seems to be overwhelmed
in favor of monetary compensation.S

argued in essence that the "justice" of literal talion
than real since one person's
smaller,

a man metes

eye, after all, will

by the

The Rabbis

is more apparent

inevitably

be larger,

sharper, or weaker ~han another's.6

Baba Qamma 83 argues, what
or a cripple

injures

another's

if a blind person
leg?

Further,

takes another's

it contends,

eye,

no organ or

limb can be safely removed without loss of blood and serious risk to life.
Such action

would

carry

the talion

further

meeting the cr1me. The School of Hezekiah

than

simply

the punishment

taught, "An eye for an eye, and

4B . Qam. 8: 1.
5Eugene J. Fisher, "Lex Talionis
in the Bible and rabbinic
tradition," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 19 (1982), 586.
For a
fuller presentation of what the Mishnah and the rabbis have to say on
the doctrine of "measure for measure" see Louis Jacobs, Principles of
the Jewish Faith (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1964), 355-363. Also
the article by Ephraim Rottenberg on "Reward and Punishment," in
Contemporary
Jewish Religious Thought, Arthur A. Cohen and Paul
Mendes-Flohr, eds. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1987), 827832; Hyman E. Goldin, Hebrew Criminal Law and Procedure (New York:
Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1952), 19-25, 53-4.
6Ibid.
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a life for a life, but not an eye and a life for an eye. ,,7
Justice

and mercy,

correlatives:

neither

in the rabbinic

can exist without

for "justice" or "righteousness"
the word

for

talionis

then 1S consonant

tradition

charity

which

itself

evoked

the other.

(~edeq)

consideration

that

an spite

talionis

perspective

lists

punishments
illustration

of lex
Jewish

principles

of

of this period, it should be noted
disapproval

of the

which followed validated

literal

lex

(perhaps more on

the law of talio as

The Seventh chapter of the Apocalypse

the v i ces of each sinner

to be inflicted

to form

literal interpretation.

(see Matt. 5:38 and I Peter 3:9), some elements

a means of ensur1ng moral purity.
of Peter

interpretation

of the deeper moral

of the New Testament's

the fringe of Christianity)

but

Even the Hebrew word

at least, part of a developing

human and divine justice, rather than a strictly
From the Christian

not opposites

is used by the Rabbis
Jesus'

(~edaqah).8

with,

view, were

in Hades.

along

with

the

corresponding

David Fiensy provides

one graphic

of this:

And again two women: they are hung up by their neck and by their hair
and are cast into the pit. These are they who plaited their hair,
not to create beauty, but to turn to fornication, and that they might
ensnare the souls of men to destruction.
And the men who lay with
them 'in fornication are hung by their thighs in that burning place,
and they say to one another, "We did not know that we would come into
everlasting torture. ,,9
Elsewhere it speaks about blasphemers

and slanderers who are hung by their

7 B. Qam. 83b-84a.
8Pisher, 586.
9David Fiensy, "Lex Talionis in the Apocalypse of Peter," Harvard
Theological Review, 76 (1983), 255-8. He notes that the translation
of the Ethiopic text is by H. Duensing in Hennecke, New Testament
Apocrypha, 2.673.
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tongues,

false

witnesses

fire,

their

In filthy rags as a form of torment .10 Whether
out IS unclear,

suggests
because

some merit

that

but their

the Apocalypse

such

a

suggestion,

an

eye,

a

tooth

vindictive

ire

a restraint
correspond
that

for

one

agrees

tooth,"

and

penalty

thinkers,

its

should

law of talio was carried

to

so

arrangement

out for gaining

In a

were
seen.

Jewish

there may be

fact

that

the

of "an eye for

prevent

the

its purpose
that

the

Chrysostom
vengeance

crime

of

was to put

simply

of nature.

to

fire

the penalty

Cyril of Alexandria

Tertullian,

actions

While
the

are

as well.

covering

correspond

wealth,

written

ignore

mouths

is readily

the principle

excesses,

to the

including

a

their

these

value

from spreading;

inflicted.12

corresponds

the

as

kindled)

to the injury

that

Christian

a

revenge

the talion

milieu

and

In their

was

cannot

the law established

(already

upon

deterrent
of Peter

talion was also part of the Christian
For St. Augustine,

trusting

of the lex talionis.1i

of the presence

to

who,

cut off

dressed

milieu

of those

lips

by

Fiensey

also

have

branded

ever carried

and

who

should
comments

Yet

.13

and Theodoret,

he also
For

all

if the

per se it thereby

lost

all validity.14
In t.he spiritual
not

so

closely

realm of polemical

observed.

There

exegesis

IS more

than

a

however
hint

of

this rule was
vengeance

in

12L• Gunther, Die Idee der Widervergeltung in der Geschichte
Philosophie des Strafrechts
(Altenburg, 1889) I, 271 and 273ff.

und

10Ibid.
l1Ibid.,257.

i3Cyril
591C.
14Ibid.

of Alexandria,

Commentarius

in Abdiam

Prophetam,

MPG 71,
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Jerome's
Obadiah

presentation

of the

lex talionis

against

the heretics

corrnnentary.15 And surely this was a barb directed

his companions,

as well as the Marcionite

Hugh of St. Victor,
for the iniquities

heresies.i6

and afflictions

they have inflicted

The church needed to be avenged for the wrongs
purged of the heretics

who threatened

at Rufinus

Emulated

Jerome said it is right that heretics

in his
and

later by

are persecuted

upon the church.i7

corrnnittedagainst her and

her very existence.

While the talion could have a place in polemical exeges1s it was the
will of the church
secular

sphere.18

to delegate

In the ninth century,

Orleans, one of the Carolingian
could be compensated
murderer
talion

paying with
to

be

the carrying

for example, Theodulf,

Bishop of

the requisite payment instead of by the

his own life.19
Most

of

He was still expecting
the

scholastics

too, looked upon the biblical

and useful,

inasmuch

Church

fathers,

lSPor his 1i teral understanding
day of Yahweh.

and

the literal
the

later

law of talio as just, practical,

as it served to keep private

16Cf. previous

to the

missi dominice, was shocked because murder

for by making

applied.

out of the talion

revenge within bounds-

of the talion see below on the

chapter.

17Jerome In Abdiam,
CCL 76, 367; cf.
Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 390B.

Hugh

of

St.

Victor,

18L. Gunther, 265 ff. See also R. Schmidt s article, "Capital
Punishment," in Samuel Macauley Jackson, ed. The New Schaff-Herzog
Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House, 1977), 405f.
I

UHenry St. Lawrence Beaufort Moss, The Birth of the Middle Ages,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1935), 233 ff., cited in Hailperin, Rashi
and the Christian Scholars, 125.
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-and for other reasons too.W
For instance, St. Thomas Aquinas, like Cyril, 1S quoted as approv1ng
punishment

as part

of the natural

inclination

of man. 21

Vengeance,

he

says, is lawful so far as it tends to the prevention of evil--consequently
talio,

the

punishment,

loss

of

an

eye

for

an

eye,

and by means of punishment

(per poenam reparatur aequalitas

1S a

correct

iustitiae).~

Because of the close ties between

literally.

They

including

appealed

Lyra~

to Greek

of retaliation.
church and state in the Middle
of its practices.

interpreted

thought,

Roman

law,

Fathers for support.24 Canon Law, in theory, disapproved
of capital punishment

of

Thus the penology of Thomas

Ages, the state looked to the church for justification
commentators,

kind

the equality of justice is restored

1S very much in accord with the principle

Catholic

legal

Exodus

21:22ff.

and the church
of the principle

and of all forms of bodily mutilations

since, "the

church does not thirst for blood.,,25 But because the church was obliged
to give support to the general system of punishment

inherited

in western

20Herman
Hailperin,
Rashi
and
the
Christian
Scholars,
(Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), 125.
21"In hominibus hoc ex
unusquisque deprimat eum, qui
inclination in men that each
himself up), Thomas Aquinas,
Taurini, 1952), Pt. II, 1 quo
~Ibid.,

naturali
inclinatione
invenitur,
ut
ipsum insurgit" (It comes as a natural
one must be brought down who raises
Summa Theologi,
(Romae :
Marietti
87, art. 1, p. 393.

Pt. II, 2, quo 108, art. 4 (p. 510).

~Nicolaus
Ex. 21: 22 ff.

de Lyra Liber Abdie: Bib1ia,

cum posti1lis,

vol.

1,

24Hailperin, 125.
25Cf. Rudolph His, Das Strafrecht des deutschen Mittelalters,
(Leipzig: T. Weicher, 1920), I, 371, cited in Hailperin, 125.
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Europe from Roman
Pentateuchal

law, and perhaps because of a literal

texts dealing with the talion, the church took the position

of a not indifferent

spectator

of penalties

executed

by the hand of the

secular power.26 It favored that secular power wielding
While

Thomas

and

political perspective

the

scholastics

provided

the talion for the Christian

ultimately

albeit

conquers

the

later

besought

highly

the darkness

and

(1096-1141),

sense, he also saw hope 1n

by the darkness

spiritualized,

853) provides

more

perspective

demonstrating

the triumph of the Christian

of the flesh.

the

of the flesh.27

of a historic

legal

Besides what was already said

above which Hugh included under the historical

fashion,

a literal talion.

of the Middle Ages, Hugh of St. Victor

provided more of the spiritual perspective.

talionic

exegesis of the

light

of

Christ

Haymo of Auxerre

on the issue,

In

(778-

ultimately

empire:

As Judah was destroyed by Idumea, so they [Idumea] will be destroyed
by Assyria and Chaldea who will be destroyed by the Medes and
Persians, the Persians who will be destroyed by the Macedonians; the
Macedonians will be destroyed by Rome whose rule is destroyed by the
Christian empire."28
He believed
throughout

the

talion

the earthly

was

a cyclical

process

emp1res of old until

doomed

to be

the Christian

repeated

empire put an

end to th~t cycle.
Rupert

(1075/80-1129

A.D.) reJ01ces

over the Jews, preferring

a literal

might

already

be done. 29

We have

1n the triumph

of that emp1re

talion to any spiritualizing
previously

noted

Rupert

of

that

Deut z 's

26Ibid.
27Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 390D.
28Haymo of Auxerre,
~Rupert

Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam,

of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 117, 126.

MPL 168, 393AB.
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involvement
surprise
that

in polemical

discussions

that he exhibits

spirit

sinners

goes

who will

commentary

even

as simply

definition.

a spirit

further

receive

with

polemic

of vengeance

against

eternal

all

the

it comes as no

against

Thus,

Jews

to the church

Thus

unbelievers

retribution.~

against

It was an address

the Jews.

would
and

the

Jews.

and

impenitent

to define
be too

the world

But

Rupert's

narrow

of a

at large

as

well.
The
vengeance

Jews

the

either.

profoundly
unspar1ng

of

biting
plea

Middle

Ages

were

not

During

the early crusades,

elegy,

Av ha-Rahamim

for divine

1mmune

from

this

they produced

("Father

spirit

a jolting

of Mercies"),

with

of
and
its

revenge:

May the merciful Father who dwells on high, in his infinite mercy,
remember
those
saintly,
upright
and blameless
souls,
the holy
communities
who offered their lives for the sanctification
of the
divine name ...may he avenge the blood of his servants which has been
shed, as it is written in the Torah of Moses, the man of God: "0
nations,
make his people joyful!
He avenges the blood of his
servants, renders retribution to his foes, and provides atonement for
his land and his people."
And by the servants, the prophets, it is
written: "I will avenge their blood which I have not yet avenged;
the Lord dwells in Zion. ,,31
The collective
specified
war,

Ages.

mentioned

the S1ns that bring

exile,
This

retribution

plagues,
was

Besides

not

only

maintaining

3OIbid.,

punishments

and famine,
the

1n the Torah

rather

spirit
the

the Prophets

upon the people

as a whole

then
like

than on the individual.

alive

rabbinic

and

in

the Judaism

interpretation

of

of the
lex

Middle

talionis

393C.

31Quoted in Eric L. Friedland,
"0 God of Vengeance,
Appear!"
Judaism: A Quarterly Journal of Jewish Life and Thought 37 (1988),

78.
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with monetary

compensation ,32 the medieval

C.E.) may have also tacitly

corrnnentatorRash i

sensed the complexity

(1040-1105

of the shift from the

realm of personal attitudes to the much larger domain of relations between
societies

and nations

that the rabbis were trying to achieve as the Jews

tried to deal with world events around them.
attempt

an a

vengeance,

gloss on Deuteronomy

Thus we witness 1n Rashi an

23:8 to leave

albeit a rather strained attempt,

behind

the spirit

of

filled with qualifications:

Thou shalt not loathe the Edomite - entirely; and even though you are
entitled to loathe him who came out with the sword to greet you; thou
shalt not loathe the Egyptian - utterly; even though they threw your
male offspring into the Nile.
What is the reason?
They were your
hosts during a time of need.n
The connection

to this passage

in the Mishnah

(Yad. 4: 4) concerns

dislocation

and blending

implication

is that the demarcation made in Deuteronomy

between

the Ammonites,

the Assyrian

However,

Moabites,

invader's

corrnnentaryon Obadiah

of peoples during Sennacherib's

Edomites,

implemented
betrays

newly instituted

once

of miscegenation. 34

His

the spirit of vengeance

soon

Scarcely half a century later, the
in Rabbi Kimhi

on the Gentiles

(1160?-1235?

as a countermeasure

crusades which, although primarily

~Hailperin,
nQuoted

behind

was once again alive

C.E.) who stressed retribution

23:8 in the Torah

etc., no longer applied

its policy

at least for Kimhi.

spirit of 'retribution

The

little if any polemic either.~

any hope of leaving

became unrealistic

conquests.

the

against

to the

the Moslems,

75-77.

in Friedland,

76.

~Rashi, Obadias, 894-5.
In fact, he does not even include the
volatile
verse 15 in his corrnnentary.
Likewise,
his literal
exposition of verse 16 is devoid of any polemic as well.
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also were used against
condemnation

the Jews.~

Kimhi is more adamant in his

of Edom as the church than Rashi because he saw the effects

of the crusades

in his travels more

France which was largely
polemic

Perhaps

was

directed

untouched

against

the

than Rashi who stayed

by the crusades.TI
Christians

simply

in Northern

Or, perhaps
because

they

his
were

keeping the Jews in exile from their true home.~
Kimhi repeatedly

stressed the punishment

Christians) .39 His words
"Babylonia

echo

Haymo when

he says that

=

just as

fell into the hands of Persia, Persia in the hands of Greece,

and Greece

in the hands

Israel.

The

already

almost

that awaited Edom (Rome

,,40

happened

world power.

difference
when

of Rome,

so shall

of course

the church

is that

replaced

Kimhi was still waiting

Rome

fall in the hands

Haymo

imperial

believed

this

of
had

Rome as the leading

for the fall of Rome (Christianity)

into the hands of Israel (not the church).

The Christian crusades showed

to the Jews that Edom was still alive and well

in the Christian

church.

All the rabbis, including Rashi, Kimhi, and Ibn Ezra believed the prophecy

36The first crusade was issued by Urban II in 1096.
Cf. Leon
The History of Anti-semitism,
trans. Richard
Po1iakov,
Howard
(Schocken Books: New York, 1974), 41 ff.
31Hailperin notes that the Jews of Northern France where Rashi
lived hardly suffered at all from the first crusade (1096) as those
in Germany and elsewhere did. Cf. Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian
Scholars, 21.
~Frank
Commentaries

Ephraim
Talmage,
David Kimhi:
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University

The Man and the
Press, 1975), 150.

39Talmage, 149.

4OKimhi, Comm. on Zech. 2:1 ff. cited 1n Talmage,

149.
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of the destruction
Saadia

of Edom was still

ben Joseph.

1204 C.E.) realized
this earth.

(892-942 C.E.) and Moses Maimonides

the practice

And so, they

the future world
"measure

Gaon

to be fulfilled.41

of the talion

was never

looked not to the future world

to come for the rest of the measure

for measure"

principle.

Saadia

ben Joseph

quite

(1135-

equal

history

to be filled

but

on
to

~n the

says:

Moreover, we find that he who has killed but one person suffers the
penalty of death just as one does who has slain ten. and, similarly,
he who has committed
adultery
once
is punished
once [by] the
government,
by flogging or the payment of a monetary fine, or the
like, as is he who has done that twenty times.
It must, therefore,
perforce be assumed that the remainder of the punishment
of which
each of these sinners is deserving will befall him in another world.
The same applies to whatever is of this order.42
Maimonides
tal ion.43

concurs

in

his

In continuity

Torah are rewarded

while

eleventh

with

principle

the rabbis

of

faith

he says that

those who disobey

concerning

those who obey

are punished,

cut off.44

And yet, whereas

presentation

of theodicy,

every

crime.

Maimonides.

"1ike many

whole

doctrine

quite

literally

41Rashi. Obadias.
as cited in Talmage.

is kareth,

the rabbis were not trying

a systematic

prescribing

other

medieval

every

takes

of God's

that

to g~ve

punishment

teachers,

as an exact description

the

but the greatest

reward to man is the future world and his worst punishment
is. being

the

for
the

dealing

896. Cf. Kimhi on Ob. 10; Ibn Ezra ad. lac ..
149, 227.

~Saadiah (ben Joseph) Gaon (882-942). The Book of Beliefs and
Opinions, trans. Samuel Rosenblatt.
Yale Judaica Series, vol. 1 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1948), 326.

aCf. Louis Jacobs. Principles of the Jewish
Basic Books. Inc .. Publishers,
1964), 350.
44Ibid.

Faith

(New York:
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45
with the world .••
the talion had made

By the time of the Reformation,
German law.

its way into

It most likely entered there at the time of the Middle Ages

under the influence

The spiritual interpretation

of the Roman church.~

of the talion by the reformers is reflected against that same church.
1532

and

1545

undergoing
faith.

Luther

trials

and

He asks God's

against

the

applies

the

tribulations

expression
r.n

this

and

those

who

this

plea

to

those

life for the sake of their

comfort for the faithful

blasphemers

of

In

and that He would

bring

these

trials

stand

upon

the

faithful.47
Calvin also takes up this theme, although not so much against Rome
as against the world.

He says that whatever cruelty the ungodly

thinking

they can do whatever

returned

on their heads.~

ensured

they

please,

Calvin believed

that
the

same cruelty
talion

exercise,
shall

was a rule

be

that

justice for God's church.

45Ibid., 358. Further resources on the doctrine of reward and
punishment
in Jewish literature
are:
Kaufmann
Kohler: Jewish
Theology, Macmillan, 1918, ch. 45, 298-309; Morris Joseph, Judaism as
Creed and Life,
(London: Macmillan,
1902),
122 ff.; Solomon
Schechter, The Doctrine of Divine Retribution in Rabbinic Literature,
Studies in Judaism, First Series, Philadelphia,
1911 (New York:
Meridian Books, 1958), 105-22; Jacob Kohn, The Moral Life of man (New
York: Philosophical Library, 1956, ch. 5, 145-217; Isidore Epstein,
The Faith of Judaism, (London: Soncino Press, 1954), ch. 13, 251313.
~Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian Scholars, 125 says, however,
that the force of the compensation system was so strong in Germany
that it arrived rather late into the Sachsenspiegel
(13th century
German law book).
47Luther, Vorrede auf den Prophet en Obadja, WADB, 11, 251.
~John Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2,
trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1950),
446.
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He draws this conclusion, As thou hast done, so shall it be done to
thee. There seems, however, to be here an implied comparison between
the chastisement of the chosen people and the punishment which shall
be inflicted on other nations.
When the Idumeans saw that the
kingdom of Israel and of Judah was trodden under foot, they thought
that the children of Abraham were thus punished because they had
despised their own Prophets, because they had become immoral and
perverse in the extreme.
Thus they exempted themselves and others
from punishment.
Now the Prophet declares that God had been the
judge of his people, but that he is also the judge of the whole
world, and that this would quickly be made evident.
When ...
he
says, that nigh was the day of Jehovah, he had ..•
a regard ..
to the chastisement of the Church; as though he said, "As God has
proved himself to be one who justly punished sins with respect to
Israel and Judah; so also at length he will ascend his tribunal to
judge all the nations; no one, therefore, shall escape punishment.~
Edom and the nations had their turn at watching

Israel suffer.

But Calvin

sees Obadiah assuring Israel that God will ultimately deal fairly with his
The lex talionis whether

people.

was a cry

for justice.

1n the political sphere or the spiritual

It was an appeal

to the basic human

sense

of

fairness.
The lex talionis 1n Jewish circles moved away from what began as a
literal interpretation

to a more and more monetary

the ascetics

on the fringes of Christianity

Christianity

an

government

general

did

not,

to curb crime and social

expression of present vindication
committed

unless

against themselves..

welcomed
it was

injustice.

Thus revenge,

of interpretation

factors--revenge

between

and the desire

way, formed the basis

hands

Both welcomed
restitution

concomitant

of

the

it as an
of wrongs

with an attempt

became one of the unifying

both Christians

and Jews.

to curb that revenge--in

These

two

a paradoxical

for a peace treaty in the interpretation

49Calvin, 445-6.

While

the literal talion,

an the

or for anticipated

by some one each side to curb that revenge,
factors

interpretation.

of this
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theme

1n

Of

Obadiah.

interpretation

was anything

In answering
the words
Jews

also

excesses

the

the

in order
However,

principle

situation.
political

for measure"
answer

The

did

not

They much preferred

and the history

of the literal

justice.

church

concern

Christians
Ages.

persecuted
occur

would

Christ

totally

religious

a monetary

that

upon

literal

to the

and

the

Jews

favored

viewing

and

in the immediate

the

monetary

it

this

who relegated

But when
Ages

church and

it too found
for blood

administration

literal

the

talion

in

compensation.

of
the
The

and fairness.

out

was allowed
the

church.

future,

room for a literal

in the polemical

of revenge
carry

the

in

As a theocracy,

of the Middle

for

injury

political

talion

compensation,

to the state.

opted

revenge

4, the application

talion being a necessary

and Jews, especially

God

the

question

a

realm left much more

Here the spirit

believed

realizing

correspond

the

church

ultimately

of both was order

The spiritual

and

the fact that the church was not thirsty

while

side's

Both Christians

for them than for the early Christians

between

-sphere

should

"eye for an eye."

one in the Christian

The

2,

with

accept

to carry out the talion

itself pulled

each

was to put a restraint

changed

than the literal

the authority

question

the penalty

talio

of

behind

principle.

when it came to answering

was more of a concern

state became

that

Jews

order.

as more humane

political

to

of this talion principle

inflicted.
of

on

motivation

1, both sides could agree that the sense of

question

agreed

the

but peace.

was the "measure

significance
and

course,

talion
They

but there

did

atmosphere

free reign.
against
expect

was also

the
this

talion by both
of the Middle
The Christians
Jews

who

had

retaliation

an anticipation

to

among
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Christians

of

God's

final

justice would be balanced.

reckoning

with

mankind

Both sides were convinced

the day of the Lord.~

of

that God

who were persecuting

the

that the talion would occur on

application

(question 4) was made

a wax nose on the face of biblical

50See chapter

scales

God was on the side of whoever was reading the text

at the time, and the text's
that reader--like

the

The Jews, on the other hand, believed

would carry out the talion against the Christians
Jewish people.

when

6 and the discussion

to favor

exegesis.

on the day of the Lord.

CHAPTER V
CUP OF WRATH

Some of the interpreters

throughout

the ages have taken Obadiah

as the acting out of verse IS's lex talionis
f i rs t section,

Whereas,

that it was Yahweh
Christian

and so we include it in this

even though it really is more

of the prophecy.

germane to the second half

in the first chapter we came to the conclusion

who made

interpreters

16

Israel drink the cup of wrath,

(especially

some of the

those who relied on Jerome) interpreted

Obadiah 16 as the nations drinking the cup in celebration

which ultimately

caused them to get drunk and bring the cup of wrath down on themselves.
The cup of wrath referred· to in Jerome's commentary was the same cup
found
nations
which

51: 7. i

in Jeremiah

from Propontus
would

empires.2

belong

the

territory

He finds this confirmed

their allies,
the

allegorical

be drunk

by all the

Sea, that is, by all the nations
of

the

in Herodotus

Assyrian

and

Babylonian

and the Greek histories.3

of this prophecy occurred when the Babylonians

including

Edomi tes

a cup that would

to the Scythian

to

The literal fulfillment

until

It was

Edom,

were

were

absorbed

no more.4

But

by the Medes

Jerome

follows

and

and

Persians

this with

an

interpretation.

'Jerome, In Abdiam,

CCL 76, 366.

2Jerome, In Abdiam,

CCL 76, 366.

3Ibid., cf. Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio
175, 390A who copies Jerome verbatim here.
4Ibid.,

367.
114

Moralis in Abdiam, MPL
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The cup of wrath was filled with the W1ne of the devil mixed with
the blood
mountain,

the heretics. 5

of

The

heretics,

having

drunk

on

the holy

that is, the church, would now drink, not the cup of the Lord,

but the cup of the devil about which it is said in Habakkuk 2:15, "Woe to
him

who

g1ves

drink

to

his

confusion. ,,6 The heretics

neighbor,

turning

had intoxicated

him

the church

upside
with

down

into

their false

doctrine which was turning the church itself upside down trying to get the
church drunk on the doctrine

of the heretics and Satan.

Therefore,

on the

last day, the nations would drink the blood of the heretics and the entire
approaching
intoxicating

torment would render them as though they never existed.
cup of false doctrine

The

they served up to the church ended up

being filled with their own blood.7
He gives

his reasons

sort of way contrasting
existence"

for this interpretation

the "I AM"

1n almost a rabbinic

(qui est) of Yahweh

with

the

" non-

(qui non sunt) of those who oppose Him or His servants.

For according to the rule of Scripture, one cannot say that He who
is [I Al"l]and who said to Moses, "[Tell them] 'The one who is [I AM]
is sending me to you, '" [Ex. 3: 14] will perish.
From some place in
Esther [cf. Esther 14:11] we also read, "Do not turn over your
scepter, 0 Lord, to [gods] who are nothing."
We are able in this
place and others [therefore] to interpret: Because you have rejoiced
in the ruin of my servants, in the same way persecution will come
against you too and you will suffer the same as you have done. And
likewise as you rejoiced against my people with the other nations, so
all the nations will take delight against you, and they will devour

5Ibid.
this point.

Hugh of St. Victor is still quoting Jerome verbatim
Cf. Hugh, Expositio Mora1is in Abdiam, 390B.

6Ibid. Hugh of St. Victor also
Mora1is In Abdiam, MPL 175, 390B.

7Ibid.

at

includes Hab. 2, cf. Expositio
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and will drink and obliterate you with persecution
Jerome

avers

celebration

that

going

the

first

on among

drink

those

who

Idumea had done this type of drinking
church)

it would

clarified

be

destroyed

reference

by

had

indicates

persecuted

in celebration
all

1n a similar way.S

the

there

Israel.
against

nations.

1S

a

Because

Israel (the

Later

on

Haymo

Jerome's point that whoever does not listen to him who is I N~

(Ego sum) will be as though they were not.9 Thus the heretics who did not
listen to I AM would be as though they were not .10 They cannot exist
the presence

of I AM.

Theodore

of Mopsuestia

dwelt on the wrath aspect more

w1ne and celebration/intoxication
he and Theodoret
wrath

was

a

in

followed

vessel

aspect,

included

which

"oinon"

ensured

although

the Septuagint

in its version.

punishment

than on the

for the

which

The cup of

wicked

and

trai tors who would drain the very dregs of the Lord's wrath .11 There
no real mention of celebration/intoxication

with Theodore.

all the nations will drink oinon (ton mystikon)
he means by the mystical

wine.12

the
is

Theodoret says

but does not explain what

It may be possible

that he is referring

8Ibid.
Cf. Hugh's verbatim quotation, Expositio Moralis 1n
Abdiam, MPL 175, 390C.
Haymo also includes the Esther quote, cf.
Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 125D but his interpretation
is not verbatim although it follows the same sense. The quote from
Esther 14 is to the rest of the chapters of the book of Esther
included in the Apocrypha, cf. NEB, p. 90 of the Apocrypha section
where they are numbered from where the canonical Esther left off.
9Haymo of Auxerre, Enarratio

in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 125D.

10Jerome and Hugh's interpretation concerned the heretics. Haymo
includes this only to say what would happen to the nations who
opposed I AM. He has no polemic against the heretics.
llTheodore of Mopsuestia,

In Abdiam, MPG 66, 315C.

12Theodoret, In Abdiam, MPG, 81, 1716B.
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to sacramental

Wine which when drunk

But he could also be referring
which

carries

God's

wrath,

by those unworthy

to Wine In a spiritual/allegorical

that is, he is simply

should not take "oinon" literally.
he says we should understand

leads to death.

pointing

interprets

the cup as a "cup of retribution"

the cup of wrath

celebration/intoxication,
context

and

interpretation

not with

"as you have drunk"
victory

but
regard

had done.

with
to

reference

to

like that
elsewhere .14

in the sense

Obadiah's

as Jerome's

allegorical

on verse 16 he notes that the words

party where they get drunk

their drinking

stupor that besides insulting
nations of the surrounding

of

historical

indicate how the victors will be so insolent

erga pleroun) .15 But

but also destroy

predominantly

the heretics

Commenting

that they have a victory

point of descending

out that we

The latter is more likely since later

of Jeremiah 25: 15.13 Sti 11, both senses were used by Theodoret
Cyril

sense

will put

in their

(ta

methes

them into such a drunken

Israel, they also start insulting the other

region.

Those nations become insulted

to the

upon them in an attack that will not only defeat them

them right out of existence.~

In other words, the cup

of wrath does to the nations what alcohol can do to an alcoholic.
kill you if you overindulge,

and overindulgence

It will

is exactly what Edom and

13Ibid., 1716C.
14Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, A
Clarendon Press, 1961), 893-4.

Patristic

Greek

Lexicon

(Oxford:

15Cyril of Alexandria, Commentarius In Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 71,
591BC. The same interpretation is also in Barhebraeus who comments,
'''Por just as ye drank,' i.e., when rejoicing in their victory."
Cf.
Frank G. Ward, "The Scholia of Barhebraeus on the Book of the Twelve
Prophets,"
(Ph. D diss. University of Chicago, 1933), 34.
16Ibid.

He does not include what happens

to the nations.
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the nations do, spurred on by Yahweh Himself.
There

1S

no wealth of literature on the cup of wrath in the history

of interpretation

for the Jewish interpreters.

One article by W. McKane

"Poison, Trial by Ordeal and the Cup of Wrath, "iI relates that, "according
to the Targum,
retribution,'

the cup of wine becomes

a 'cup of wrath'

when it bears the curse which operates

guil t of those who drink it. ,,18According

to McKane,

and a 'cup of

in the event of the
the metaphor

cup of wrath is founded on "trial by ordeal procedures. ,,19
of the prophet

to administer

asserts that the interpretation
Targums

1S

the test and

It is the task

the verdict.

of the metaphor of the cup of wrath

not so much on the intoxicating

paralysis of drunkenness

elicit

of the

McKane
rn

the

effects of the wine and the

(as it was with the Christian interpretation)

as

on the guilt which is proved once the cup turns to poison in the hands of
the guilty party.~

The punishment

"destroys the rationality

is swift in coming as the poison itself

of those who drink the cup and sets them on the

path of self-destruction ."21
In the Middle
discredits

Mckane,

Ages,

Rashi' s interpretation

however.

Rashi

cites

of the

Targum

interpreta'tion of "as you have drunk on my holy mountain"

17W• McKane, "Poison, Trial by Ordeal
Vetus Testamentum, 30, 474-92.

and

cup of wrath

Jonathan

whose

is "as you have

the Cup of Wrath,"

18Ibid., 491.
i9Ibid. McKane directs us to the Targums on Ps . 75:9,
Hab. 2:16 and Ezek. 23:32.
20Ibid.
21Ibid.

Is. 51:17,
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rejoiced

(laetati

as t i s ) over the subversion

the same place he interprets
according

"and they will gulp down (et absorbebunt)"

,

to the targum's ystl mwn as obstupescent

"signifying

confusion,

two interpretations
tha t of

of my holy mountain. ,,22 In

P01

Rejoicing

son.

stupefaction

(to become

senseless),

and a leaving of the senses. ,,23 These

taken together favor the metaphor of intoxication
Poison

does

not bring

is much more a characteristic

about

a feeling

over

of rejoicing.

of those who drink too much.

In

fact, the nations will be rejoicing so much that they loose their senses,
and this is what brings about their destruction
able to defend themselves
On the Christian
1129 A.D.)

provided

16 compared

against

because

they will not be

those who attack them.
of Deutz

(1075/80-

twist on the interpretation

of verse

side of the pendulum,

an interesting

wi th those who preceded

him.

Rupert

In fact, his

interpretation

coincides with that stated in the first chapter of this thesis.
would

drink

nations,

the cup of wrath

but

destruction

Israel

itself,

of Jerusalem.U

first,
just

he says, would
as

it was

not

forced

Those who

be Edom or the
to do

with

the

Yet, the Lord would then take the cup out of

Israel's hands and put it into the hands of the rest of the nations on the
final eschatological

day of the Lord.

As [Israel] had drunk, permitted by God to be weakened, so all the
persecuting nations will drink equally; indeed they will receive a
double measure.
. as in the Apocalypse it was foretold against
Babylon which stands for every nation, "Render to her just as she
rendered to you and repay her double according to her works; in the

22Johann Priderico Brei thaupt, R. Salomonis Jarchi, Commentarius
Hebraicus. In Prophetas Maiores Et Minores (Gothae: Andreae Schalli,
1713),895.
23Ibid.
24Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 168, 394.
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cup which she has mixed, mix double for her" (Rev. 18:6).
This
double mixture means not only the soul but also the body will be sent
to Gehenna. 25
For the Christian,

according

meant to suffer persecution
who are made

to drink

Revelation

18

punishment

intimated

continually,
this

in

it meant
in

his

The

in f ac t+--t o show

everlasting
eyes

and

punishment

the totality

retribution. 26

intensified

of

the

talion

the
is

of the destruction

all those who would oppose God.

historically

heretics,

fact

Obadiah.

Hugh of St. Victor's
wrath

to drink on God's holy mountain

for the sake of the Name, but for the nations,

confirmed

intensified--doubled
awaiting

to Rupert,

threefold

against

tropologically

mountain historically

Idumea,

against

understood

interpretation
allegorically

allegorically

it meant

was the city of Jerusalem,

meant historically
the contempt

church, and tropologically
soul to take delight

against

the cup of

idolatry

the flesh and the lower senses.~

it was Christ and the church, tropologically
To drink on the mountain

directed

and
The

allegorically

it was holy contemplation.28
to rUin and destroy the city,

of Christ

or the despising

of the

the gradual movement of the virtuously

adorned

in and to rejoice in the contemplation

of the sublime

Br idegroord.29
Hugh found the cup of wrath which Idumea was forced to drink because
it had drunk on Mount

Zion referred

to historically

in Psalm 137 and in

25Ibid.
26Ibid.

27Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 389D.
28Ibid.
~Ibid.,

389D-390A.
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the destruction

of Idumea's ally Babylon

and Persians.~

Hugh is quoting

on his allegorical
the tropological
Revelation
quite

interpretation.

His citation

understandable

description

Revelation

because

reception

of

Hugh's

directed

of

its

drinking

the talion,

18 was an A.D. description

on this point as well as

addition
against

of Revelation

of all the nations

and Babylon's

Jerome verbatim

interpretation

18.

(and so also Idumea) by the Medes

comes in the form of

the flesh

contained

In

18, like that of Rupert,

IS

similarity

to

Obadiah

the WIne of Babylon's
only double

its

immorality

(cf. Rev.

of the fulfillment

In

18:6-7).

of Obadiah's

B.C.

prophecy.
Calvin
church.
earlier

interprets

verse

In other words,
commentators

servants

and

interpretation
He interprets

to

avenge

and

verse 16 specifies
done. 31
their

It

cruel

is

the first drinking
and Idumea

rejoicing"

in

the wrong

God's

treatment

to

by

nations.

the

usages

defend

said) .32 They drank wine In celebration

(similar

to

his
His

of "to drink."

on Mt. Zion synechdocally

victory

to his

verse 15 as

purpose

(and not by Israel) which

their

done

the more general

of verse 16 turns on the different

done by the nations
triumphs

had

16 as God avengIng

as drinking

includes
what

and the implication

"their

Cyril

had

is that they

got drunk.

llIbid., 390A.
3iJohn Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets,
vol.
trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co.,
1950), 447. Calvin was reluctant to depart from the interpretation
of earlier exegetes, unless "it is beneficial to do so" (CR 38, 405)
in
Hans-Joachim
Kraus.
"Calvin's
Exegetical
Principles,"
Interpretation 31 (1977), 11.
2,

32Ibid.
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The

second
not

reference

to

celebration

the

nations

is

formerly

had drunk on the mountain

the nations would drink
(destroyed).n

Thus,

to emphasize

but

and got drunk),

emphasize

consumption

the

nations).~
becomes
until

Instead

Idumea

the

Idumeans

who

be the drink which

(that

being

will

reference

of the metaphor

aspect

which

the

all

drink

1S,

be drunk

Calvin

wanted

(that is, they drank
reference

they

an agent

consumed

get

he wants

drunk--by

of punishment,

(consumed)

to
the

the wine

to the

very

dregs

it disappears.
Luther's

interpretation

interpretation.
drinking
Edomites

in

the

He

still

sense

of

of eating
Their

be thrown

into it.

1n which

up

getting

oppressors
God's way

up

against

of the Jews.
of punishing

drunk.

references
God

Luther

the cup of wrath

but

not

accusing

the

says he

old

the old

sins

have

carries

the Tartars
s i ns

of

as a kind of melting

together.

God would

He uses this

"To drink

is

of

but to

the

verse
of one

out

As the Edomites
other

nations

and the Goths with
Romans,

who

had

pot
had

swallow

this destruction

much

their new
been

the

as one way of demonstrating
kingdom

nIbid.
~Ibid.,

history

then is not to drink the cup of wrath

will be destroyed

the

Rather,

the

1n His

1n the same way as, for instance,
rose

1n

drinking

the blessings

possessions,

up their possessions.

the

unique

meant for His people

He depicts

Israel's

somewhat

includes

punishment

all the nations

swallowed

1S

and drinking

sanctuary.

s i ns

first drink

in the second

of the wine

itself

1S,

by

so that Idumea would be utterly

aspect

1n celebration

that

1S done

would now themselves

in the

the celebration

which

consumption,

(consume)

whereas

drinking

here 1S then to consume."

by means

of the new
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S1ns of another.~
celebration

The wrath

imagery was present

1magery.

There was no real war
wrath in the direction
filled

with

imbibing

wine

of interpretation

of whether

which

to get drunk

caused

celebration

to the point
which

I believe

through

ages

shown

that

has

1) of the words,

the mountain

various

me an i.ng s of

would

question

2 in the history

metaphor

provided

yield

like

skill

cup of wrath

Yahweh's

the

all

possibly

not

even

could

the

That was

proved.
agree

there was

Our
on

drinking

one

based

journey

the

sense

going on on

a

variety

as between

holy mountain

is not

Christians
Christian

except
were

and Jewish

WA

surprising

to introduce
here.

with
a

anawe r i.ng

device,

the

no outside

differences.
There

were as
of the

interpreters.

felt

had something

the wrong

that

in celebration

13, 220.

and

that

on the significance

for avenging
also

rn

required

of the metaphor

the nations

In Abdiam,

which

a factor

themselves

Rupert

wrestled

As a literary

or history
as much

episodes

interpretations

ingenuities

as a talion tool
all

It
of

that the significance

wrath

~Luther,

culture

was almost

between

as the interpreters

of interpretation.

theology,

In fact,

2) of the two drinking

metaphor.

room for literary

All agreed
do with God's

(question

such

in language

many differences

people.

almost

was not so uniform

metaphor

One's

to the cup of

of the Lord.

of the cup of wrath

influences

and

he has

that is, that

But the significance

the

regard

of self destruction.

by McKane

the

with

it was a cup filled with poison or a cup

on a thesis

(question

but not the intoxication/

those

to

done to His
who

drank

on

and not Israel

1n
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suffering.~

But not all included

the metaphor.

Luther,

pot of destruction
interesting

the intoxication/celebration

for instance,

transformed

the cup into a melting

which consumed instead of being consumed.

to note with the majority of interpreters,

Calvin, the different

significances

intoxication/ celebration
destruction

1n

(application)
the discussion

the

according

But

to religious

It was also

but especially with

of the verb "to drink" which included

in the first drink

second.

aspect of

they

reference
still

affiliation

and

answered

consumption/
question

4

much along the lines of

on lex talionis.

~I discuss the dubious validity
chapter of the thesis.

of this position

1n the first

CHAPTER VI
DAY OF YAHWEH

The day
especially

of Yahweh

another

element

occur

interpretation,

although

was

The disagreement

another

chapter

would happen on that day as

significance

i

n the annals

When

of Obadiah's

battle the battle lines were

1n interpretation

centered around equating the

the last day when Yahweh

visits His people versus
would

come

to judge the

identifying
earth.

The

of the events which would occur on that day as described

the first chapter of this thesis depends
and

prophecy

in this particular

day of Yahweh with any time Yahweh

holds,

rn Obadiah's

against Edom and then the nations would be fulfilled.

that day would

it with

key

since all the events he describes

the prophecy

blurred.

1S

on

interpreters

this

breaking

particular

we

see

2 about the significance

regarding

view the interpreter

some

ranks and J01n1ng the Jewish

came to answering question
Jewish exegesis

theme

on which

of

the

interpreters

Christian
when

Verse

the day of Yahweh has not really changed

15 in the Aramaic

Targum

will come from the Lord against all the nations
was one day among

it

of the day of Yahweh.

slnce the Aramaic Targum, which did not consider it a term indicating
specific day.

in

the many days of visitation

one

reads, "For' the day that
is at hand
when God would

,,1

It

visit His

'Kevin J. Cathcart, Michael Maher, Martin McNamara, eds., The
Aramaic Bible, vol. 14 The Targum of the Minor Prophets, trans. Kevin
J. Cathcart and Robert P. Gordon (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier,
Inc., 1989), 101.
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Targum

people.

Jonathan

never

translates

(Aramaic) which one might otherwise
be a definite
The

term designating

Christian

basically

the same way.

swung that far.

phrase

as

ywm

dyhwh

expect it to do had it believed

a definite

interpreters

the

of

The pendulum

it to

day.2

the

early

church

interpret

of interpretation

1n

has not really

Jerome, for instance, tries to pinpoint when the judgment

which would occur

on the day of Yahweh

and which was prophesied

against

Edom actually had occurred:
Further, it is said, "the day of the Lord is near upon all nations."
. . This includes all the nations from Propontus to the Scythian
Sea and to Ionia or the Aegean [Sea], which were held by Assyria and
Babylon.
We read in Herodotus the Greek in his history of the
Barbarians how this was implemented under Babylon and Assyria so that
it is said, "Near is the day of the Lord over all the nations. ,,3
There is no eschatological
commentary
that

Babylonian

of Yahweh

campaigns

Medes and Persians.4

to

the

occurred

at the

Jerome's

from the Rabbis,

time of the Assyrian

and again when the Babylonians

and

were consumed by the

And, there is no reason to believe that the or1g1n

interpretation

although as Hartmann
he owes

in evidence yet.

sounds much like that which we would expect

is, the day

of this

interpretation

did

not

derive

from

the

Jewish

points out, "It is often difficult

Jewish

exegetes

and

how much

to

the

interpreters,

to judge how much
Fathers

of

the

2Yair Hoffmann, "The Day of the Lord as a Concept and a Term in
the Prophetic Literature,"
Zeitschrift
fUr die Alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft 93 (1981), 39.
3Jerome, In Abdiam, CCL 76, 366.
In the Middle Ages, we find
this quote almost verbatim in Haymo of Halberstadt, Enarratio in
Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 125C; cf. also Hugh of St. Victor,
Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 390A.
4Ibid.
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school. ,,5

Antiochian
heretics

is never

But,

very

the

polemical

far behind

as Jerome

interpretation

still has Rufinus

bitter attack in his sights, as well as the Valentinians
The description
historically

of the day of the Lord which

specific

as above when

against

the

and his

and Marcionites.

follows does not sound as

here he cries

out in lex

talionis

fashion:
Near, 0 heretic, is the day of the Lord over all the nations; near 18
the time of judgment in which all the nations are to be judged. As
6
you have pained the church, so the pain will come back on your head .••
The judgment aspect of the day and its imminence were foremost on Jerome's
mind.

But there is no mention

or

any

an

observation

of

the

early

of the last day in Jerome's

church

fathers.

Isopescul

interpretation
makes

same

with regard to Ephraem Syrus, and Cyril of Alexandria.7

Judgment is also on the mind of Theodore of Mopsuestia
the talion

the

to the day of Yahweh when

meted out for those who conspired

the ultimate

as he applies

death penalty will be

with the enemies of Israel.8

He is not

specific about when that day would occur, only that it would occur at some
time (openika)

after the Assyrian

and Babylonian

captivities

when Israel

~Louis N. Hartmann, "St. Jerome as an Exegete"
A Monument to
Saint Jerome, ed. Francis X. Murphy (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1952),
61.

7Syl vester o. Isopescul, "Ubersetzung und Auslegung des Buch
Abdiae,"
Weiner Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde des Morgenlandes (1914),

170.
8Theodore of Mopsuestia, In Abdiam, MPG 66, 315BC, "Por the time
coming when God will punish everyone who did evil against Israel.
He will impose the same kind of punishment you committed against your
brother ...Those who conspired with the enemies of Israel will also be
called to punishment
and they will be punished with the death
penalty."
1S
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would return to her homeland

and then rebuild

Jerusalem

Theodoret basically follows Theodore of Mopsuestia
inflict punishment

on any who are not willing

In the eyes of Cyril of Alexandria,
war like that depicted
together

against

punishment
tense

on Idumea. ij

as already

in saying that God will

to obey Him. iO

Obadiah is predicting

in Joel 3 when the neighboring

Idumea

1n the Valley

of Jehoshaphat

This event, which

having

occurred

Cyril

at the time

nations would join
to inflict bitter

of Jehoshaphat' s battle

is called the day of the Lord because

who delivered

them up to the Israelites

it was certainly

because of their wickedness

He
and

to Israel.13

Ephraem Syrus, Jerome, Cyril of Alexandria,
and Theodoret
which

a time of

speaks of in the past

against Edo~2

injustice

and the temple.S

went

historically

all understood
against

the

Theodore

the day as being directed

Jewish

people,

that

1S,

of Mopsuestia

against each enemy
most

interpret

as occurr1ng after Israel's return from Babylon.~

9Theodore of Mopsuestia,

it

But surely

In Abdiam, MPG 66, 308 AB.

10Theodoret, In Abdiam, MPG 81, 1716B.
i1Cyril of Alexandria,

Commentarius

in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 71,

592.
12This was an interpretation
unique to Cyril.
He was not
referring to the battle of 1 Chronicles 20 but to a battle in 1
Esdras 4:7-10 (according to his comments on Joel' 3:1-3) which he
believed occurred because the Idumeans envied the Jews rebuilding the
walls of Jerusalem and because of Israel sending back their foreign
wives at Ezra's command, causing an affront to those nations.
Such
an interpretation is based on a misreading of the Septuagint.
Cf.
Alexander Kerrigan, St. Cyril of Alexandria: Interpreter of the Old
Testament
(Roma:
Pontificio
Instituto Biblico,
1952), 298-9,
footnote 6.

13Ibid.
UIsopescul,

170.
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spiritual

Israel (the church) was also inferred

Jerome and possibly

at least ~n the case of

Theodoret.

The day of the Lord is still a day of vengeance in the eyes of Haymo
of Auxerre

who drank deeply of Jerome's

Christian

interpreters

rabbinic

interpretation

occurrences
of St.

or

still
from

not

averse

Jerome

~n

with

historical/literal

his

threefold

sense

At one point

follows

illumination

as well

interpretation,
as the

out

of

vindication,

grace. ,,18 That
sense,

he referred

since

makes clear (following Jerome verbatim)
historically

when

the

Persians

or

from

the

the

var~ous

included

and

the

tropological

to the day of the

it was the good fortune

[tropologically

interpretation

however,

which

allegorical

in his commentary,

moral]

historical/literal

including

borrowing

tracing

Lord as "the advent of Christ, or [allegorically]
[which

to

And, the

of the day of the Lord in history.16 This was the case in Hugh

Victor

senses.17

were

at points.iS

commentary

did

it

not

in his comments

was]

the

include

the

on verse 16 he

that the day of the Lord occurred

swallowed

up

Babylon

and

its

allies

Edom.19

iSCf. Haymo of Auxerre,

Enarratio

1n Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 117,

l25C.'
16Ibid., cf. Hugh of St. Victor, Exposi tio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL

175, 390A.
17Herman Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian Scholars (Pittsburgh,
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), 107-8 makes a convincing
case that Hugo was not only dependent on Jerome's commentary but was
also in contact with the "school of Rashi," and that "the language in
some of Hugh's Hebrew glossatorial comments is a paraphrase and, at
times, a translation, of the Rashi text ..• ~
18Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 389C.
It is unclear to which advent of Christ he is referring.
19Ibid., 390B.
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Hugh also gave the pendulum

of interpretation

away from the Jewish interpretation
day for the Jews.

a little added push

by allowing no appropriation

It was a day for the sons of Judah,

of that

but the sons of

Judah are "the sons of the church. ,,20Rupert of Deutz pushes the pendulum
even further

by asserting

that the Jewish interpreters

had not gone far

enough because they had left out the reference to the final eschatological
day of the Lord.

He describes

nations, utilizing
be a day

of

it as a day of judgment (iudicii)

the terminology

public

vindication

of Zephaniah
(publicam

here

he

1S

talking

suffered persecution

about

public

1:15-16.21 It will also

vindictam)

publicly cast lots for the nations who formerly
vindication

over the

when

Jacob

will

looked down on him.~
for

the

Christians

But
who

at the hands of the Jews:

You will publicly cast lots for the other nations for whom the day of
the Lord is near .
. The day of the Lord is spoken of first
singularly or privately about the vengeance which occurred against
Edom [the Jews] at the hands of the Roman nation [in 70 A.D.), and
then universally with the other nations on the day of judgment.~
Rupert's view, even more than Hugh, is a radical departure
fellow Christian
completely

interpreters

to an eschatological

well as to a bitter
Nowhere

of the Middle Ages.

polemical

interpretation
tirade against

does he try to trace the history

occurred,

except

from his

He has moved

almost

of the day of Yahweh
his opponents

of when

that he does find a "historical"

the day
occurrence

as

the Jews.
of the Lord
of the day

2OIbid.

21Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 168, 393A.

22Ibid.
23Ibid., 392D, 393A. He goes on to describe that day in terms of
Zeph. 1:15-16.
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with the destruction

of Jerusalem

of his Jewish opponents;
fashion

he directs

universally

but that1s

the day

are at their widest divergence
treaty

Idumea

would

principally

be

historical

and

then

interpretations

at this point.
de Lyra

(1270-1340

He notes that the day of the Lord

Everything

an

the

of Jerusalem

prophecy

He

nation listed in Scripture

cites

Isaiah

all say that Edom would
Lyra

the Jews

(statim) after the destruction

captured. 24

In polemical

when

is directed

against Idumea S1nce that is the nation Obadiah was addressing

with Babylon.25

Thus

against

The Jewish and Christian

exegesis.

and that was the principle

which

first

1S an sight with Nicolaus

A.D.) and his more literal
would occur immediately

as far as he will go.

of Yahweh

against the nations.

But a peace

1n 70 A.D., which he waves 1n the face

roots

the

day

of

21, 34,

58; Jeremiah

who was in league
49; Ezekiel

be the ally of the Chaldeans
the Lord

very

much

in the

35:6

(Babylon).~
realm

of

the

and literal realm.

Among the Jewish interpreters,

neither Rashi, Ibn Ezra or Maimonides

took the day of Yahweh as a definite

term indicative

of a day when,Yahweh

would

for

punishment

visit

eschatological

the

world

day.n

once

Maimonides

and

all

with

at

some

writes:

[Y]ou must know that each day of great salvation or of great distress
is called the great and terrible day of the Lord. Thus Joel (2:11)

24Nicolaus de Lyra, Liber Abdie:
commentary on verse 15.

cum Bib1ia postillis,

2SIbid., 6h, "'Super omnes gentes,'
quibus loquitor propheta."
~Ibid.,

scilicet

regni

co l . 6f.,

idumce:

de

col. 5b.

27Hoffman, "The Day of the Lord as a Concept and a Term an the
Prophetic Literature," 39.
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says of the day on which the locusts came over the Land (sic) For the
day of the Lord is great and terrible, and who can abide it?28
Rashi

comments

on Amos

Lord," by relating
up His work
the Lord
history.

1S

it to the desire

in Isaiah 5:19,

the Day of the

that the Lord hurry

so that we can see it.29 The implication

is that the day of

one of the works that He carries out, often witnessed

But his Obadiah

for it to be realized
is much

5: 18, "Woe unto you that desire

the same.31

commentary

against Edom.~

that he was still waiting

Ibn Ezra's and Abrabanel's

Kimhi tried to reconcile

that the day is near with the present
not yet occurred

intimates

in human

the prophet's

attitude

announcement

reality that the day of Yahweh had

for Edom:

For [the day of the Lord] is near (Obadiah 15).
Even though it is
far from the day of prophecy, it is as if it were near. If God said
it would take place, it is possible to think of it as having
[already] taken place.~
This

is why, he avers,

tense, "for the word

future

prophecies

of the prophet

are often phrased

is as certain

been fulfilled. ,,33 Kimhi and Ibn Ezra were

~Maimonides,
Guide for the
Hoffmann, 40, footnote no. 10.

as if it had already

still waiting

Perplexed,

1n the past

II,

for the day of

29,

quoted

1n

Z9Hoffmann, 40, footnote no. 10. We quote from Rashi' s comment
on Amos 5 because in his commentary on Obadiah he says nothing at all
about verse 15 and the day of Yahweh, cf. Rashi, Amos, (Breithaupt,
1713), 857; Obadias, (Breithaupt, 1713), 894-5. The silence there
is not because of a lack of concern but simply because he had
enunciated the principle elsewhere.
~Rashl,

Obadias,

896.

31Hoffman, 40.
32Quoted in Frank Ephraim Talmage, David Kimhi: The Man and the
Commentaries (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975), 140.
33Kimhi, Commentary
on Jer. 23:19; the same sentiment
reflected in his commentary on Obadiah 1, cf. Talmage, 140.
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the Lord to be carried out against
In Luther's

commentary

on Obadiah,

tal ionic fashion on one nation
the

one

preceding

manifestation
Cha1deans

it

and

Edom/Christianity.~

the

the day of Yahweh lS visited

just as that nation
one

preceding

of that day was when the wrath

on Judah

and then

the nations.~

had visited

it,

and

so

it upon

on.

of God was visited

Luther believed

in

One
by the

that the day

of the Lord occurred for the Edomites at the hands of the Romans when they
were wiped

out of existence

(cf. Ob.

16), just as the day of the Lord

occurred for the Romans at the hands of the Tartars
of the nations
punishment

(goyim) would

so much

not go unpunished.37

as a moral,

religious

Luther looked forward to the subjugation
end of the world didn't

and Goths.~

The Slns

It was not a political

punishment.

In his own day,

of the Turk for its sins--if

the

come first.~

There were two reasons why Luther interpreted

~Kimhi commenting
Talmage, 149.

on

Ob.

10,

Tbn Ezra

the day of Yahweh,

lac.

ci t

.,

cited

not

in

~There is a divergence between the two texts of the Weimar at
this point.
In one text Luther skips over verse 15 entirely (cf.
Martin Luther, Abdias Propheta Itobadja bit, WA 13, 220) although he
does discuss it in verse 16. In another text from the same time, he
curtly says the day of the Lord It
is a day of wrath which was visited
by the Chaldeans, It (cf. Martin Luther, Abdias Propheta "obad ja a", WA
13, 212).
~Martin Luther, Abdias Propheta "obad ia b", WA 13, 220.
Cf.
Gerhard Krause, Studien zu Luthers Aus1egung der Kleinen Propheten
Beitrage zur historischen Theologie 33 (Tlibingen, J.C.B. Mohr, 1962),
319 where he discusses other examples of Luther where the prophecies
of the day of Yahweh were not referring to the jungsten Tag.
37Kraus, 113, notes that Luther translated the vocable goyim
almost exclusively with "heathen" (Heiden), that is, he took the term
ln the Old Testament religious sense.

38Ibid.
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exclusively
Yahweh.

in the sense of extremus

dies, but as a day of visitation

The first was an interpretation

he borrowed

by

from the Jews:

The Hebrews call every day the day of the Lord when God visits [His
people]
. It does not always designate the last (extremum) day
[but may designate] a day of visitation (as 1 Pet. 2:12) which many
times may visit grace or wrath so that He humbles and brings down
.. [but] the last (novissimus) day is a unique day of the Lord.~
The

second

reason

interpretation

1S

that

its harmonization

and with the entire

Bible.~

but that it is the context
Calvin

Luther

the church
mentioned
without

the

which

shall escape

exegesis

in verses
reprisal.

Calvin's

'but with what a Christian

would descend

was a last day,

crimes
concern

Edom

chastisement

of

"to judge all the nations;

punishment. ,,41 Judgment

should

his

of the context

as first of all God's

see themselves

12-14,

of

should decide.

of God and then go to all the heathen

of God would

foundation

He did not deny that there

the church; but then His tribunal

the household

as

with a thorough

saw the day of Yahweh

no one, therefore

took

vindicated
thought

was to begin with

nations.~

This

way

for the crimes of Edom
it could

was not so much with

learn about his spiritual

get away

with

the day itself
life from the

~Luther, WA 13, 70.22; 72.11 quoted in the Latin by Kraus, 319,
translation mine: "Diem domini Hebraei vocant ornnem diem, quando deus
visitat .•. Non semper extremum diem significat,
sed quemlibet
diem
visitationis
(wie 1 Petr 2,12) quoties visitet
gratia
vel ira, ut
humiliet
et deiiciat."
Aber: "novissimus dies est singularis
dies
domini."
4OKraus, 320.
41John Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2,
trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1950),
446.
42However, he did not use the two different drinking references
of verse 16 to express this truth, as we did in chapter 1. The first
drinking was done by Idumea and the second by the nations.
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existence of such a day.
of God

over

Christian.~

all

That day was a day of vindication

enenu e s ,

its

so

there

was

for the church

ultimately

hope

for

the

Calvin did not equate the day of the Lord explicitly with the

last eschatological
themselves

day, but more with any time "when the ungodly

to be at rest,

[so that] then

think

sudden destruction

overtakes

the Jews were more willing

to defect

th em. ,,44
Thus, the Christians,
over to the opposlng
The Christians

unlike

side's interpretation

could agree with the Jewish

day of the Lord as an indefinite
people.

concerning

But the Christian

designation

interpretation

interpretation

Christ

polemical

would

come

again

discussions

such

to judge
as

Rupert

regarding

the

for any time God visits His
was also

knowledge that the day of th~ Lord also ultimately
when

the day of Yahweh.

accompanied

pointed to the last day

the earth.
could

by the

not

Those
let

involved

this

fact

i

n

go

unannounced.
The historic
a divergence

Christian

in interpretation

to make today who either
eschatolo~ical
until

perhaps had less of

on this issue than some commentators

construct

the day of Yahweh

of Hugh of St. Victor

try

in an exclusively

way or allow no reference to eschatology

the commentaries

Christians

and Jewish interpreters

at all.

and Rupert

In fact,

of Deutz,

the

could agree with the Jews that there was more than one day of

the Lord acted out in the events of human history.

But the Jews never did

accept the eschatological

There were theological

ramifications

view of the Christians.

to the answer

~Calvin

of question

called Old Testament

44Calvin, 445.

2 regarding

the significance

Israel the church of God too.

of
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the day of Yahweh.~
rendered
final

The Jews could not allow the existence

their view of the meSSianiC

eschatological

kingdom

here on earth

following
forward

day,

it.
to

the return

earthly kingdom
to nothing

that would

since

It would

age as superfluous.
mean

there

could

in the near future,

of the Messiah

and

the

public vindication

reestablishment

of forces hostile

for themselves.

to the Gospel.

they

the day of the Lord

the final eschatological

Secondly,

"Last day," by definition,

Christians,

unlike

that the Christians

against

believed

any mil1enialist

an earthly kingdom

notion

of,Israe1

means no more days after, thus

of Israel.
the

aspect and the historical

Since

hope for

in this world under the oppression

()fa "last day" militated

outside the Old Testament
fulfillment

This led

The last day was the ultimate

no es t ab li-shment of an earthly kingdom

the

his

First of all, they looked toward that day as one of

of another Jewish Messiah who would establish

eschatological

of

on the other end of the battle field, although

who was left to sojourn

the

no days

issue of faith.

they could hardly do without

day for two reasons.

But

means

shatter the hope of the Jewish people who looked

could cross over battle lines when it came to viewing

in a theocracy.

be no Messianic

in Israel as the supreme nation among nations.

The Christians,

in the existence

If there was a

the last day by, definition,

less than a foundational

the Christian

of a day which

Jews,
aspect.

could

have

both

the

They didn't have to go

canon at this point to find the significance
neither

interpretation

conflicted

with

of

their

~Hoffman, "The Day of the Lord as a Concept and a Term in the
Prophetic Literature," ZAW 93 (1981),37, notes that the study of the
day of the Lord is inseparable from the overall problem of Biblical
eschatology.
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theology.

The

from within

the context of Obadiah,

with which
the day

day of the Lord

the interpreter

of the Lord--the

of that understanding

could

still

be understood

and then applied

was involved

to whatever

at his time.

last day of the 10rd--was

and contributed

intelligently
situation

But the ultimacy

of

also part and parcel

to the fuller

understanding

of the

term.
In

the

themes

difficult

to

rema~n

significance.
verbs,
looking

force

This

which

follow,

we

the

Hebrew

within

as because

interpreters

for the fulfillment

to

will

verses
go

beyond

of those

see

that

canon
17-21,

when
with

Obadiah

future

it

much

determining
their

because

tenses.

was

their

future
they

more

tense

are

now

CHAPTER VII
ZION

In Judaism
Judaism
same

were

and post-Biblical

content

terms.

of the intertestamental

as

Judaism,

in the Hebrew

The expectations

many

and

varied

within

Jerusalem

Bible,

focused

period

as well

and Zion expressed

and were

almost

on Zion and Jerusalem

the Judaism

of that

categories may help us sift through the information.
end of the days was believed

to be the earthly

with glory and magnificence.
pre-existent

city built

(2)

with the dawn of a new world.2

much the

interchangeable
of the last days

time, 1 but

two basic

(1) Jerusalem at the

city of David built aga1n

The new Jerusalem

by God in heaven

as Hellenistic

and which

was thought of as a
comes down

There was not only disagreement

to earth
among the

ranks of Jewish commentators

between

but these two interpretations

would also form the two battle lines between

which the Jews and later Christians
Christians

looked

ultimately

Ln heaven,

hopes

to the spiritual
while

these two lines of interpretation,

had their exegetical
Jerusalem

the Jewish

largely on the geographical

located

commentators

Jerusalem

disagreements.

in the church
concentrated

and

their

of the land of Israel.

At

lCf. the material and discussion in Hermann L. Strack and Paul
Billerbeck,
Ko~entar
zum NT aus Talmud und Midrasch,
Vol. 4
(Miinchen: C. H. Beck sche Ver1agsbuchhandlung,
1965), Part 2, 883885, 919-931.
I

2Kittel, TDNT, vol. 7, "Sion," by Eduard Lohse, 326. Concerning
the heavenly Jerusalem, there is also found the thought that it is an
abode of the blessed in the world above.
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least one common factor
Jerusalem

to the varlOUS

hopes expressed

is that it would be a city of unsurpassed

about the future

glory and majesty.3

It is helpful to have a brief account of the fate of Jerusalem
the

time

Despite

of Obadiah.

collapsed,

the

Zion still remained

heavily damaged.

fact

that

intact after

The post-exilic

after

the Dav id i c dynasty

the exile,

although

had

it was

community assembled around the holy city

and rebuilt

it in spite of every obstacle.

The city itself was accorded

the special

honor

where

celebrated.4

of being

the only place

It was enlarged,

and increased

the Passover

in importance

be

until, by the

time of the first century A.D., it was known as the hieropolis

or metropolis

could

(holy city)

(mother city) of the Jews not only of Palestine

but of all

lands .5
It played

a central

Judah6 and was considered
earth.7

role ln Jewish

life. It lay in the center of

the center of all Israel and indeed of the whole

The hill of Zion is called the center of the navel of the earthS

and is even depicted
world later on.S

as such in one of the medieval

Zion-Jerusalem

Jewish

maps of the

was the mother of all Israelites10

who

3Ibid.
41 Esdras

1:1-20; 7:10-15.

Sphi10, "The Embassy to Gaius," in Philo, vallO
in the Loeb
Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1962),

225, 281.
6Letter of Aristeas,

7Ethiopian

83.

Enoch, 26.

8 Jubilees 8: 19.
Palestine was the
Jerusalem was at the center of Palestine.

navel

of

the

earth

and

gThe Hereford Mappa Mundi (1280 A.D.) shown in vol. 7 of The
Jewish Encyclopedia (New York: Funk and Wagna11s, 1912), 128.
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had raised her children

up in spite of every obstacle."

With the oppression
to have mercy

of Rome and Herod,

on His people

Israel

the pious Jew prayed for God

and His city Jerusalem

habi tat ion of His glory~2 and to take up His residence
the 14th Benediction
B.C. but was prayed

of Shemoneh
continually

Esreh

again on Zion. i3

(which originated

throughout

and Zion the

around

In

168-165

the ages by Jews) he prayed:

Be merciful, 0 Lord our God, in Thy great mercy, towards Israel Thy
people, and towards Jerusalem Thy city, and towards Zion the abiding
place of Thy glory, and towards Thy temple and Thy habitation, and
towards the kingdom of the house of David, Thy righteous anointed
one.
Blessed are Thou, 0 Lord God of David, the builder
of
Jerusalem .14
When the last attack of hostile powers would be repulsed
the sinister warring hosts destroyed,
the hopes

of the

pious

and build

before Zion, and

then God or the Messiah would fulfil
up

Jerusalem

so that

it would

even

surpass its former glory.~

According

to 4 Ezra 13:35-41 the Messiah would

appear

Zion

lead

hostile

on

the top of Mt.

forces.

enemy regent would

The

Syriac

be brought

and

Apocalypse

final

of Baruch

battle

against

40 tells us the

the
last

to Mt. Zion and put to death there by the

104 Esra 10: 7; Syriac Apocalypse
"Baruch

the

of Baruch 3: 1-3.

4:8.

12l4th. Benediction of the Shemoneh Esreh quoted in W. D. Davies,
Gospel and the Land (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
1974), 67.
13God Himself would dwell in the city (Sibylline Oracle 3: 787)
and because He resides in its midst, it could also be called the
"throne of Yahweh" (Cen. R. 49 (31a) on Gen. 18: 17).
14Benediction 14 of Shemoneh Esreh quoted in W. D. Davies,
Gospel and the Land, 67. Cf. also Benedictions 16 and 18.
lSCf. Sibylline

Oracles

5 :414-433.
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Messiah.16

Then Jerusalem would be the place of eschatological salvation.

The Israelites would come from all quarters and the Gentiles would
have to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem to bring their gifts.i1

Rabbi

Simeon ben Gamaliel says, "In the future, Jerusalem will be the gathering
place of all the nations and all the kingdoms, as it is said, 'And all the
nations

shall

be

gathered

unto

it, to

the name

of

the

Lord,

to

Jerusalem. ,,,18 In order to be able to contain the whole people of Israel
and the fullness of Gentiles who stream into it, Jerusalem would at God's
command be extended far enough so that there would be room for all.19
not all Jews welcomed the Gentiles.

But

Some believed that Jerusalem would

be freed from all the impurity of the Gentiles,~ and from the holy place
the sanctification of the earth from all sin and pollution would be
accomplished .21

Targum Jonathan interpreted the holiness (qd~) of Obadiah

17 as the holiness of the inhabitants of Mount Zion, that "they will be
ho 1y. ,,22
16See

al~o Ethiopian Eunuch 56; Sibylline Oracles 3,663-697.

17Tobi t 13:13; Ps. Sol. 17:30 f.; Ethiopian Enoch 57; 90:33; 4
Esra 13:13; S. Bar. 68:5.

~Jer. 3:17, cf. R. Simeon ben Gamaliel (c. 140) in The Fathers
According to Rabbi Nathan, ch. 35, trans. Judah Goldin, Yale Judaica
Series no. 10, ed. Julian Obermann (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1955), 147.
19The wall will reach to Joppa, says Sibylline Oracle 5:251-2.
Others think it will extend to Damascus. (Sif. Deut. (65a) on 1:1).

20Psalms of Solomon 17:22, 28.
2iJubilees 1:28; 4:26.
22Sy1 vester O.Isopescul, "Ubersetzung und Auslegung des Buch
Abdiae," Weiner Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes (1914),
173; The Targum of the Minor Prophets, in The Aramaic Bible, vol. 14,
trans. Kevin J. Cathcart and Robert P. Gordon (Wilmington, Del.:
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Let us set two of the writings
The shockwave

of the destruction

Jewish apocalyptic
Syriac Apocalypse
hopes expressed

writings

cited above

of Jerusalem

in historical

in 70 A.D. shows up in two

of the latter part of the first century:

of Baruch and 4 Ezra.

Although,

The clearest

reference

to the heavenly

all time is in The Apocalypse

Jerusalem

of Baruch

4:2-6.

which

Jerusalem;

it

already when He resolved
Abraham

to whom he speaks

of history,

prepared

to create Paradise.

(Is. 49:16),

in heaven.

God

4 Ezra envisions

of the tragedy

she is transformed

and in witnessing

a mother mourning

it

of Zion in an attempt
and he sees a great

her dead son

to comfort

city.n

her

The angel

her transformation,

he has seen the city of

city no longer tied to the site of old Jerusa1em.U

Zion

will

constructed

Michael

built

Adam could see it before the

Jerusalem of glory replaces the city sunk in grief and sorrow.

perfectly

is not

his vision informs him that the woman is in reality the Zion

the Most High--a

of the ages

God

also is" (v. 6).

The other writing,

interpreting

that

God built before

and Moses saw its image, "and so it is held in readiness

with Me as Paradise

until suddenly

1S

Jerusalem.

The city of which

says: "I have graven thee upon the palms of my hands"

Fall.

the

towards the earthly Jerusalem are not left behind by these

there is also a new hope expressed for a heavenly

earthly

the

as we saw above,

two writings,

the

context.

Glazier,

appear

city.~

from heaven

and

be visible

At the end

to all

as a

The Zion of history which at that time was

Inc., 1989), 101.

~4 Ezra 9:38-10:27.
U4 Ezra 10:40-56;

The

cf. 7:26.

254 Ezra 13:36; cf. Ethiopian

Enoch 90:28-9.
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experiencing
was slowly

deep travail
being replaced

of the Middle Ages.

and losing its stature
by the heavenly

Middle Ages, we actually

rabbinic

Zion, at least up to the time

Yet this does not mean that Israel's regard for Zion

became totally spiritualized

The Jewish

~n the eyes of the world

as time went on and things got worse.

see both again present.

interpreters

tradition.26

In the

of the Middle Ages basically

The polemical

us an idea of what was ~n dispute

Nizzahon

Vetus

carried on the

(13th century)

at that time regarding

g~ves

Zion:

"And the redeemed of the Lord shall return and come to Zion with
song" [Isa. 35: 10]. This refers to Israel, whom God will redeem from
the nations. The heretics, however, say that the verse refers to the
souls which Jesus took out of hell.
The answer is: It is written,
"And come to Zion with song"; now, will these souls return to Zion?
And if he will tell you that Zion represents heaven, i.e., that they
will return to the Zion in heaven, the answer is in the verse, "Zion
shall be ploughed as a field" [Mic. 3: 12] which would also have to be
explained as referring to a heavenly Zion. This clearly shows that
there is no Zion in heaven.V
For the majority

of the medieval

would allow for no spiritualizing
Zion because
applies
which

of the text.

you can't plow heaven.

physical

attributes

is a spiritual

the heavenly

rabbis,

According

to Zion, therefore

the literal

interpretation

There can be no heavenly
to the rabbis,
Zion cannot

the Bible

be in heaven

place. They did not hold to the apocalyptic

Jerusalem,

at

least

with

regard

to Israel's

idea of

redemption.

Rashi too depicted

the ascending of saviors on mount Zion as the ascension

of

the

the chiefs

of

IAlthough

tribes

of

Israel

ascending

at

the

time

of

the

see section below on the Land.

VThe Jewish-Christian Debate in the High Middle Ages, A critical
edition of the Nizzahon Vetus, trans. David Berger (Philadelphia: The
Jewish Publication Society of America, 5739-1979), no. 94, 111.
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Messiah.28
However,

Kimhi

Israel's redemption.

distinguished

between

Israel's exile

the soul's

redemption

and

could be resolved only by a return

to earthly Jerusalem, but the soul's exile could be resolved ln its return
to

the

Jerusalem. 29

heavenly

consolation
physical

for those

Jews

restoration.

the more

important

Such

who

had

a

not and were

The longer Israel
this

spiritual

distinction

was

not

necessary

experiencing

remained exiled

understanding

a

the

from the land,

became,

although

they

never lost sight of the earthly promise.~
But

the Christians

did.

In the writings

of the post-apostolic

fathers the names Zion and Jerusalem occur only once each.31
quotes Isaiah 28:16 and 1 Clement 41:2 mentions
of exhortation.
own place

It is the task of every Christian

and not transgress

sacrifices

are

Jerusalem

Jerusalem

not

made

is mentioned

the rule laid down

to

more

God
often

everywhere
i

n

the

but

Barnabus

6:2

in the context

to please God in his
for worship,
only

apocryphal

ln

just as

Jerusalem.

Gospels.32

allegorical

interpretation

Hellenistic

Synagogue was adopted by Christian theologians and transferred

to the Church or believers.33

28Rashi, Obadias,

already given to the name of Jerusalem

The
in the

It is here that "Jerusalem" as a term gained

896.

29prank Ephraim
Talmage,
David
Kimhi:
The Man and
the
Commentaries.
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975), 1589.
~Cf. below in the section on the land prophecy.
3iLohse, 338.
32Ibid..
33Ibid.
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ascendency
church,

in usage among Christians.

Origen says that Jerusalem

for the city of God is the Church,

The idea of the Jerusalem
Alexandria

to portray

lines of Platonism.35
below

corresponds

lower

worlds.

Valentinians

The contrast

to the Gnostic
1S

identified

which God has promised

between

1n

var10US

to conduct

depicts

peace

1n

the upper

The

Jerusalem

into

of Israel.~

on Mount

Zion

because

there

on Israel after the wars which are to take place

who those saints are, however.

to Christ or Christianity

and the

Gnosticism.

of nations who went up against Israel.37

of Obadiah,

of

above and Jerusalem

between
forms

by Clement

1S in heaven along the

Jerusalem

the Children

a haven of security for the saints.~

such references

is adopted

sophia with the good and heavenly

will be no more attacks

the prophecy

is above

distinction

found

of Mopsuestia

against the council

the vision of peace."34

the ideal city whose orlgln

This

Theodore

which

"is the

Zion will be

He leaves it to the reader to infer

His exposition

not reaching

of the text only concerns

into the New Testament

at any point.

or referring

Nor would he necessarily

include

since he viewed the prophets as speaking to the situations

of their own time, and his purpose was to uncover

34Cf. Origen's

how Israel would

have

Homily 6 on Jer. 11:2, MPL 25, 634A.

35C1ement of Alexandria,
The Instructor 2.13 in "Clement of
Christian Library, vol. 6, eds.
Alexandria,
vo l , 1," Ante-Nicene
Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1867), 266-7.
36Hippolytus, Refutation
of All Heresies 6.25 in "Hippolytus
Bishop of Rome, vol. 1," Ante-Nicene Christian Library (Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1868), 229.
37Theodore of Mopsuestia,
66, 316C.
38Ibid.

Commentarius

1n Abdiam

Prophetam,

MPG
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heard the message.
Theodoret 's interpretation
includes a literal exposition
of Yahweh. 39 Yahweh

of verse

17

1S

more

typological.

of the words, which he interprets

He

as those

says:

For I will bring them back from the captivity and I will rebuild the
sacred temple.
But there is one [Obadiah] who announces beforehand
that I will hold out salvation to all in Zion, and from there I will
extend holiness (hagiasmon) into all the lands of the world through
the saving cross.~
Theodoret
Obadiah
again

had noted at the beginning
and his prophecy

his admiration

announced
Mount

beforehand

Zion.

salvation

against

shows

forth

the salvation

of his commentary

such a horrible

be achieved

enemy as Edom.

an that Obadiah

was

among

of the cross which would

The salvation· of those

which would

his admiration

from the exile

for
Here

those

who

go out from

was a type of the

later on the cross by our Lord Jesus

Christ.4i
For Augustine,
1S

predicted

But Mount
Genti1es.42
defended
mentioned

Mount Zion in Obadiah

17 refers to Judea, where

it

there shall be safety, and a Holy One, that is, Christ Jesus.

Esau

1S

Idumea,

According
(defenderent)

signifying

to Augustine
by Mount

for Augustine

on Obadiah
Zion

the

church

of the

21, Mount Esau is actually

as opposed

to being

judged.

As

earlier with regard to Edom, those saved again out of Zion (the

39Theodoret, In Abdiam, MPG 81, 1716C.
4OIbid.

4i It should be noted that Theodoret nowhere uses the word" typos"
in his commentary, but his statement follows that of typology, and he
was an Antiochian theologian, the school which was known for its
typology.

42Which he gets by synecdoche where Idumea is part for the whole
of the nations (a parte tatum).
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apostles)

will defend Mount

Esau (the Gentiles)

by preaching

the Gospel

to them so that Mount Esau will become a kingdom to the Lord.~
that "this was obscure

before

it took place;

find it out now that it is done?"44

He admits

but what believer

does not

His point in saying Zion 1S Judea is

that Judea is where the Gospel began, spreading from there to Samaria and
the ends of the earth.
It

helpful

H

to

Obadiah

1n chapter

chapter

1S "Concerning

know

that

31 of book

the Predictions

of Obadiah which he has determined

17-21.

verses

interpreted

of the words.

in the picture.
the footsteps
a

obscure

was that unclear
Jerome,

already

fulfilled

mean1ng

passages

of the World

He is interested

obscure

he believed,

in

n those part

i

unless

they

yielded

that
were

the only

tended

to

were to be interpreted

be

historically

when,

De Civitate

44Ibid.
45Ibid.
266, note 5.

translated

hermeneutical

' as

a

principle

Christologically.

closely by Haymo, announces
of Rome,"

in

as well, where those passages

The underlying

is the kingdom

~Augustine,

~Kraus,

then,

interpretation

Sinngebung.~

followed

that Edom

The title of that

of the Salvation

verses

on

They were no longer obscure when Christ was

of Augustine's

more

comments

refer to Christ and His kingdom,

these

which

Dei.

his

As we shall see, the Middle Ages and Luther followed

heilsgeschichtliche

"dream

found

Christologically

clear meaning

with

He

includes

18 of De Civitate

Nahum and Habakkuk. ,,45

Christ, a n Obadiah,

1S,

Augustine

against

the Jews who

that the events of Zion were

under the rule of Zerubbabel,

Dei, MPL 41, 18.31, p. 588.

Ezra
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and Nehemiah,
Otherwise,
followed
through
1S

Jacob's

descendants

he vo i ce s the
in equating

rebuilt

consensus

Zion with

the

of the early

the Church.~

present.~

Jerusalem

1n

There

was

also

reference

and

church

This

the Middle Ages where the identification

still

temple

the

and

consensus

city.47

those
carried

who
on

of Zion with the church
to

Zion

the

heavenly

Rupert of Deutz who maintained:

Mt Zion is that city which is the heavenly Jerusalem as David said
(Ps. 86). It will be holy because Christ is there and we too will be
holy because we are partakers with Christ.~
The

only

tropological

expanS10n

interpretation

of

interpretation

occurred

was

a

by Hugh of St. Victor equating Mount Zion with

the soul which Christ redeems and makes holy.5i
prophesying

that

Calvin,

too, saw Obadiah

of the Church.52

a restoration

On verse 17, Luther notes that since the Jews were carried off into
captivity

and the Edomites

another kingdom

promised

were destroyed

by the Romans,

there must be

which he says can be understood

1n no other way than as the spiritual kingdom of Christ propogated
in all the nations through the Gospel.
The Jewish people had been
divided into two kingdoms:
the kingdom of Israel which was never
again restored after its destruction; and the kingdom in Judah which
was changed
(mutatum
est) into the kingdom of Christ.
This
absol~tely needs to be understood by those who read the prophets 1n

41Jerome, In Abdiam, CCL 76, 368; Haymo of Auxerre,
Abdiam Prophetam, 117, 126B.

Enarratio

1n

48Jerome, 369.
~Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 389B;
Haymo of Auxerre, Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 126A.
~Rupert

of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

SiHugh of St. Victor, Expositio

Mora1is

MPL 168, 394C.
in Abdiam,

MPL 175, 392.

S2John Calvin, Corranentarieson the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2,
trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans

Co., 1950), 448.
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whose books there are two kingdoms frequently mentioned.
Thus, it
makes a difference to know that here the prophet is speaking about
the spiritual kingdom of Christ.
The very words force us to accept
this .
53
He provides

further proof 1n his 1532/45 Introduction

to Obadiah where he

says that Zion is
Christ's kingdom
[which] shall not only be at Jerusalem,
but
everywhere because he [Obadiah] mixes all the nations together:
Ephraim, Benjamin, Gilead, the Philistines, the Canaanites, Zarephath
which cannot be understood of the temporal kingdom of Israel since,
according to the law of Moses, such tribes and people must be
separated in the Land.~
U'ltimately

what

literally,

then

contradiction
sense.55

Luther
it

is

would

therefore

s ay i ng

be

here

1S that

contradicting

if Obadiah
Mosaic

He justifies

or the other millenialists
his spiritual

which contradicts

law.

taken

Such

a

forces us to take verses 17 to 21 in a spiritual

It sounds here as though he is arguing against

interpretation

were

scripture

interpretation

who were around

at his time.

by demonstrating

that a text

or itself when taken literally must be taken

53Luther, Abdias Propheta,
54Luther, Vorrede
250-1.

either a Jewish

WA 13, 220.

auff den Propheten

Obadja

(1532/45), WADB 11,

55He uses the same argument on 17b (WADB 11, 221) when he talks
about the word yaras not meaning "possess" as the translator of the
Vulgate had rendered it, but more properly what the Germans call
einnehmen, which Luther uses more in the sense of restoration.
He
says, "So, this magnificent word cannot fit either the external
kingdom of Judah or the Israelites because the Israelite kingdom was
never destined for restoration (restituendum) ....That contradiction
(pugnantia) therefore, forces us :to understand this of Christ's
spiritual kingdom.
Truly, the apostles and other disciple of C~rist
would be coming who, by a new preaching of the Gospel, would subject
to themselves the whole world and thus institute a new and eternal
kingdom."
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some other way, that is, spiritua11y.56
of

these

things

figurative

never

language

we

Luther's interpretation
to Augustine's.

took
are

Elsewhere he also argues that some

placeS7 or
allowed

that

to

since

interpret

Obadiah
him

of the latter half of the prophecy

He too finds

much

that

is obscure

IS

us i ng

figuratively.~
very similar

IS

unless

interpreted

christologically.
As translators
could agree.
and also

(question

1) both Christian

Zion was the mountain

the city of Jerusalem.

and Jewish commentators

in which the holiness of Yahweh dwelt
But

as theologians,

the

significance

(question

2)

Christians

agreed that Yahweh's dwelling place was in His church, although

of

that

their hermeneutical
Jews, Yahweh's

dwelling

methods

place

for arriving

was

the

point

take up His dwelling
Judaism.

For

the

Apocalypse

of Baruch

varied.

For

Jerusalem

and

forward to the day when He would once again

in Jerusalem
present,

contention.

at that conclusion

dwelling place could only be in geographical

their future hope was directed

of

heralding

under

and 4 Ezra,

such

the ultimate
interpreters

there was still

vindication
as

a heavenly

Kimhi,

of
the

Jerusalem

56Luther finds it absurd that Obadiah would say the Edomi tes
would' be consum d by fire just after he prophesied that they would be
reduced to nothlng, cf. WA 13, 221.

57For instance, he says verse 18 conflicts with history, a e ,
that the house of Joseph never returned after the Babylonian
capti vi ty.
Also, the house of Judah never took possession of the
Edomites, cf. WA 13, 221.
v

~For instance, cf. WA 13, 221, where he says that the house of
Jacob would be a fire, the house of Joseph a flame and the house of
Esau straw destined to be burned is absurd if taken corporeally.
Luther says that all of this then compels us to understand Obadiah 18
as a reference to the preaching of the Gospel among all the nations
by the apostles and other disciples.
All nations became, in effect,
devoured by (incorporated into) the kingdom of God in a spiritual
way.
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where

the soul would

Israel,

centered

be restored

for those who died,

in Zion, still looked toward

but the state

the future

of

reestablishment

of Zion.
While
content
emphasis

with

allegorizing

in medieval

meaning

hampered

of

Jewish

Zion

Christian

Christological
saviors

and

ascending

more

Mount

translations,

which were coming

Jerusalem

individual.

But the corporate

The Christian

definition
exegetes

of Rashi

and

and

was on the peshat or
partly

because

militated

interpretations.60

against

The

reference,

it
the

reference

to

in the eyes of the

It is also true that they wanted

text

and

to

limit

what

they

felt

to

were

camp.

Of course,

an interpretation

salvation

as stated

which

of the nation

above,

comforted

would

occur

the
only

Mount Zion.
interpretations

some of

to the

arrived at, by contrast,
modern

them were.

as Hugh of St. Victor

that everything

activity

was still

allegorizing
maybe

of Jerusalem

city

were

some of which had come from the Sages and others

the heavenly

as blatant

the

from the Christian

on the geo-political

school

the emphasis

days-ahead.
the

of the

exeges1s,

Zion was a literal

to

the commentators

the course of the discussion.59

changed

ecclesiastical

closely

unwarranted

as

and Judaism

the advent

mlssl0nary

Jews, to the Messianic
adhere

Zion,

on literal interpretation

Especially
Li teral

1n both early Christianity

interpreter--and
However,

and Nicolaus

might appear

by

such medieval

of Lyra followed

the

modern

Christian

the principle

which the writer meant to say should be included under the

59Cf. Erwin I. J. Rosenthal,
Studia Semi tica, vol. 1, Jewish
Themes
(Cambridge,. England: University Press, 1971), 256.
6OCf. Rosenthal,

Studia Semitica,

248.
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literal

sense.61

The authorial

another

that an author

might

choose

idea under an allegorical

made that allegorical

(intentio

auctoris)

for these interpreters.62

sense (sensus litteralis)
believed

intent

or anagogical

Christian

to express

or anagogical

is the literal

Zion as the church,
form.

sense the literal or historic

between the "within" and the "without"

or

Such an intention

One could not stop simply with the literal/historical
distinguished

interpreters

sense.

sense.

Lyra

in the comprehension

of Scripture:
The outer Scripture is the sensus litteralis, which is more exposed,
because its signification comes from an immediate understanding
of
the words. The inner Scripture, however, is the sensus mysticus, or
spiritualis, which is more hidden, because its signification
comes
from the thin8s signified by the words.~
Such

a

hermeneutic

allegorizing,

did

allow

an

of simply admitting

contradict

Jewish

that verses

17 to 21 made

scripture.

the prophet was speaking

of

no sense

chose the road
to the reader--

the literal sense, and that they would
"The very words force us to accept"

about spiritual

Thus Luther,

accusation

to Jewish commentators.

the father of his order, Augustine,

whether Jewish orChristian--under

literally.64

to the

but that answer was unsatisfactory

Luther, following

ultimately

answer

matters

and the Christians

that

since they make no sense

1n general,

found that they

61Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (New
York: Philosophical Library, 1952), 101, says this about Hugh; Herman
Hai1perin,
Rashi and the Christian
Scholars
(Pittsburgh,
PA:
University
of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), 257 says this about Lyra.
Smalley refers to this as the Thomistic principle, although it was
around before Thomas.
62Hailperin, 257.
63Hai1perin quoting Lyra in the second prologue to his Postillae,
cf. Hailperin, 256.
Italics are Hailperin's.
64Luther, Abdias

Propheta,

WA 13, 220.
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had to go outside of Scripture

to find the significance

might say that the two sides were operating
this point.
New

Luther and Christians

Testament

Testament.
Hebrew

and

the

church,

found the prophecy's
thus

their

The texts with which

Sages' and their own encounters
Whether
ultimately

one

resorted

depended

(question 2).

canon

there

a literal
canon

they operated

or a

as well

be agreement

on the

extended

Each had two referents.

its present

1) geo-politica1
of the nation

location,

Jerusalem

centered,

live to see the

spiritual

as his

understanding

theological

significance

stance

There could not
of

Zion.

The

was

its

The referent of "Zion" for the

1) the church

on earth,

and

2)

the referent of the word "Zion" was

upon which the collective

and 2) heaven

restoration

where the disagreement

hope for restoration

for the individual

take place.

The present

who might

not

day referent

was

occured.

The natural result when the homiletician
text meant for the hearers

(question 4) asked what the

of his day was one which placed

in direct opposition

to each other.

Christianity

Since Zion was to be the

lo'cation where salvation was to occur, they each asserted
"earthly"

New

to the

on the referent of the word "Zion"/"Jerusalem,"

For the Jewish interpreters,

and Judaism

the

canon also went outside the

from the faith of the interpreter.

differed

present location.
Christians,

to

in the

The belief that the church was Zion, or Jerusalem was Zion,

be nor would
interpreters

canons at

fulfillment

extended

You

with the text.

to

on one's

could not be separated

heaven.

with two different

Rashi and the Jewish interpreters'

Scriptures.

of the text.

Zion would be or already was that place.

that their own

CHAPTER

VIII

THE LAND

The land of Israel
Jewish people
to the

certain moral

Himself

failed

they

among

however,

Scripturally

in

even

speaking,

to the history

bondage
Once

applied

This

His

in

Egypt

Second Temple

per lod.1

though

exile

people.

would make Jerusalem
this ingathering

their

the land a

Because

the Lord
of

since not all those

from the land had been
for the nation's

of the restoration

were slowly establishing

and

they occupied

their

On the one hand,
a community

once again

of the exiles

theme

The

exiled

considered,

sins.

Donald Gowan notes that there is an understandable
usage

looked

to them which the preceding

in a dilemma

a punishment

eschatological

Israel

was a holy land in which

faithful

of the

they were removed from the land into exile.

of the exile resulted

to return,

were

condition

to fulfill.

central

In its early history

in the wilderness.

dwell

unfaithfulness,

wished

when

and religious

would

aftermath

land

wanderings

inhabitants

been

in one form or another.

promised

subsequent

has always

regarding

ambiguity

~n the

the land ~n the

the exiles had returned

home and

complete with temple which eventually

the center of the Israelite
to Palestine

world.2

But

from 538 B.C. to 70 A.D. was

1Donald E. Gowan, Eschatology in the Old Testament (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1986), 28. Some of what follows is also taken from
his book.
2Cf. above section

on Zion.
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a far cry from that envisioned
There are three views
pseudepigraphal

literature

the restoration

which

had already

regarding

the land which

occurred

It accounted

The

second

view

of the exiles

of

that

for their present

incomplete,

and still awaited

days .4

The most

(3)

considered

in this first view.
their

the final perfect

frequent

reference

situation

by

must precede the eschaton.3

is mentioned

period

and

as a part of God's plan that

telling the people that a period of tribulation
No full ingathering

the apocryphal

(1) One view affirmed

of the time produced.

had already

materialized.

19-20.

in Obadiah

present

restoration

restoration

to restoration

(2)

in the last

of the

land is

reminiscent

of the biblical pattern of moving from exile to eschatological

restoration

with no attempt to· account

During this period, Judaism
its removal

was

also had to grapple with the reason for

from the land in the first place.

of the holiness
There

for the present state of affairs.S

awareness

of the land in the face of the sinful inhabitants

a need

inhabitants .7

An unmistakable

The

for purification
Qumran

sect

was

and
one

3Adam and Eve 29:5-10; Testament
Naphtali 4:2-5.

atonement
such

group

of Zebulon

of

arose.6

the

land by

its

which

adopted

the

9:6-9; Testament

of

4Tobit 14:5, 1 Enoch 89:72-3; 90:28-33.
5Jubilees 1:15-18; Testament of Levi 16-18; Testament of Dan 5;
Testament of Benjamin 9; Testament of Joseph 6; Testament of Asher 7;
Testament of Judah 23-25; Testament of Joseph [Armenian] 19.
6Wisdom of Solomon 13:3, 4, 7; 2 Baruch 65:9, 10; 71:1; Sibylline
Oracles 3:266-7; Jubilees 6:12-13.
7Wisdom 2:7; 1 Enoch 90:20.
The land would
protecting its inhabitants (2 Baruch 9:2).

reciprocate

1.n
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purification

of the land as its mission.8

and the atonement

of the community

set apart

laymen and three priests

who were to

perfectly observe the Torah and walk in truth, righteousness,

justice and

loving humble devotion.S
remnant

twelve

The Council

The community

for the

1andiO

community

also

to atone

believed

and restore

that it was spared as a

to acceptance

a land made

unclean.!i
This
warr10rs

same

believed

that,

an

the

end times,

the

from the tribes of Israel would go out from the land to attack

the Gentile

lands .12

Davies

believed

that once

returned

from the desert

according

the true Israelites,

to their tribes,

outside. ,,13

tells us that the author of the war scroll

of the peoples,

they

"would occupy

sect,

had

the

land,

war against

those

would be the base of operations

for a

and instigate

The land of Palestine

that is, the Qumran

an offensive

holy war.
The pharisees and the rabbis also shared 1n the concern for the land
and the inseparable

connection

between Israel, Yahweh and the land.14

But

8W. D. Davies, The Gospel and the Land (Berkeley, CA: University
of California Press, 1974), 52-3.
91 QS 1:5; 8:3, cited in Davies, The Gospel and the Land,
The following citations from Qumran are from his study.

52.

101 QS 8: 10.
111 QS 9: 3 if.
121 QM 2.
i30avies, 53.
14W.
D•
D'av i e s ,
"Th e Territorial
Dimension
of Judaism,"
Interferini Parietis Septum: Essays Presented to Markus Barth on His
Sixty-Fifth
Birthday,
ed. Dikran Y. Hadidian
(Pittsburgh,
PA:
Pickwick Press, 1981), 62.
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their

task

difficult

of

lauding

the significance

after the destruction

the Bar Kochba revolt

Palestine

were

living

economically

tenuous at best.

the

Compounding

in exile was

difficult.iS

land

became

the difficulties

created

affairs.~
as they

a

more

raised

the fact that conditions

In order to enable the people not to be completely

view

that

perceived

in

Ties to the land were becoming

off from the land, and to keep the land from being abandoned
sages

much

(70 C.E.) and the failure of

of Jerusalem

(2nd century).

by those Jews already

of

exile

as

a

entirely,

temporary

state

cut
the
of

The Jews could live in exile as the people of the Torah as long
recognized

incomplete

the exile

for

what

it was:

both from a national/politically

a

viewpoint

life

intrinsically

and a religious/

ritual stance.H
The literal/geographical
the rabbis.

According

reality of the land was very important

to Sarason,

the Mishnah's

of the land rested In its cultic significance
economy

and locus of God's

to

view of the importance

"as the center of the divine

temple. ,,18 There was also the fact that one

third of the laws of the Mishnah were laws which dealt with the land and

15Davies, The Gospel and the Land, 55.
16Cf. Eliezer Schweid, "Land of Israel," In Contemporary Jewish
Religious Thought, eds. Arthur A. Cohen and Paul Mendes-Flohr
(New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1987), 535-541.
17Ibid.
18Richard S. Sara son , "The Significance of the Land of Israel in
the Mishnah,"
in The Land of Israel:
Jewish Perspectives,
ed.
Lawrence A. Hoffman, University of Notre Dame Center for the Study of
Judaism and Christianity
in Antiquity,
no. 6 (Notre Dame, IN:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1986), 112.
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agricultural.1g

Thus the implication

be fully possible
could

observe

c~rcumc~s~on,

for those who

the

strictly

was that Jewish sanctity

lived

personal

laws

Diaspora

concerning

the

Jews

Sabbath,

1

sexual laws, anA ~ e

which formed a bulk of the Mishnah

The

in the land.

could only

by necessity

else the people simply lived in contradiction

had to be neglected,

or

to what they knew to be the

Law.20
Both the dwelling
the Law

with

overwhelmingly,

the

land

of the temple in Palestine
increased

the

sanctity

and the connection
of

the literature of the Tannaim envisioned

to the land by all the tribes of Israel.22

The early Christians

rehearsed,

had little

While much of its background
the advent of the Christian

the Christians

land. 21

concern

Thus,

a literal return

The land of Palestine

only true place Israel could live as a completely

Palestine.

the

was the

holy people.

for the

re-occupation

came from the Jewish milieu
Messiah

actually

might have still had with the land.

of

of
just

broke any bonds

Davies writes:

[T]he person of a Jew, Jesus of Nazareth,
proclaimed the
acceptable year of the Lord only to die accursed on a cross and so to

19Davies, The Gospel
examples of those laws.

and

the

Land,

57-60,

where

he

provides

20Ibid.
~Mishnah

Kelim

1:6-9.

22The debate as to whether the 10 lost tribes would ever return
or if they had disappeared
in exile is found in Klausner, The
Messianic Idea in Israel (New York: Macmillan Co., 1955),472-5.
The
consensus (although with dissenting opinions) was that all the tribes
would return.
In fact, B. Bat. 122a said, "The land of Israel will
in time to come be divided between thirteen tribes."
There will be
thirteen tribes because Manasseh, Ephraim and Levi will all be
numbered among the tribes.
Others believed the thirteenth portion
would be for the Messiah.
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pollute the land, and by that act and its consequences to shatter the
geographic dimension of the religion of his fathers. Like everything
else, the land also in the New Testament drives us to ponder the
mystery of Jesus, the Christ, who by his cross and resurrection broke
not only the bonds of death for early Christians but also the bonds
of the 1and.23
Indeed,

in Hebrews

11:13-16

the homeland

originally

sought is redefined

employing

Ezekiel

37:1-14

of Canaan which the patriarchs

as a heavenly
as

evidence

for

resurrection,

only noted

evidence

for

the

dismisses

this as only of limited interest ,24

Jewish

history

nothing

of

in passing

restoration

the Second

to buttress

the

Tertullian,
doctrine

while

of

that some refer to this passage

of the

Temple

country.

Jewish

period,

a literal fulfillment

political

system;

In Augustine's
he comments

but

the
as
he

study of the
that he found

of a land prophecy.~

A similar sp i ri tualizing of the land occurred in Jerome's commentary
on Obadiah

at verses 19-20, where he comments:

Thus when the emigration of the sons of Israel abandons the
letter that kills and rallies to the spirit that gives life, it will
do away with everything that had to do with the law. It will pledge
all its jewels for the one pearl of great price, and laying down
Jewish pride, will embrace Christian humility and go to the place
where formerly famine reigned and where the widow abandoned by her
husband could barely feed her child.
There every sin and every vice will be destroyed by flames. And
the captives who are with the emigration of Jerusalem where once
there' was a vision of peace and who are now dispersed over all the
earth, will possess the towns of the south.
In other words, the
churches of the true and perfect light . . . will be taken back into
the brotherhood of Joseph and will be drunk with the blood of the
shepherd and king.n

23Davies, The Gospel and the Land, 375.
~Tertullian,
De Resurrectione Carnis 30. Eusebius says Ezek.
37:15ff. was fulfilled in the unity of the church under Constantine,
cf. Ecclesiastical History 10.3.2.
~Augustine,

De Civitate

Dei 17.23; 18.45, 46.

26Jerome, In AbdiaI'l!,
CCL 76, 373-4.
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The overall

sense

are enigmatic.

of this passage

is clear,

but some of the particulars

For instance, the place where famine formerly reigned and

where the widow could barely feed her child both seem to be references
Zarephath and the widow and her sons who were starving.
the true prophet
Thus, Jerome

of the Lord came,

is contrasting

place where true spiritual

When the Elijah,

there was no longer

the spiritual

starvation

famine

the brotherhood

of Joseph.

for her.

of the Jews with the

food can be found, that is, the church.

the Jews come into the church they will no longer be spiritually
The other enigmatic

reference

is to the churches

being reunited

This seems to be a reference

looked forward.to

the true church
when,

instead of drinking

together

drink

sacrificed

the

himself

the cup of wrath,

sacramental

blood

spiritual

not necessarily
~ntity

of

That

come back to

would

be a time

all of God's children
the

shepherd

Edom.

king

who

would
had

for their sins.

For Jerome and the early church
the church

Israel.27

to

to verse 18 when

the time when Israel would

to form a truly united

When

starved.

the house of Jacob and the house of Joseph would be reunited against
Jerome perhaps

to

centered

located

Fathers the land of Israel stood for
in a geographical

in the Gospel.~

area but rather

a

The return of the Jews to the

27The churches being restored into the brotherhood of Joseph is
similar imagery to the grafting on of the Gentiles to the olive tree.
28Cf. Cyril of Alexandria In Abdiam Prophetam Commentarius, MPG
71,
592D.
However, it should be noted that neither Cyril nor
Theodore of Mopsuestia make this equation with regard to verses 1920. Their commentaries are more concerned with the simple logistics
and historical perspective of the repossession of the land and the
downfall of Idumea.
Theodore speaks only of the prosperity which
will prevail in the land following the return from the captivity when
all the wicked enemies of Israel would be punished and God would
establish His true kingship, cf. Commentarius in Abdiam Prophetam,
MPG 66, 318b. Cyril sees similarities between this conquest and that
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land would happen when they abandoned the Law and came into the community
of the church, God's kingdom here on earth.
Medieval Jewish commentators
1) its geography;

perspectives:

looked at the land from three different
2) occupation

of the land as a necessity

for keeping the Law; 3) the land as the center for redemption. 29 On the
first perspective,

the Christians

Jews, and they did

had every

(or they used Jerome

Jewish interpreters).

reason

to borrow

who was heavily

On the second perspective,

from

influenced

the
by

the function of the land

in the keeping of the Law was a Jewish concern and as such we do not see
much Christian
do give

us

concern with

insight

it.

into why

These first two perspectives,

the Jews

looked

to their

however,

restoration

an

Palestine.

In other words, the Jews could only be God's holy people once

again when

the dwelt

their absence

again on the

from the land.

endowed with a supreme symbolic
spiritualization.
Christians

who

signs of Jewish

This

alternately
presence.

land.

Yet, the present

And so, the land of Israel
significance

process

was

sought

culminating

accelerated

to subjugate

For most Jewish

by

was

soon became

in its absolute
the

the land

people

reality

Moslems
and erase

the Land

and
all

of Israel

became an 'imagined place upon which their emotions, hope for the future
mess1an1c

age, and their worship

centered.

which occurred at Joshua's time (593B).
One should also mention that
just because the church did not agree that a return to Palestine was
necessary, does not mean that the church was unconcerned about the
locatedness of the chur ch , or did not use the territorial argument in
their disputes with the heretics over who was the true church.
The
Donatist controversy is one such example where Augustine affirmed
that the church of Rome must be the true church because it was
territorially much more significant than the Donatist heresy.
The
kingdom of God was located in the church on earth.
29Signer, 214.
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The
present

land became

more

spiritualized

as the Jews

realized

reality was that they could not fulfill all the requirements

the Law adequately
the land.

interpretation

spiritualized

view.

of the land prophecies--against

Jewish

restoration

necessitated

In mainstream
with

medieval

1141 C.E.) and the other by Maimonides
more 1n line with the legends

a literal

Halevi

(1135-1204 C.E.).~

of the sages, holding

status both in the material

to discover

in

return to

people.~

Jewish thought there are two major directions

regard to the land, one by Judah

itself had a sanctity

centered

the Christians'

the land in order to ensure their status as God's covenant

exemplified

of

or fully because in order to do so Israel had to occupy

But, as we shall see, their hope was still always

a literal

special

that the

and the spiritual

of its own of which

its special destiny.

~For a fuller discussion,

that

(before
Halevi

1075-

followed

the land has a

realms.32

The land

Israel must be a part in order

That is why Israel must one day return

see Signer's

article.

~A third category, the Medieval Kabbalah exercised a very highly
symbolic and mystical interpretation
of the land, much akin. to the
gnostics.
The land of Israel was the "supernal female" or the
"feminine aspect of d i vini ty. " The possession of the land by the
righteous consummated the marriage between the people and the land.
Moshe' Idel describes "this settlement in the Land as acting upon the
Godhead, by bringing about the divine union of male and female."
For
a fuller discussion, see Moshe Idel, "The Land of Israel in Medieval
Kabbalah," in The Land of Israel: Jewish Perspectives: 170-187 .
I
cite this article, but the whole book is truly worthy of study for an
understanding of the Jewish people's relation to the Land.
32Schweid, 538.
The land was the geographical
center of the
uni verse (cf. under Zion) and the point of contact between the
sp i ri tual and material spheres.
Creation began at the heart of
Israel in Jerusalem and therefore Jerusalem and the surrounding area
served as the beginning point of space and time. The Sabbath always
occurs there first above all. In Jerusalem is also the grand highway
between the earth and the heavens which explains why prophecy is only
possible there and that it 1S the only place where prayer is
answered.
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to possess

it as Obadiah

Maimonides

19-20 foretells.

approach

follows

place of the land of Israel

that

of the halakhic

is connected

sources.

to the doctrine

The

of the End of

Days, and at the center is the renewal

of the messianic

kingdom

Davidic

concern

the renewal

dynasty.D

prophecy.

I

primary

was for

of

But this could only happen in a Jewish state freed by messianic

liberation.
God's

Maimonides

of the

It is only then that this state could live 1n accordance

law so that

prophecy

flourish.34

could once again

state could only exist on the Jewish homeland,
the land as the instrument
of itself held no special
state was established

for restoring
sanctity.

there

Jewish

therefore Maimonides

viewed

but the land in and

it was only when the Jewish

that the land would once again exercise

role it had in the days of the united
restoration

A true

prophecy,~

Rather

with

monarchy. 36

Both agreed

of the land must occur before the redemption

the

that the

of Israel could

be fully realized.
David
closed

to

Kimhi
Israel

also
at

shared

this

the present

sentiment.

time ,37 its

Al though
reopening

the

was

land was
guaranteed

33Shalom Rosenberg, "The Link to the Land of Israel in Jewish
Thought," in The Land of Israel:
Jewish Perspectives, 147.
34Rosenberg 147. Maimonides was consonant with the Rabbis who
also saw the necessary connection between the land and prophecy when
they said, "It would have been proper for the Divine Presence to rest
upon our Master, but his being in Babylonia [that is, outside the
Land] prevented it" (MoE"ed Qat. 25a).
35Maimonides, Guide for the Perplexed

2.32,

cited in Rosenberg,

147.
36Schweid, 539.
37Cf. Kimhi's commentary on Is. 26:2, in Frank Ephraim Talmage,
David Kimhi: The Man and the Commentaries (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1975), 151.
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because the land had been reserved for Israel from the very beginning.~
Even

though

effective

the Gentiles

control

(the Christians

of Jerusalem,

and Moslems)

their attempts

hold on the land was at best precarious. 39

were

tried

to

gain

in vain, and their

Commenting

on Isaiah

64:9,

Kimhi says:
Your holy ci ties have become a wilderness.
Zi on is a wilderness,
Jerusalem a desolation
(Is. 64:9). Even though the Gentiles came and
built it after it destruction, it is desolate and devoid of .
inhabitants because Israel is not there . . . The Edomites take it
from the Ishmaelites and destroy it ...
It was like this since the
day Israel was exiled from it.~

The land of Israel was allergic
only

for

righteous,

the

to foreigners.41

While

righteous.

Kimhi, commenting

Gentiles

Jerusalem would be home

might

also

be

included

as

on Joel 4:17, says:

[I]t is possible that strangers will not enter Jerusalem at all
because its sanctity will increase in the future.
Just as no one,
not even a priest, can enter the sanctuary, thus will the city be
holy and no strangers from among the nations will enter it.42
The righteous

strangers who converted

on the

just

land,

not

an

Jerusa1em.43

returned to their homelands--with
wi th the

other

judai zed.44·

adjacent

Edomite

~Cf. Kimhi's

to Judaism would

the exception

territories

territory

commentary

Those

was

to

the

Christian

not

still be allowed

converted

of Edom.
land of

would

be

Its land, along
Israel

territory.

on Micah 7:20, Talmage,

would

The

be

Jewish

151.

39Signer, 223-4.
~Kimhi

commenting

on Is. 64:9, quoted 1n Talmage,

152.

4iTalmage, 152-3.
42Cf. Kimhi's

commentary

on Joel 4:17, quoted 1n Talmage,

43Talmage, 151, 153.
44Cf. Kimhi's

commentary

on Zech. 9:1, Talmage,

151.

153.
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diaspora

was

presage

living

under

final kingdom

Edomites',

Abrabanel

says,

metropolis

the

restoration

of Israel,

who

have

gone

as

the later

exiles

into

the

land, and have there suffered

neutralization

the land of

on a grand

of

Israel

Gentiles

itself and

The

scale.

the

temple

and

everything

would

the
in it

be even more

than it was before, complete with stained glass windows.47

land itself would

Israel.~

fall would

to have the best part of their country and their

political

be magnified

effort .48

whose

as Mount Seir."46

With

beautiful

"Those

that is, into the Christians'

affliction, will deserve

of Edom

On verse 19 of his commentary,

Israel's restoration.~

commentator

would

the

But

all

be filled with
of

this would

The once disadvantaged

an abundance
stop

which

required

at the borders

nation

now becomes

of

The

no human

the

land of

the only advantaged

nation.
In

the

interpretation

Christian
of Obadiah's

between the captivity
manner

during

convinced,'much

the

Middle

Ages,

realizing

prophecy concerning

that

period,

the

literal

the land was not realized

to the advent of Christ except perhaps

Maccabean

a

Christian

in a partial

commentators

the same as those before them, that the fulfillment

were
of the

45Signer, 224.
46Abrabanel commenting on Ob, 19, quoted in
William Smith's
Dictionary of the Bible, vol. I, rev. and ed. H. B. Hackett (New
York: Hurd and Houghton, 1870), 2206.
UCf. K1'mh1'
's commentary
48Cf.

Kimhi's

154.
49Ibid.

comments

~4 12 , T a 1mage, 154 .
on Is. J:
on Joel 4:18 and Ezek.

47:12, Talmage,
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prophecy

was to be found 1n the church.

possessions

which

are to take place 1n verses

seven posseSS10ns
of Halberstadt
A.D.).~

was interpreted

people,

For example,

Or,
will

testimonies,"
the Prophets

possess

1n a highly spiritual

manner by Haymo
(1075/80-1129

which

Haimonius
which

1S

interprets

according

interpreted

as

the

Christian

as

the

"heap

that is, the Church took over the testimonies

of

of the Law and

from the Jews.~
seven with

saw a correlation

between

Obadiah's prophec;3
rn

Each one of those

with the heretics, would be overcome by the

Gilead

a large role in medieval

seraes

19-21.

seven different

Ephraim and Samaria which they believed

Benjamin,

The number

a

numbers

(778-853 A.D.) and later by Rupert of Deutz

to Hosea should be identified
Church.Si

Obadiah

verses

its quality

interpretation

of spiritual

of this passage.

the seven promises

with

The

repetition

played

Rupert of Deutz

regard to the land 1n

and the seven days of tribulation
12-15.54

perfection,

of

which are listed 1n
the

seven

days

of

SOHaymo of Auxerre, Enarratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, 1278; Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 168, 396-400.
5i1bid.
Rupert notes that the scribes and Pharisees rightly
understood
Ephraim/Samaria
as the territory where Jereboam lived
after' he carr ied out the rebellion against the Dav i d i c kingdom and
where he also set up the two golden calves to rival the temple
worship in Jerusalem.
The same rebellion was being carried out in
his day by the heretics who would rise up against the true Gospel
(MPL 168, 398BC). Haymo directs us to Hosea whose prophecy condemns
Samaria and Ephraim for their crimes (MPL 117, 127C).
52Ibid.
53The four listed in verse 19, two
possessed as well) and one in verse 21.

rn verse

20

(Canaan

gets

54Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 168, 397AB.
There
are 6 different days mentioned in the Vulgate on verses 12-14 (in die
peregrinationis
ejus, in die perditionis, in die angustiae, in die
ruinae, in die vastitatis (the Latin uses the same word for 13b and
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tribulation
universal

signifies

the time when the saints must wander

evils are inflicted

upon

this world as

But those seven

them.

tribulations

will be matched by the seven promises which signify universal

consolation

for the saints.!
Like Rupert, Hugh of St. Victor also had difficulty
interpretation

of the

Jerome's exposition
which would
mystical

Prayer

include

these

which,

everything

with

the

gifts

seven

land an Obadiah.

solution

the writer
to

seven posseSS10ns

when

fascination

of the

He presented

but found it to fall short of the full literal meaning

allegorical

correlate

prophecy

with the literal

prayed,

the number
of

the

the

meant

crux

of

over

the seven

seven is furthered
the

seven

His

interpretation

to the seven petitions

triumph

Spirit,

to say.56

was

sins.57

His

an exposition

virtues

to

of the Lord's

deadly

through

highly

and

the

on

seven

beatitudes.58
The division
task

was

to

of the land itself also caught Hugh's eye.

localize

the

four

divisions

of

the

land

i

n

His first
Scripture,

c). in' die tribulationis
e jus ,
The seventh day, which 1.S the
culmination of all the others, occurs on the day of Yahweh.
Rupert
followed the numbering of the different vocables used to describe the
day rather than the number of times "day" itself is mentioned, which
1S eight.
55Ibid.
56Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Mora1is in Abdiam, MPL 175, 396D397C.
The reader will recall that the literal sense included
authorial intent for Hugh, cf. Smalley, 101.
57Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio
6.

58Ibid.

Moralis in Abdiam,

MPL 175, 400-
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establishing
of Joshua
division

the foundational
(cf . Judges

by

the

tropologically

saV10rs
as

sanctification.60
perfection

1),

Ezekiel

of the individual

Mount

Obadiah

Zion

progress1ve

final level

The divisions

(ch , 48),

ascending

four

The

literal sense.~

are

grades

1n the perfect

and
then

the

future

interpreted

perfection

of

of sanctification

at the time

culminates

1n

rn the

kingdom of Christ, much the

same way that the final division of the land under the future savior will
culminate

in the perfect kingdom of God.

At the time of the reformation,
fulfillment

no solution

of the land prophecy had arrived then either.

Calvin too recognize

the prophecy

as a reference

through the Gospel and the kingdom of Christ.6i
was

that

concern1ng

the

contradictions

words

themselves

made

if taken literally.~

no

a literal

Thus Luther and

to spiritual

subjection

Again, Luther's

reasoning

sense

and

were

fraught

with

Calvin comments:

God had promised to the posterity of Abraham the whole land from
Euphrates to the sea. Now this land had never been possessed by the
children of Abraham.
This happened, as it is well known, through
their sloth and ingratitude.
David in his time enlarged the borders;
but yet he only made those tributaries whom God had commanded to be
destroyed.
So this blessing had never been fulfilled, because the
people put a hinderance in the way. The Prophet now, speaking of the
restoration of the Church, tells the people, who would return from
exile', that they were to occupy the country which had been promised

59Knowledge of history was foundational for Hugh's world view,
and the inspired history of Scripture was his primary source for
world history.
Therefore
he exposited upon it any time the
opportunity arose.
Cf. Smalley, 91.
60Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis

in Abdiam, MPL 175, 399-

400.
61Luther, Abdias Propheta,
WA 13,222
ff.
John Calvin,
Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2, trans. John Owen
(Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Co., 1950), 452.
~Luther,

Abdias Propheta, WA 13, 222-3.
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to their fathers . .
Now it is certain that this prophecy has never been completed:
we know that but a small portion of the land was possessed by the
Jews.
What then are we to understand by this prophecy?
It does
unquestionably appear that the Prophet speaks here of the kingdom of
Christ: and we know that the Church was then really restored. and
that the Jews not only recovered their former state from which they
had fallen, but that their kingdom was increased:
for how great
became the splendour of the kingdom and of the temple under Christ?
Thls then is what the Prophet now means. when he promises to the Jews
the heritage which they lost: yea, God then enlarged the borders of
Judea.63
The

two

interpreters

sides

believing

the Chri stian
The Jewish

squared

off

interpreters

hope centered

this

saved

on Palestine

the

Christian

While

on Sepharad

prophecy .. this

does

of

ruminations

the

not

region

interpreters

to an appropriate
mean

that

as Obadiah

on the geographical

vast for the discussion

here.

land

they

the Christian

trouble

presents

If nothing

of trying

to

not
it.

of the

concerned

with

The

of

scope

1n verses

Thus, we limit our discussion
as to its enigmatic

exegetes

fulfillment

the
their

19-20 are too
to one place

character,

Obadiah 20 is the only place where this name occurs.

to Obadiah.

hope

But this does not mean

literal

were

Jewish

prophec ies.

nor the Christian

places enumerated

that has always received mention
Sepharad.

the

~x~ursus

themselves

geography

interpreters

data with history.

the Jewish

the

land in the hereafter.

references.

could reconcile

same

and Jerusalem,

the geographical

neither

other.

of the land prophecy and

spiritual iz ing those

reconcile all the geographical
that they ignored

each

in the literal fulfillment

centered on the church and the promised
else.

against

that is.
According

this was the place in which the exiles of Jerusalem were ,held

63Calvin, 452.
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1n captivity

and also the place from which they were to return to possess

the cities of the south.
Cyril of Alexandria

leaves

behind

the Septuagint

which both Theodore of Mopsuestia

and Theodoret

the variant

text

reading

of another

Bosporou. ,,64 This other
borrowed

from

Bosporus,
east,~

Jerome,

according

whereas

to Cyril, denotes

sea.

considers

the expression

parallelism
was

whose

further

about

differs

to denote
what

t err i.t
o ri.es

from

eos Ephratha

borders.

He was

"mekri

which

he

Jerome. 65

he

the area up by the

means

are in the south.67
signalled

attempting

of his time how the possessions

as Phoenicia

reads

the most southern parts toward the

defines

south, east and west might look.
defined

in favor of

by

south

"the cities of the Negev" as a reference

of eos Sarepton

talking

geography

Cyril

which

Ephratha,"

than the Vulgate

explanation

it was considered

Bosphorus

Indian nations

his

had followed,

heteroi)

text was none other
although

usually

(hoi

"eos

The

as

he

to the

Septuagint's

to Cyril that Obadiah
to establish

of the regions

from

the

to the north,

The area to the north had already been

and to the east as Arabia.~

64Cyril of Alexandria, In Abdiam Prophetam Commentarius, MPG 71,
596B.' Cf. Theodoret,
In Abdiam, MPG 81, 1717C and Theodore of
Mopsuestia, Commentarius in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 66, 317B.
65Kerrigan, 263, notes the variant "Bosphorus" is peculiar to the
Vulgate which he believes provides incontrovertible
evidence that
Cyril relied on Jerome at this point and many other places as well,
even though he felt free to disagree with him.
66Cyril of Alexandria,

In Abdiam Prophet am Commentarius,

MPG 71,

596B.
67Ibid.
~Cyril of Alexandria, In Abdiam Prophetam Commentarius, MPG 71,
595A. The land of the Canaanites is to be understood as Arabia and
"up to Sarepta" is understood as Phoenicia.
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In Jerome's
along with

copy of the Septuagint

the Hebrew,

which he used in his commentary

Sepharad appears

to have been rendered

Euphrates

(instead of Ephratha) since, in his commentary on Obadiah he renders this
version of the verse transmigratio

Ierusalem

he does not understand why the Septuagint
Symma chus

and

Theodotion

rendering

of "Euphrates"

really a reference
of the Babylonian
His own

all

agree

fit well

with

the Hebrew.
his own

The

theory

Septuagint

that

bsprd was

exile S1nce the Euphrates

was part

empire.

reading

Bosporus70

of

preposition

b as

instructor,

who

transported

the captives

part

(obtained

of the

name)

Jerome

cons ide red :it

to be

"the

interpretation.

Rather,

i

n his own

although he doesn't

"geb'lil"

=

received

the dispersion

the

from

to which

prefixed

his

Jewish

Hadrian

had

Jerome did not accept

this

etymological

study,

he noted

the

bsprd and an Assyrian word which,

"boundary."

Thus

word had the same
he

considered

of the Jews into all regions

happened ~t the time of the Babylonian

~Jerome,
and Theodoret

taking

supply the word, says the Assyrian

mean i ng as the Hebrew
as denoting

by

place

from Jerusalem. ,,71

similarity between the Hebrew consonants

passage

He says

translates Ephratha when Aquila,

with

to the Babylonian

usque Euphrathem.~

the

(which

captivity).n

In Abdiam, CCL 76, 372.
all have "Ephratha."

Cyril, Theodore

of Mopsuestia

70Cf. also Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 168, 396D,
but he says nowhere do we read of any captives returning from the
Bosporos,
which is in the direction
of the north sea (maris
septentrionalis).

72Ibid., 373.. Hugh of St. Victor, Haymo of Halberstadt and
Rupert of Deutz are all faithful students of Jerome on this point,
cf. Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 397BC;
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The vocable

"Bosphorus"

the Jews,

but Jerome

etymology

of

themselves,

the

which

still fel tfree

he received

comparison

Nonetheless,

he equated

as

suggestion

with

change

from

the

Jews,

Assyrian

and Onqelos

Jewish

his

own opinion

the

actual

because

word

was

from

on the

consonants

he realized
only

his

speculation.

with Babylon and not "the place to

the captives

"Ispania"

throughout

commentaries

not

the Bosphorus

Jonathan

"Ispamia"

to offer

did

the

had transported

The Targums
Sepharad

He

word.

etymological

which Hadrian

may have been the received translation

from Jerusalem."

and the Syriac

(i.e. Spain).73
history

is

The

evident

Peschitta
influence

not

only

render
of this

from

the

of rabbis like Rashi, Kimhi and Abrabanel,74 but also from the

fact that one of the two chief divisions
been divided--the

Spanish division--is

Jews. the other Germanic
Barhebraeus

division

has a unique

into which the Jewish nation had
called the Sephardim

or Sephardic

being known as the Ashkenazim.75

gloss on the word Sepharad.

He followed

Targum Onkelos in .identifying it as "Aspan i.ah;" (similar to "Ispania") but
"Aspan i ah " with

he equates
earlier,

is

often

used

in

"Rome,"
Jewish

perhaps

because

literature

Christian territory and Spain was a Christian

as

a

territory

"Rome,"
general

as .we saw
term

for

to which many Jews

Haymo of Auxe rre , Enarratio
in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL
Rupert of Deutz, In Abd{am Prophetam, MPL 168, 396D.

117, l28B;

73Leivy Smolar and Moses Aberbach, Studies in Tar~um Jonathan to
the Prophets, and Pinkhos Churgin Targum Jonathan to the Prophets
(KTAV Publishing House, Inc. and the Baltimore Hebrew College: New
York and Baltimore, 1983), 122.
74Rashi, Obadias, 896; Kimhi, commentary
148: Abrabanel, loco cit.

on Obadiah

20, Talmage

75Kimhi equated "the Sons of Israel who are Canaanites" with the
Ashkenazim, cf. Kimhi's
comment on verse 20 in Talmage, 148.
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were exiled. 76
The identification

of Sepharad with Spain was uncritically

taken up

by Lyra from the Jews for the purpose of showing how the conquest
through the spreading

of the Gospe1.n

identified

conquered

those who

the Canaanites

disciples

sent out by our Lord

tradition

of the rabbis who equated

from Sepharad
is Spain.19

On verses

to convert

19-20 he first of all

up to Sarepta

the Canaanites

who converted

Peter and Paul were the "saviors"

as the 70

1n France

Sarepta with France).18

were James and his disciples

occurred

(a

The captives

the south which

who ascended

Mount Zion to

save the rest of the Gentiles.~
Neither Luther nor Calvin have time for the Jewish equations
by the Christian
of Zarephath

interpreters

with

France,

violent and twisted
has

even

Christians

more

to

Luther

gloss which
say about

borrowing

who precede them.
calls

Regarding

it a trifling

bears no resemblance

Jerome

and

Sepharad

adopted

Lyra's equation

observation

and a

to the truth.S1
and

the practice

He
of

from the Jews:

16Frank G. Ward, "The Scho1ia of Barhebraeus on the Book of the
Twelve Prophets"
(Ph. D d i ss , University of Chicago, 1933),34,
and
explanatory note on 81 of the dissertation.
71Nicolaus de Lyra, Liber Abdie:
Lyra, vol. 3, col. 8y, cf. below.

Biblia cum postillis Nicolai

de

78Nicolaus de Lyra, Liber Abdiae: Biblia cum postillis, vol. 3,
col. 8a; cf. Kimhi, commentary on Obad. 20, Talmage, 148, cf. also
Abrabanel, loco cit.
79Ibid.
Lyra knows that Spain is west of Jerusalem, but he
explains that it is south of France and therefore is referred to as
south in the prophecy.
~Ibid.;

cf. below on kingship.

SlLuther, Abdias

Propheta,

WA 13, 222-3.
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Jerome produces the testimony of his own Jew from whom he learned
his Hebrew that the emperor Constantine [Jerome had actually said
Hadrian] transferred the Jews to Bosphorus in Thrace and that there
they would wait to again establish their kingdom, as well as all
sorts of other lies. But the good man has been deceived by a figment
of Jewish imagination.
We certainly see that the prophet speaks
concerning those places which are in the land of Canaan, where the
kingdom of Christ was first conceived through the Gospel.
In addition, in Hebrew it is Bisphorod, that is, "at Phorod,"
[in German: bis + phorod] which word is found nowhere else in the
Bible. Therefore, the Jews also devise a story, namely, that this is
Spain. But this certainly does not fit, nor do I think any Jew knows
what it is. Our translators [Vulgate], fooled by the similar sound
of the name, have also interpreted Bosphorus for Bisepharad.
But
this is ridiculous.
Therefore, some inconsequential town in the land
of Canaan is to be understood which has been obscured by the ravages
of time to the point that we are unable to know what was there.
For
the Jew's comments are frivolous and similar to old wives tales.82
Calvin has similar
thinking

sentiments

they understand

Excursus

to Luther,

although

he misquotes

the Jews

Spain for Zarephath.~

on tiThe Sons of Israel who are Canaanites"

We dealt a little bit in chapter one with the problem of how to read
verse 20a and came to the conclusion
one in the history
amended.

of interpretation

that the text had to be amended.

No

ever said that the text had to be

They either supplied the emendation without

did so, or they came up with up with some ingenious

explaining why they
identifications

for

how the text could equate the "sons of Israel" with the "Canaanites."
The Antiochene

theologians,

Theodore

of Mopsuestia

and Theodoret,

82Luther, ~bdias Propheta, WA 13, 223; cf. also his Vorrede auff
den Propheten
Obad is.. (1532/1545)
WADB 11, 250-3.
Luther is
apparently using German etymology (b i s ) more than Hebrew etymology
(b i ) here.
~Cal vin,
453.
Hans-Joachim
Kraus,
"Calvin's
Exegetical
Principles," Jnterpretation
31 (1977), 14-15, notes that Calvin was
not averse to using the exegetical works of David Kimhi, Ibn Ezra and
Rashi.
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as well as Cyril of Alexandria,

all of whom followed

text, although

in their texts.

read

They d i d not however have the

the Greek word "ge" (land) in their texts.
verb "to possess"

the Septuagint.

Yet they understood

they never gave any reason.

it as part of the

Thus, their interpretation

of

verse 20 was similar to ours stated in chapter one, that is, the captives
would return from exile to possess the land of Canaan.M
the

captives

as only

include the Assyrian

those

from

captives

Babylon, a5 but

(transmigratio)

of Canaan up to Sarepta."

Theodore

and Theodoret

among the captives who return as well.a6

Jerome did not amend the text either.
the migration

Cyril interprets

His text simply reads, "And

of this company of the sons of Israel, all
He believed

this prophecy

was fulfilled

the return of the exiles from Babylon under Ezra and Nehemiah.
rightly

called

identified

sons

the "exiles

group mentioned

of

the

migration

of this company

(filii

They were

transmigrationis).

of the sons of Israel"

in verse 19 who would possess

with

with

He
the

all of Canaan.87

The total of that company of the sons of Israel who are to the south,
to the west and to the north will possess the Idumeans and Palestine
and Mount Ephraim and Samaria.
Benjamin
also. because it was
confined in solitude. will especially possess Gilead.
Truly all
those who are of the land of Canaan who will rule up to Sarepta near
Sidon where Elijah fed the widow (will also go up] against the east.

~Theodore of ~opsuestia. Commentarius in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG
66, 317B: Theodoret. Interpretatio Abdiae Prophetae, MPG 81, 1717B:
Cyril of Alexandria. Commentarius in Abdiam Prophetam, MPG 71. 596.
8SCyril of Alexandria.

Commentarius

in Abdiam Prophetam,

MPG 71,

596.
BSThey do not mention this explicitly at this point a n their
commentar ies, but both say the prophecy applies to Assyria and
Babylon who went up against Jerusalem: cf. Theodore of Mopsuestia,
Commentarius
in Abdiam
Prophetam,
MPG
66, 305B:
Theodoret,
Interpretatio Abgiae Pro hetae, MPG 81, 1710B.

87 Jerome.

.
Tn Abd1am.
CCL 76 ..37 2.
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Moreover, these citizens who were moved to Sepharad from their own
ci ty of Jerusalem, who are among the tribe of Judah, which we
interpret to be in the Bosphorus, will possess the cities of the
south.sa
Some points of Jerome's commentary are more clear than others.
what Jerome ~s saying
of Canaan
further

in verse

defining

1S

Apparently

that the sons of Israel had taken control of all

19. and verse 20 then is a statement

the borders.

They would

of that fact.

then rule over all of Canaan

and, as Haymo interprets Jerome, even go up against the lands of the East
(perhaps

a reference

to the Moslems

of Haym6's day) so that they would

control all of Canaan.a9

The captives of Jerusalem,

the tribe of Judah. were

still left to possess the cities

thus further defining
Besides
interpretation

that

mentioned

captivity.9i

said

that

on

expanded

were

Hugh

taken

followed

away

~n the Assyrian

Jerome

at places

of

This was surely one of those places and we find him

again quoting Jerome almost verbatim and so we find no explicit
to the 10 tribes."

Jerome's

He believed that "the sons of Israel"

to the 10 tribes who
earlier

Haymo

above,

was a reference

technical difficulty.

of the south,

verse 19a.~

at one other point.

We

whom he equated with

But with Rupert we do.

example of the failure of this prophecy

reference

He viewed verse 20 as one more
to be fulfilled

literally

since

88Ibid.
8SCf. Haymo of Auxerre,

Enarratio

~n Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 117,

128A.
9OIbid.
9iHaymo of Auxerre, Ennaratio in Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 117, l28A.
92Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio
397C.

Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 396D-
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historically
Canaan.

we never

hear of the 10 tribes

He believed

such a return would

comlng back

also

to possess

contradict

all of

Scripture

since

Hosea 1:6 said that God would no longer have mercy on the house of Israel.
Judah,

however,

had mercy
the

on them.

south. 33

because

the

the

tribes

Jerusalem

the 70 years

southern,

that they possessed

said that

of Israel

rn

the

scholars,

the

were

sons

Rashi

geographical

to

of

the

to employ

equate

Canaanites.

to find his reference

called

they possessed

Canaanites

He goes back

to the Canaanites

Canaanites

that
deported

Sarepta."

another
than

of Obadiah

gymnastics.

group

than

the divided

20.

and

of the Messiah

and geographical

further

from
The

the northern

with the advent

with

"those

he saw ln this verse an

of Israel,

some mental

"Canaanites"

to

God

it.~

states

up

Thus,

of the two kingdoms

because

the cities of

[are those] who were

once agaln be reunited

Kimhi preferred

attempted

land

were

explicitly

the sons of Judah.95

of the fate
who would

in captivity

But we read nowhere

Jewish

exiles

exposition

He

after

who are of the sons of Israel,

ten

king.

Lyra

return

that was the name of the land before

Among
exiles

would

the

kingdom

He says,

It is a tradition that those of Alemania are Canaanites;
when the
Canaanites
fled Joshua
they went to Alemania and Asclavonia~
which'they call Ashkenaz.
To this day, they call them Canaanites.9
Is

it

possible

Israelites

that

at all, but

Kimhi

to actual

93Rupert of Deutz,
~Nicolaus
~Rashi,

believed

Obadiah

Canaanites

In Abdiam

was

who were

Prophetam,

de Lyra, Liber Abdie:
Obadias,

20

not
exiled

referring

to

to Alemania

MPL 168, 396D.

cum postillis,

col. 7x.

895-6.

90Cf. Frank Ephraim
Commentaries,
148.

Talmage,

David

Kimhi:

The

Man

and

the
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at the

time

exiles

were

Rather,

of Joshua?
exiled

to

that

I believe

territory

he thought

and

thus

that

might

some

be

of

the

considered

"Canaanites."
Calvin

quotes

another

Jewish

tradition,

The Hebrews by Canaan mean the Illyrians
the Gauls:
for they say, that the
dispersed
in Gaul, and in Germany, and
possess the southern cities."
He says, however,

that the Jews

they speak about
preferred

the

territories,

things which
spiritual

which

are very

interpretation

would come into their possession
only

to

people

restore
in every

what

bold

have no basis

had been formerly

had

as well as Germans, and also
migration,
which
shall be
in these far regions, shall

1n their

which

promised

but

way blessed. ,,98 The

to Calvin, was that the Jews would

also

import

and

in fact or history.
said

that

to

that

He much

"all

to the children

when the Lord would

fallen,

glosses

those

of Abraham,

send his Christ,

render

the

of the whole

state

then,

of

not
the

according

recover not only what they had lost but

more.
Luther too believed
1.e.

that "those

that it was absurd

who were

taken

back would

oppress

was absurd

from a historical

led back
of the

th

commentators,
of

the

into captivity

point

of view since

and were

the captives

land of the Canaanites.
really

text.

attempted

Ei ther

they

to

grapple

dismissed

97Calvin , 453.
98Ibid.
~Luther,

literally,
never

all the land of the Canaanites. ,,99 The whole

to possess

anomalies

away

to take the words

Abdias

Propheta,

WA

13, 222.

Luther,
with

statement
were ,never

nor hardly
the

it because

led

any

grammatical
it had

no
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foundation

in history,

allow for equating

or they

the Canaanites

some of those explanations
These
"the

two brief

sons

Christian

of

interpreters

The larger

borrow

are

Canaanites"

one

unclear

a second

concernlng

the text

of the places Obadiah

the Jewish

France without

for

the

presuppositions.

~OO

An

identif i ca't i ons which
advantage.
throughout
The

He

could
bizarre

to

had

It was difficult

to have

less and less chance

another

example

the more

and
of

of a term

willing

critically,

the
other

the

identification

Bible,

how

in history

irrespective
Lyra

at

the

of

could

in common
mystical

the

of
even

turn

those

to the Christians'

body

of

the Gentiles
Land

in a connnon
theological

Christ

prophecy

as history

l00Erwin 1. J. Rosenthal, Studia Semitica, vol.
(Cambridge, England: University Press, 1971), 248.

went

into it.

for the Jews to hold on to a prophecy
for fulfillment

with

points out, on the level

as Bible scholars

like

and

could

with Spain and Zarephath

and absorbing
2)

to the Land

But even here the Christians

arrived

show

with regard

There were some disagreements

could meet

(question

matter.

of "Sepharad"

sometimes

As Rosenthal

the

possessing

significance

Zion.

interpreter

both

wanted

the world

of

term,

the promises

and

threatened.

truth

the

of Sepharad

of peshat the Jews and Christians
search

however

and identification

ideas,

named.

identification

feeling

which

thought.

to those regarding

regarding

provide

on geography

The more

argument

were very similar

geography

into the identification

agreement

without

explanation

with the sons of Israel,

were to listen to other's

times seemingly

on aspect

who

the ages.

some

became.

excurses

Israel

and Jewish

throughout

attempted

was

another

that seemed

progressed.

1 Jewish

The

Themes
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Diaspora Jews presented a difficulty
living conditions

for the rabbis augmented

by the poor

in the land which spurred even more Jews to leave.

the rabbis believed

the fulfillment

But

of the Torah was centered on Jewish

occupation of the Land, something which was not a present reality for them
and would

not

spiritualized

be any

time

an the near

the Land in the halakah

future.

so that

Thus

they

themselves

the people would

totally cut off from the Land and then could still keep the Law.
may become more

spiritualized

time was concerned,
be fulfilled

a geographical

The predominance

literal interpretation
the

presence

the Christians

Jews were learning to live the Torah outside

land,

and

a deemphasis

and

then

for the Jewish interpreters

of restoration

to the

land.

But

eventuated
on

in an emphasis on

Israel's

the Muslims

exile .101 The

in Palestine

made

it

to retain a literal interpretation

they

did

so, citing

the

failure

of

to capture the land and convert the Moslems as proof that the

land would ultimately
The difficulty
for the Christians.
prophecy

center for hope, but not much more

of the Land prophecy

of

Christian~

to

of peshat later on in the Middle Ages with its

the promise

difficult

was still expected

literally.

than that since the Diaspora

of

The land

as far as keeping the law at the present

but the hoped for restoration

The Land became

the Land.

not be

be restored only to Israel.
which the Jewish
They

interpreters

could point to the lack of fulfillment

among the Jews as proof for the Christian

prophecy
literally.

should

be

understood

spiritually

The church and ultimately

101Signer,226.

had was an advantage

This

1.S

claim

instead

the promised

of

of the

that the Land
historically/

land of paradise were

the case, at least, with Ra sh i ,
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the

true

fulf illment

prophecy

of

Obadiah's

had a "now and not yet"

fulfillment

now

~n the church

inheritance

of

the

Christ's
at the

kingdom

time.

choice

arbitrary.

literal

would

Their

of

occur

with

the

was

of the

final

For the Jews,

Christians,

There

culmination

hope

the

to it.

the

a partial

true

Israel's

establishment

of

there was no fulfillment

looked

Both

or

a spiritual

sides realized

forward

to

as the norm

depended

Christianity

on

depended

over questiOn.

a

interpretation

the foundational

sense of the text, and both utilized

served

Judaism

the

entire

a literal

to speak of the fulfillment
side

but

For

the

future

age.

The
means

character

on the Last Day.

present

Nessianic

Land

prophecy.

it.

character

But when

of that sense, the eschatology

for- the
literal

interpretation.
interpretation;

on a spiritual

2 was at the heart

The
the

was

very

interpretation.

of their disagreement.

no

of the

the time came

endemic

very

by

to each

existence

of

existence

of

Again,

discussion

CHAPTER
KINGSHIP

The Kingship

of Yahweh

IX

OF YAHWEH

in both Jewish and Christian

interpretation

was intimately tied to the Messiah after the arrival of the Christian era. 1
Before that time, however, as Donald Gowan points out, hope for the ideal
future

could

wi thout

be

expressed

a Messiah.

very

There

1S

nicely
no

in post-Old

such

figure

1 Enoch 1-36: 91-104; Assumption

Jubilees;
Oracles

IV; the War

Scroll,

Qumran,

nor

of
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the Second Cormnonwealth," Harvard Theological Review 52 (1959), 163179; Marinus de Jonge, "Two Messiahs in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs?" Tradition and Re-Interpretation
(1986), 150-162. The
priest from the tribe of Levi was to instruct the people until
Messiah King from the tribe of Judah arrived to lead the people in
the restoration.
Lou H. Silberman, "Two 'Messiahs' of the Manual of
Discipline," Vetus Testamentum 5 (1955), 77-82, believes the text is
at best ambiguous on the identity of two messiahs while Naftali
Wieder, "The Doctrine of the Two Messiahs among the Karaites,"
Journal of Jewish Studies 6 (1955), 14-25 takes for granted that both
were thought of as messiahs in the Qumran cormnunity as well as among
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the Messiah

appears

significant

role played by it.

The only extensive

pre-Christian

is in Psalms

of Solomon

Messiah

1S the king, the son of David,

role as the one who will defeat

description

17 (first

possess

settle the tribes

of 1 Enoch 90:37, but there 1S no

1n the dream-vision

of the Messiah that we

century

There

B.C.).

and we see him in a more

Israel's

enemies,

the

active

gather the people, and

in the land where he will be their judge.

will come under his yoke and he will rule in righteousness,
sinless and wise in his possession

of God's Holy Spirit.

a purely human figure functioning

1n an exclusively

The nations
because

he is

Yet, he is still

political

role.

The Psalms of Solomon connect the hatred of the Romans with the r1se
of messianic

hope so that at the time of Jesus, the picture of a political

figure is prominent
unpolitical

himself,

resurrection
emphasis

still received

for the messiah.

the designation

Yet Jesus, quite

of messiah

even though His kingdom was not of this world.

was not,

contemporary

however,

Judaism's

the messianic
Christ

among those looking

on the political

(Eph . 1:20)

as

emphasis had been, but rather on other elements

1n

on the heavenly

and his second coming

This carried

rule of the Risen

(cf. 1 Cor. 15:25 and Rev.).

on into the time of the post-apostolic
magas in Didache

1: 14.

He is preceded

by a fwIessianic and apocalypt i c enemy,

mikros

according

to the Epistle

fathers

of Barnabas

4.4 (cf. Daniel

"King," the Epistle to Diognetus 7.4 confirmed

the Karaites.

where

14.3 after the pattern of Malachi

he is called Basileus

calling Christ

The Christian

of the Messiah,

texts which concentrated

aspects

after His

the Basileus
7:24).

By

the dignity
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of the incarnate Son of God whose kingship 1S instituted by God the King.3
The Martyrdom of Po1ycarp also gives him the attribute sosas and the title
didaskalos

to the incarnate Christ as king.4

The usage in relation to the kingdom of God is in general the same
as 1n the ~~.

Kingdom of Christ as well as Kingdom of God are both used

1n the writings of the post-apostolic fathers.S

It is both eternal and

heavenly.S One comes into the kingdom as a gift.

The believer rece1ves,

encounters, sees and inherits the kingdom of God; he dwells, is found and
is glorified in it; he enters into it.7 Like the New Testament, the final
coming will take place with the return of Christ.S

The entry of the

Christian into the kingdom is linked with the sacrament and good works.
In the Shepherd of Hermes the comlng of the kingdom of God does not depend
on human works, but entry into it
moral perfection.9

1S

linked with a specific degree of

At a time when the Christians needed to distinguish

themselves from the pagans and defend themselves against false charges of

3Epistle to Diognetus 7.4.
4Martyrdom of Polycarp 9.3; 17.3.
Sl Clement 50:3; 2 Clement 12:2; Epistle of Barnabas 4:13; 7:11;
8:5 and 6; Martyrdom of Polycarp 22.1 and 3.
6Martyrdom of Po1ycarp 20.2; 22.3.
7Cf. respectively 2 Clement 12:1; Epistle of Barnabas 7:11;
Shepherd of Hermas Similitude 9,29,2; 9,13,2; Epistle of Barnabas
21:1; 2 Clement 9:6; Shepherd of Hermas Similitude 9,12,3; 4; 5; 8;
15,2,3; 16,2; 3; 4; 20,2; 3, Diognetus 9:1; 2 Clement 11:7. Cf. Karl
L. Schmidt, "Bas i Le i a (tau theou) in the Early Church," in Kittel,
TONT, vol. 1, 591-3 to which I am indebted for pointing me to the
sources.
81 Clement 50:3.
9Shepherd of Hermas Similitude 9,16,2; 2 Clement 6:9; 11:7.
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immorality,

the ethical

stress on the thought
decisi ve, however,
calls believers

of judgment

is strongly

emphasized. 10 There

in hope of the kingdom

that God Himself

brings

of God.ii

an the kingdom

is a
It 1S

and that

He

in Ghrist. 12

The apostolic
between

imperative

writings

the kingdom

and

are not clear 1n relation
In Barnabus

the Church.

to the distinction

8: 5-6 the kingdom

1S

purely eschatological.

There is nothing of this world about it; hence it

cannot be the church.

The eucharistic

distinction

between the kingdom and the ekklesia

His kingdom.

But the distinction

that the ekklesia

must be received

the same in the Shepherd
The Christian

in the Didache

provides

a

which Christ gathers into

fades in 2 Clement
like the basileia

14:3 to the extent
tou theou.13

It is

of Hermas. 14

Apologists,

the ethics of the Stoics,
of God. is

prayer

by the metaphysics

make little use of the concept

Their eschatology,

the idea of the perfection

influenced

of Plato and

of the kingdom

in so far as they have one, is dominated
of the individual

Christian.

The kingdom

by
1S

lOCf. Justo L. Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity, vol. 1 (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1984), 49-57 where he discusses many of the
accusations such as incest and cannibalism.

"2

Clement

17: 5 .

12Shepherd of Hermas

Similitude,

9,12,5;

cf. 9,12,8.

13Schmidt, "Bas i leLa (t ou theou) in the Early Church,"
TDNT, vol. 1, 593.

i

n Kittel,

14Ibid.
lSCf. R. Frick, Die Geschichte des Reich-Gottes-Gedankens
in der
alten Kirche bis zu Origenes u. Augustin (Giessen: Verlag von Alfred
Topelmann, 1928), 35-45.
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promised

as an eternal

sided ethicising
the second
popular

reward

for the righteous

In

This one-

of the thought of the kingdom of God 1S accompanied

century

religion

onwards

by a one-sided

1n the early Christian

trend in stories of martyrdom
pictures

an Justin .16

eschatologising

apocalypses

expressed

with

as

their Gnostic

and especially

1n burial inscriptions

of

aga1n

and

in the catacombs.i7
the

philosophical

East,

Clement

thinking

of

Alexandria

Platonism

and

reflects

Stoicism.

the

Faith

rn

progress replaces the biblical conception of the last judgment.iS
happens with Origin,

for whom the biblical

message

has hardly any place at all 1n his conception
In Judaism
Messiah

from

became

gradual
The same

of the last judgment

of the kingdom of God.19

from late ~n the first century C.E. the coming of the

a standard

nature and functions

part of the hope for the ideal future.

times.W

Ezra and 2 Baruch the messianic
the

The

of that figure were changed little from that of the

"deal king in Old Testament

cormnence with

Greek

resurrection

According

to Arthur

Ferch,

in 4

kingdom precedes the new aeon which will
of the dead.

However,

the

two

books

l°Dialogs of Justin 117.3.
HCf. Ascension

of Isaiah; 4 Ezra; Sibylline

18Clement of Alexandria,
19Kar1 Schmidt,

Stromata

Oracles.

II 4.19.3-4.

"Bas i Le i a ;" in Kittel, TDNT, vol. 1, 593.

20Joseph Klausner, The Messianic Idea 1n Israel, (New York:
Macmillan Co.: 1955): 519-31; Ellis Ri bki n , "Meaning of Messiah in
Jewish Thought," Union Seminary Quarterly Review, 26 (1971): 383406; Samson H. Levey, The Messiah:
An Aramaic
Interpretation
(Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College, 1974), XV111-XX; Leo Landman,
Messianism in the Talmudic Era (New York: KTAV, 1979), xi+xxx i v ;
Jacob Neusner, Messiah in Context: Israel's History and Destiny 1n
Formative Judaism (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984).
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disagree on what will happen to the inhabitants
of the messianic

of the kingdoms at the end

age:

Having put an end to the Roman armies and their leader, the Messiah
gathers all the remaining nations before his seat of judgment. Those
who oppressed Israel are put to the sword, the rest are spared to
serve his people ([2 Baruch] 72:1-6)
After his reign the
rlessiah returns to glory, which commentators understand to be a
reference to heaven ([2 Baruch] 30:1). This is quite different from
the picture of 4 Ezra 7:29-30, where the Messiah and all who live die
at the close of the messianic kingdom.2i
Both sides believed
The difference

was that 2 Baruch believed

of the Messianic
directly.

one entered heaven at the close of the Messianic

age

before

4 Ezra believed

heaven,

age.

there was no death at the end

that

1S,

you would

enter

heaven

everyone died at the end of the messianic

age

before they entered heaven.
In the Aramaic Targums the Messiah

is always called King Messiah.22

He is a thoroughly human, purely political figure who will defeat Israel's
enem1es
wi 11 be

and gather

rebui 1t and

prosperity.
expr es s i on of

he would

would

to the promised

he wi 11 rule

In later Judaism
a hope

kingship t~ Israel.
when

the diaspora

for

the

over

a realm

the thought
last

times

land, where
of peace

of the Messiah
when

God

the temple

and abundant
is always

the

manifest

his

will

God's plan of salvation for Israel would be fulfilled

finally

once

again establish

rule over all other nations,

with

his kingship

the messianic

in Israel

King

leading

who
the

way.23

2iArthur J. Ferch, "The Two Aeons and the Messiah in PseudoPhilo, 4 Ezra, and 2 Baruch," Andrews University Seminary Studies 15

(1977), 148.
22Samson H. Levey, The Messiah: An Aramaic
Interpretation
(Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College, 1974), 2, 5, 11, 15.

23Karl G. Kuhn, "Bas i Leus ;" in Kittel, TDNT, vol. 1, 571-574.
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In the second

century,

Bar Kochba was ki11ed--the
in as MessiaW4--a
evident

which

discovery

subsequently

Zech.

had a considerable

op1n10n

12: 10

of scholars

(' they

first became

development.

It was the

between

The earliest mention of this
a certain Rabbi Dosa and the

on the question

ben Joseph who was killed,
was slain.

in a tradition

in the same passage,

have run

1n

the other that it was for the

The death of the Josephite

introduced

as Tannaite

Messiah

15

a little farther

on

where his fate alarms the Messiah

him.26 Moore concludes

or not this notion

they

the mourning

was

God reassures

on him whom

of what

One of them (it is not clear which one) said that the mourning

also

gaze

the Messiah

1S

'evil impulse' which
supposed

and

through,')

for the Messiah

will

had failed

Son of David, there was to corne

Messiah ben Joseph.~

is a report of a difference

about.

concerning

that besides the Judean Messiah,

prevailing

revolt

man upon whom Rabbi Akiba had placed his hopes

curious aberration

another, an Ephraimite
Messiah

after the Bar Kochba

son of David till

that it is difficult

of a second Messiah

was already

to say whether

familiar

at this time

or not.
He does

speculate

that

its main

support,

if not

its origin,

1S

Obadiah verse 18: "The house of Jacob will be fire and the house of Joseph
flame, and the house

of Esau stubble;

and they will set them afire and

consume them, and there will be nothing

left of the house of Esau, for the

24Levey, 5; Landman,

xxvii-xx;

Klausner,

400-1.

25George Foot Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries
of the
Christian Era. The Age of the Tannaim, vol. 2 (Cambridge:
Harvard
University Press, 1927),370 for this and what follows.
For further
bib1iographical
information see Landmann, xxix-xxx.
26Suk.

52a.
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Lord says so. ,,27

In this verse R. Samuel

earlier

the

part

delivered
passage

of

third

century,

ben Nahman,

found

only into the hand of a descendant
in Sukk. 52a it appears

and his death were imagined
The

David.
references

rabbis
to

Esau

of Joseph.!

(Rome)

to precede
the

descendants

of the

would

Messiah

the coming of the Messiah
"houses"

who

would

of

Jacob

be

From the second

that the career of the Josephite

understood

their

that

a homilist

and

fulfill

the

Son of

Joseph

as

meSS1an1C

expectations.
No other particulars
of Beliefs and Opinions,
1S

hindering

God would

are forthcoming

he deals with Israel's

their redemption.

insight

lack of repentance

decrees

will be even more

which

severe

they will repent and thus be redeemed."

provides the Jewish tradition
further

In his Book

In the vision in Sanh. 97b, it says that

"raise up a king whose

those of Haman, whereupon

until Saadia Gaon.

concerning

than

Saadia

the cause of this visitation

and

into the first of the two Messiahs:

[Our forebears] also tell us that the cause of this [visitation]
will be the appearance in upper Galilee
of a man from among the
descendants of Joseph, around whom there will gather individuals from
among the Jewish nation.
This man will go to Jerusalem after its
seizure by the Romans and stay in it for a certain length of time.
Then they will be surprised by a man named Armilus, who will wage war
against them and conquer the city and subject its inhabitants to
massacre, captivity, and disgrace.
Included among those that will be
slain will be that man from among the descendants of Joseph ...•.
After hearing about these misfortunes, I looked into Scripture and
I found in it supports for each point in the account.
The first
namely, that the Romans will take Jerusalem at the time of the
redemption, is borne out by the Scriptural statement: And saviors

21Moore, 371.
28B. Bat. 123b: Tanh. 9.4 on Gen. 37:l£f., Pt. 4.
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come up on mount Zion to judge the mount of Esau (Obad , 21) .29

shall

The Josephite

Messiah

Davidic Messiah.

was the Messiah who would

prepare

the way for the

21 in a unique way to say that

Note how he used Obadiah

the Romans are the saviors who ascend Mount Zion to deliver the Jews from
Mount Esau.

One would have expected

to find the opposite

verse 21 not yet as the redemption,

is apparently

interpreting

the beginning

of the redemption.

into the desert after deteriorating

but only

That is, Mount Zion had to be captured

first so that Rome could defeat Esau for Israel.

There Elijah would manifest

except that he

Israel would be driven

relations with the world governments.

himself to them and then the redemption

would

come with the Davidic Messiah.~
There were
appear.

two possi b i Lities of how

If Israel did not repent then the events just rehearsed

Josephite messiah would come to pass.
none of these events would

Among

the early

have to take place and the Josephite

what is described

church

in Ezekiel

and' Joseph/Ephraim

These two will combine

fathers

might

with the

However, if Israel did repent,

would simply serve as a herald proclaiming

Judah

the Josephi te messiah

Messiah
coming.31

the Davidic Messiah's

this passage

was seen to parallel

37:15-21 where the future reunification

is symbolized

in the

to form a federation

then

joining

of two

that will destroy

of

sticks.

Idumea and

29Saadiah (ben Joseph) Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions,
trans. Samuel Rosenblatt.
Yale Judaica Series, vol. 1 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1948, 301-2.
30 Ibid., 304.
3i Ibid.
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devour

it .32 Jerome interprets

sancta outside

this spiritually

of which there is no salvation.

her are sanctified

for

Church are the stubble

the Lord

(Is. 6),

as referring

to the una

The saints who die inside

but the heretics

that will be destroyed

outside

by the fire which

the

is the

Word of the Lord (Ps. 18:30).n
The Christian
understanding.~

scholars

They believed,

house of Jacob

explained

Ages carry forward

as did those who preceded

this same

them, that the

stood for the house of Judah and the house of Joseph was

In the reformation

Israel.

of the Middle

that the house

period

of Joseph

this is also what Calvin
was Israel according

said.

He

to synecdoche.~

Luther, too, equated the house of Joseph with the kingdom of Israel.
he found another
should

be taken

reason

for' believing

spiritually

returned after the Babylonian
what

follows

interpreters

the latter part of this prophecy

"Joseph

[10 tribes

of Israel]

21 because

both

both verses

as relating

to the establishment

Jewish

and

kingdom: for Jews it was the earthly kingdom, for Christians,
But not all Christian
Alexandria' and

his

never

capti vi ty. ,,36We have included verse 18 with

verse

concern1ng
viewed

since

Thus

cormnentators shared

counterpart

school,

of the

the Church.

this concern.

in the Antiochene

Christian

Cyril of

Theodore

of

~Jerome, In Abdiam, CCL 76, 368; Cyril, In Abdiam, MPG 71, 594
B; Theodore of Mopsuestia, In Abdiam, MPG 81, 1715-1718.
33Ibid., 369.
~Cf. Haymo of Auxerre,

Enarratio

in Abdiam Prophetam,

MPL 117,

126; Hugh of St. Victor, Expositio Moralis in Abdiam, MPL 175, 394;
Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam, MPL 168, 394-5.
~John Calvin, Cormnentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 2,
trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Co., 1950), 451.
36Luther, Abdias

Propheta,

WA 13, 221.
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Mopsuestia,

21.

have

little meSSianiC

They are more

Theodore
himself

concerned

of Mopsuestia

flavor in their

with how these events

believed

them the very salvation

they needed.~

ma tched man's

Theodoret's

messianic

expectations

contemporary
receive

audience,

the gifts

as

of our

concern

rather

promising

God's

with

on verse

to Israel.37

happened

that in the Old Testament,

a "true king" to the people of Obadiah's

need. 39

commentaries

Yahweh proved

time because

He brought

grace in the Old Testament
is

also

applying

not

the

so much
events

with

to

his

that those who do not imitate Esau will

blessed

Lord Jesus

Christ

upon

entering

the

kingdom.40
The Latin theology

of the West, as found in Augustine,

the active realization

of the kingdom

in the identification

of the kingdom

comment on Obadiah

of God on earth finding
with

the Church.41

believed

in

its climax

In Augustine's

21, Mount Zion and Mount Esau are two churches which

37Cyril, Commentarius in Abdiam ProphetamMPG
71, 596B, following
the Septuagint says that those who are saved by God who Himself burst
through the chains of their servitude, these will ascend and take
revenge on Mt. Esau.
He says that the battle against Idumea took
place after the captivity and the God of all also ruled over them.
Although He had rejected Judah because it had served Baal and the
golden calf, He then accepted them back in mercy and reconciliation
and ruled over them once again.
Theodore of Mopsuestia, In Abdiam,
MPG 66, 3178 talks about life in the kingdom as the Lord and creator
of all distributes life,and fortune by the decision of His will to
His own and to those viewed as foreigners.
~Theodore

of Mopsuestia,

In Abdiam,

MPG 66, 317B.

39Joanne McWilliams Dewart, The Theology of Grace of Theodore of
Mopsuestia,
Catholic University
of America Studies in Christian
Antiquity. ed. Johannes Quasten, no. 16 (Washington D.C.: Catholic
University of America Press, 1971), 28.
4OTheodoret, In Abdiam, MPG 81, 1717D.
4iSchmidt, "Basileia,"

TDNT. vol. 1, 593.
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ultimately

join together,

like the olive tree and the branch grafted

into the one kingdom of God, the Church.~
that the Savior wants

a

world.

They will

His apostles

ascend

In a similar vein. Jerome notes

of the church

the mountain

to be saVIors

of the church

against

preparing

the

the kingdom

knowledge

of

the saviors

apostles.~

And

who

while

they

(the

ascend

de Lyra specifies

Mount

Zion because

are being

apostles)

are

that Peter and Paul

they

since he viewed Mount Esau as Rome

he surely borrowed

which

for the Lord when He returns again.~

In the Middle Ages, Nicolaus
are

God

to the

and put down the

pride of the Jews and the pride of all other mountains
erected

in,

from the Jews), he also pinpointed

are

the principle

(a designation

which

the reversal between

Mount Esau and Mount Zion at the time of Constantine

who had previously

persecuted

and defended

the church but then took up Christianity

it so

that the church was built up through Rome, its one time enemy.

Thus the

kingdom, the Church, was established

But Lyra

also

looked

completely

forward
subject

A similar

to a time

in the

future

when

everything

would

be

yet of the kingdom

IS

to Christ.~

tension

~Augustine,
~Jerome,

at the time of Constantine.

between

De Civitate

In Abdiam,

the now and not

Dei, 18.31, MPL 41, 588.

CCL 76, 374.

44Ibid.
~Nicolaus de Lyra, Liber Abdiae: Biblia cum postillis, vol. 3,
col. 8a. On verses 19-20 he had also identified those who conquered
the Canaanites up to Sarepta as the 70 disciples sent out by our Lord
to convert the Canaanites in France (a tradition of the rabbis who
equated Sarepta with France). Those from Sepharad were James and his
disciples who converted the south which he identifies with Spain.
~Ibid.
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evident

in Rupert

inheritance

where the kingdom

was equated

with the Church as "the

of the saints. ,,47 But this inheritance

second coming of Christ when the inheritance
of these emphases

are in Rupert's

present kingdom

Both

of Luke 22:29-30,

just as my Father conferred one on me,

at my table

of the Church established

ensure our participation

to the

would be made complete.

v~ew of the promise

"And I confer upon you [a kingdom]
so that you may eat and drink

also pointed

in my kingdom. ,,48 Thus,

the

by Christ the King was given to

in the future heavenly kingdom

of Christ.

Haymo

is quick to point out that the rule of the Lord will not be geographically
limi ted

to Zion,

but wi 11 be

in many

diverse

places. 49

definite

sense that the kingdom would be fully ushered

There

as the Jewish commentators

The Medieval
did not perceive
the age.

words,
that

as a prelude
"the kingship
"His

kingdom

looking toward the end times
as equivalent

to the telos of

would rule and then the end would come.

We

section how Saadia Gaon believed that Obadiah 21 was

a reference to Rome taking Jerusalem
occur

while

the advent of King Messiah

heard in the previous

located

believed.

Jewish expectation,

First the Messiah

a

in with the return

of Christ on the last day and that it would not be territorially
1n Palestine

was

captive as one of the acts which must

to the final deliverance. 50
will
is

belong

not

to Yahweh"

absolute

(or

Ras h i

interpreted

as a lesson

perfect

47Rupert of Deutz, In Abdiam Prophetam,

and

to his hearers

whole)

MPL 168, 400.

48Ibid.
49Haymo of Auxerre,

In Abdiam,

MPL 117, 128.

50Saadia Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions,

the

302.

until

He
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vindicates His people conc e rru.ng

that one (Es au ) .,,5i Obadiah's words were

a comfort to a people unsure of whether

the kingdom

had come yet or not.

The Christians

said that it had already

come, but Rashi

cannot

be the

case

Church

Although

Rashi

and

affirmed

their own and their people's

since

Esau/Edom/the

Saadia

Gaon

had

would

rise

original

and

restore

sovereignty.S3

dispersed

of Israel.

days and

sacrifices

the kingdom
He would

would

once

both

for the kingdom.

the bel ief that the King Messiah

1S

of David

to its former

the sanctuary

laws would

state

and

and gather

the

all be reinstituted

again be offered.

Jubilee years would again be observed

in existence.

interpretations,

expectations

rebuild

The ancient

is still

different

In The Code of Maimonides52 there

says that this

in accordance

The

in his

Sabbatical

and

with the commandments

set forth in the Law.~
Rabbi
envisioned
Gentiles
in the

Kimhi,
a kingdom

(especially
land of

who

lived

which

around

gloried

the

same

time

Edom) after the Messiah had established

Israel.55

Yet,

there

would

be

Gentiles, 'although t.hey had done so to the Jews.

Obadias,

~Maimonides

Maimonides,

in the triumph of the Jews over the
his kingship

no enslavement

Gentiles by the Jews, nor would there be severe treatment

~Rashi,

as

of

the

inflicted on the

The submission

to the

896.

lived 1135-1204 A.D.

53The Code of Maimonides
Book Fourteen: The Book of Judges,
trans. Abraham M. Hershman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1949,
239. Obadiah 21 is included in his list of citations.
I

54Ibid.
55prank Ephraim
Talmage,
David
Kimhi:
The
Man
and
Commentaries. (Cambridge, r~: Harvard University Press, 1975),

the

151.
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"government

of the Israel" would entail only a temporary

order that the Gentiles

acqu i r'ea sense of humility.56

return

exception

home,

with

the

of Edom

whose

subservience

in

Then they could all

territories

would

most

or other-worldly.

In

likely all be judaized.~
Yet none of this
fact,

it is a rather

little eschatological

is especially

mundane,
fervor.

apocalyptic

non-apocalyptic,

historical

account

That is because both Maimonides

much the same as the later rabbis, distinguished
and the days of the Messiah.~

Maimonides

with

and Kimhi,

between the world to come

writes:

And all of the benefits about which the prophets prophesied to Israel
only concern corporeal matters which Israel will enjoy in the days of
the Messiah at the time when sovereighty
(sic) (memshalah) will
return to Israel. But, the benefit of the life of the world-to-come
has no tangible evaluation or depictation (sic) . . . It is as Isaiah
said, 'No eye has seen but Thine 0' (sic) God what He will do for
those who wait for Him.' (Isaiah 64:3) ...
The Sages said that all
the prophets only prophesied about the days of the Messiah but not
g
about the world-to-come.
The Messianic

era was the prelude

to the world-to-come

because

restore the Jewish people to their full national sovereignty.
same sentiment
2l.~

of the polemical

Nizzahon

This is the

Vetus when it cites Obadiah

In such a free state they could exerC1se

56See his comment

it would

the central

on Is. 24:22 as cited 1n Talmage,

15-

institutions
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57 Ibid.
~David Novak, "Maimonides Concept
Religious Studies 9:2 (1982), 43.
~Mishnah

Teshubah,

of the Messiah,"

8.7 cited 1n Novak,

Journal

of

43-4.

~The Jewish-Christian Debate in the High Middle Ages, A critical
edition
of the Nizzahon Vetus, trans. David Berger. JUDAICA Text
and Translations, no. 4 (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society
of America, 5739-1979), 74.
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of the Torah such as kingship
not consider
of life
moral

the Messianic

and intellectual
had said

The reformers
of the

Messiah

that,

before

Such could
in

this

when confronted
rejected

would precede

opinions

possess

life

(1530 A. D.)

Confession
Jewish

era as a conditio

the world-to-come.62

in

Christians

and the Temple cult. 61 Yet,

Sl.ne qua non for
be obtained

world,

similar

through
to

a worldly

resurrection

the coming of the
states:

last

Luther

living
the

a

early

the

dead,

consistently

saints
all

too,

are

the rule

certain

and which teach

and godly

the

followed

that

The Augsburg

day.

"Rejected

kingdom and annihilate

conunentary on Obadiah,
who had gone before

of

what

opinion

which are even now making an appearance

the

attainment

with persecution.~

the Jewish millennial

explicitly

t-laimonides did

godless.

,,64

the Christian

men will
In

his

exegetes

him:

So here [verse
21] the apostles
and other
disciples
are called
"saviors,"
men who by preaching
that
joyful
Gospel message have
certainly
freed them from all the assaults
of Satan and from the
gates of hell; men who have judged them in faith,
who have ruled them
with just judgment, and thus have prepared the eternal
kingdom for
the Lord .65
Calvin
preserve

his

also

believes

own people.

these

saV10rs

Thus Calvin

are

calls

Christ's

ministers

them "preservers.

,,66

to
The

61Novak, 46.
62Novak, 47.

trans.

64"Augsburg Confession,"
Article
17 in The Book of Concord,
and ed. Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia:
Fortress
Press,

1959), 38-9.
65Luther, Abdias Propheta,

trans.

WA13, 223.

66John Calvin. Conunentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets,
vol. 2,
John Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm.B. Eerdmans Co., 1950),454.
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existence

of these sav~ors

or preservers

refutes

the Jews:

They [the Jews] confess that the Messiah would be the Redeemer of his
people, but they ascribe this office to him in a general way, as they
do to David and other kings.
But it certainly appears from this
passage that the Messiah would not be from the common class, for
saviours would be under him as his ministers.
This the Jews dare not
deny, though they grumble:
for it would be absurd that he should be
one of their number ...
It hence certainly appears, that Christ is
to be distinguished
from all others, and that others are saviours
under his authority; and such were the apostles, and such are all at
this day, the labour and ministry of whom God employs to defend and
support his church.~
In the kingship

of Yahweh,

of the prophecy

because

his church.

prevail
of God's

finds the culmination

there Obadiah

God is to be regarded

of the church.
his word.

Calvin

and true meaning

is talking about Christ's

rule over

as king in our lives and in the life

This means that all must submit to him and to the rule of

The Church has no existence

in its authority
kingdom.~

where the Word of God does not so

that the height of man is subjected

Calvin's

sovereignty

of God doctrine

to the yoke

shows

through

very clearly at this point.
Thus we see that the eschatological
carried

through

Reformation
another
church.

and

perhaps

as they awaited

sense,

The Jews,

over all the nations

lines,

in the Middle

the future kingship

on the other
Messiah

of Yahweh

had already

and

even though,

the
in

come in Christ and His

side of the battle
who would

Ages

grounds,

constantly

restore the kingdom

and rule

with Israel once again as His prized possession.

It ~s no surprise
the

augmented

they knew the kingdom

looked for the political

behind

even

fervor of the early church was

to hear that, here too, question

affecting

67Calvin, 454-5.
68Calvin, 455.

the

ongolng

battle

over

2 was operating
this

theme's
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interpretation.
doctrine

The kingship

of eschatology

1n the kingdom
Its central

from Rosenthal

1n either camp.

of the church

character

of Yahweh

or was

for the Jewish

on the two-fold

was at the heart
Was Yahweh's

kingship

it still awaiting
hermeneutic

task of Jewish

and core of the
established

its establishment?

is evident

1n this quote

interpretation:

Its principal object was to explain the tenets of biblical religious
culture to each generation in order to give the life of the community
and the individual member guidance and direction, and to strengthen
their faith in the existence and absolute, simple unity of God, his
revelation in history through the Torah, his promise of the kingdom
of God on earth and the final redemption at the end of days through
the Messiah, son of David.
The second objective was the defence of
these concepts against Muslims and Christians in so far as these two
daughter religions claimed to have superseded Judaism.~
The first objective
second

was

attempts

initiated
to

disputations
One

was operative

convert

as the Christians
the

of the Middle

can

see the

above 1S compared

throughout

Jews

early and later Judaism.

became

through

the

more

aggressive

crusades

and

The

in their

the

forced

Ages.ro

polar

opposites

with one of Calvin's

of the

two

fundamental

camps

when

exegetical

the

quote

principles:

"We must read the Scripture wi th the purpose of finding Christ in it.
Anyone who deviates from this may labor and study all his life, but
he will not come to a knowledge of the truth. ,,71
Thii is at the heart and core of the Christian/Jewish
The Christian

exegetes

all of Scripture.

believed

The Jewish

that they must ultimately

interpreter,

whose Messiah

69Erwin I. J. Rosenthal,
Studia Semitica, vol.
(Cambridge, England: University Press, 1971), 246.
MRosenthal,
the forced upon
1413 in Tortosa.
7iCR 47,
Principles,"

256. The public disputations
the Jews in
1240 in Paris,

confrontation.
find Christ

in

had not yet come,

1 Jewish

Themes

he is referring

to are
and

1263 in Barcelona

125, quoted in Hans-Joachim Kraus,
Jnterpretation
31 (1977), 17.

"Calvin's

Exegetical
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could,

at the most,

the literal
spiritual

mean1ng

prom1ses

was closely

by Rashi,

the positive

the prophets

to the Messiah.

linked

Kimhi

assertion

and prom1se

claim

that the promise

of the final

that

of the Christian

Jewish

of the Messiah

redemption

notes

to Messiahship

and the other medieval

exile have still to be fulfilled. ,,72

72Rosenthal, 260.

Rosenthal

to the refutation

"The Christian

interpretation.

was countered
with

find

of Israel

of Jesus

commentators
contained

1n

suffering

1n

CONCLUSION

How well have our four questions
about the hermeneutical

enterprise?

history of interpretation
the

themselves

for exegetical

translation

depended

level

1),

(Question

only had the Septuagint

on the plain

before them.

of the

the sense

of the words

First of all, which verS10n

The two Theodores,

interpretations

the importance

theology.

on a number of factors.

was the interpreter using?
different

That 1S the subject of the first part

The second part will discuss

of our conclusion.

On

served us and what do they tell us

for instance, came up with

sense of the words

because

they

Those who had more than one verS10n

before their eyes, as for example Jerome, could make a choice as to which
words of the text should

be included.

furthered

interpretation,

his particular

If there were no variants
disagreement
And,

between

if there

"Sepharad,"

was

or

Jewish and Christian

or

phrase.

was

was

unclear,

such as

such as with

"the

that of
sons of

then we noticed an exchange of ideas between

interpreters,

There

no

on the basic sense of the words.

unclear,

the latter almost always borrowing from

the former if there was an otherwise
word

theology, or application.'

meaning

if the granunar was

Israel who are Canaanites,"

chosen were those that

in the text then there was virtually

the interpreters

a term whose

The words

no fear

scant amount of information
on either

iCf. for instance, the discussion
the section on Edom's condemnation.
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side when

on the

it came

to

on the word SIr 1n verse 1 1n
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consulting

the other about questions

Questions
different agaln.
literal

meaning

significance
proverbial

of

of translation.

on the significance

of the text, however, were something

When the Christians
of the text
Edom's

they

could agree,

inclusion

enemy of Israel.

for instance,

in the prophecy

was

that

The theme of lex talionis

used by Obadiah had the significance
God's law of retribution

were simply trying to determine

of vengeance

for both sides.

Yahweh, a theme whose significance

scholars

another
points
much

Verses

in the significance

of the

information

in those

verses

he provides,

it was

the

The significance
today disagree

of the day of
on, was viewed
for any time

in Obadiah's

case,

the cup of wrath as a talion tool provided

area of agreement.

clearer

the

and equal justice under

God visited his wrath upon his people and especially,
The significance-of

that

and the formula

by almost all except some in the Middle Ages as a designation

upon Edom.

the

and

1-16 provided
literal

for agreement

sense.2

can be dealt

and parallel passages

Obadiah's

with

on many

words

are

by utilizing

the

in the Old Testament

and

common history.
But once the interpreters

came to the more perceived

sections or the book, or sections where the terminology
were less clear, the disagreement
became more pronounced

on the significance

eschatological

and language used

and the application

as theologies and different canons came into play.

2Here we are only talking about the interpreters trying to get
at the basic meaning of the text.
Obviously
they disagreed
considerably in their allegorical and tropological interpretations.
Those
interpretations
I would
consider
under
the aspect
of
application, although it is true that some felt the author's intent
included the allegorical or spiritual interpretation.
The metaphor
in verse 16 is a unique case since metaphors by their very nature
provide more room in establishing their significance.
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The reason

for

longer working
Scripture

the more

to play a much

interpreters'

of

the New

interpreter's
interaction
present
the

key

role

and

community

significance

the

text

and

of Obadiah's

the kingdom

their

well

as

for

of the text took shape according

canons of
The

prophecy in the
The

to the ongoing
to make

application

no

and thus they

of Christ.

attempts

the

were

in the discussion.

for which they were interpreting.
as

they

to the New Testament

that is, fulfillment

Testament

1S that

Their respective

canon, on the other hand, extended
with

significance

more

canon extended

found the significance,
church

disagreement

with just the text of Obadiah.

came

Christian

pronounced

Jewish

rabbinic

it real

This
of

to

the

held true for

the

text.

to its application

The

at that

time.
But did this not also happen

in the Christian

camp?

While

true we often witnessed

this with answers to the fourth question

application

the var10US

hold

with

throughout
respect

to aspect

church, and the kingdom
had

rather

constant

.in t erpre t at ions of most
significance

Zion

as the

of Yahweh as the kingdom
interpretations
of these

same

church,

the

with

future.

The

the

as a physical,

as the

of Christ and the- church

throughout.
themes were

expected

This spiritualization,

more

The

Jewish

in flux.

The

in one sense,

literal

fulfillment

Jews, but the restoration

literal restoration.

the

however, must be seen 1n
of the prophecy

land of Israel itself may have become

minds of dispersed

Land

for a return to the land--a necessity for fulfilling

more remote.

tension

regarding

the same does not

of Zion and the land became more spiritualized,

as the conditions
Law--became

2.

themes of Obadiah,

it is

spiritualized

an the
1n the

of the land was always viewed

That literal restoration

was viewed
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in the light of events

of the day, whether

political

or ecclesiastical

Rome was in power.
The Jewish
the

political

fulfillment

expectation

events

of

of Obadiah

of Yahweh's

their

They

day.

17-21 with

speculation

interpretation

as it looked forward

events of the New Testament

to a fulfillment

Their agreement
on questions

a greater disparity

with the unenviable
interpreters

of translation.
tradition

served

sources

reformation.

of their

time, much

s~aring of scholarship
The question
really a product

Luther

the

lines.

in interpretation,

agreed on these points,

them all.

as the controlling
exegesis

But

by and large.
as it had been

there was a lack of information
feature

until

in
the

of the Jewish middle ages and

and Calvin

as Jerome

and

in Jewish haggadah which later

task of harmonizing

Because

more literal and more questioning
the Christian

between

was not on the basis of the text, however,

the text itself,

in the

about who Obadiah was and

a lot of reading

indeed there was quite a varied tradition

Jewish and Christian

two-

not yet realized.

found the fulfillment

questions

3) required

Here one might have expected

rabbis inherited

messianic

church.

to the isagogical

(aspect

the

new meaning in each age of Jewish

on the other hand, consistently

when he lived

for

came which survived up through the middle ages.

of the prophecy received

The answers

looked

And even after that, another

The fulfillment

Christians,

early on was tied to

each new messiah who came along until

the failure of the Bar Kochba revolt.
fold messianic

kingship

had

both looked
done

in his

to the Jewish
time.

Mutual

could occur on the life and times of Obadiah.

of what

this text said to the people of the day was

or sum of the answers

to the first three questions.

For
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instance, an interpreter

like Jerome could make a choice on which vocables

to use in his exposition

of the text according

his

text

application

significance,
connected

of

the

the

significance

to the application

For instance,
interpretation
theology

on

of the people
their

mi l i tated

A

perhaps

scholars

literal

stayed

of Obadiah

directly

militated

for the Christians.
that moved

of the text.

not even aware of how their environment

And

of the text,
them.

than others, and if

we might say that there was considerably

agreement

Jewish and Christian

isagogical
intertwined

information.

seeking

out explicit

attempting

Questions

determine

to explain

interpreters

the

explanations

two and four, however,
cultural

and historical

significance

of

the

on questions

sense and the
are much more
context.

text

in the text or in related

the significance

more

one and three are concerned

1ssues such as the grammat~cal

with one's theological,

Interpreters

Questions

to

I am sure both

was influencing

provided more room for agreement

more neutral

their

The needs

we were to note a pattern,

with relatively

I am

for at the time also contributed

by a search for the true mean1ng

one and three than on two and four.

their

By the same token, a spiritual

was a strong factor on either side.

and significance

possible between

of

with the Literal

that these were the only forces

they were interpreting

Some questions

was

17-21 partly because

against millenialism

also motivated

questions

the text

fulfillment

interpretation.

Tradition

interpretation

sides were

from

on

influence

he would later utilize.

it.

suggesting

interpretation.

one derived

in one case Jewish

against any christological

by no means

Similarly,

on.

of the themes found in Obadiah

depended

interpretation

later

to how it would

either

by

t xts, or by

of the text on the basis of their
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own

theological

sought

When

orientation.

the significance

Usually

question

As an example,

referents

4--they

from

However,

applying

the term to each other.

On questions

insistence

of

referents

radically

different

they

seeking

referents.

two

tex~s,

different

But when they

of who Edom might be, they ended up

fulfillment,

of prophetic

to

or

they all agreed that the referent of Edom at the time of

for contemporary

lead

when

of their own time--in effect,

came up with

searched

will

side

in such cases they were dealing

Obadiah was to the ldumeans, the perennial enemy of Israel.

significance

either

the text of Obadiah

for terms at the time of Obadiah.

sought out contemporary
to answer

interpreters

of terms only utilizing

related texts. they could agree.
wi th referents

the

which

rn

essence

two different

significances

on a literal fulfillment

seek

theological

for

of Obadiah's

the

deeper

orientations

text.

prophecy

the

The

Jewish

coincided with

their view that God would one day establish Israel as his earthly kingdom
to rule

over

all

t.he other

nat.ions.

spirit.ual fulfillment. stenuned from
established

his kingdom

th t the possessions
prophecy
world.

had

aken

The Jews believed

place

either

found themselves

belief

that

on earth.

described
as the

Christ.ian insistence

a

had already

Christians

in the

church

God

on

believed

latter part of the

spread

throughout

the

this was still to take place in the future.

Both were dealing with
conclusions

their

with his church

that Obadiah

already

The

because

the same text, but they came to different

of their theological

stance or because

they

having to go outside the Hebrew canon of Scripture.

The

future tenses of verses

17-21 demanded

the future.

interpreters

The Jewish

they look for the fulfillment

looked to writings

in

of the rabbinic
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sages of the common era and each subsequent
to the

writings

questions

of

regarding

the New

which they were reading.

They

Testament.

the significance

era. while Christians
found

answers

looked

to

thei r

of the text in these "second texts"

Appendix A includes a summary of the conclusions

reached with the four questions

in each of the themes.

The Value of the History of Exegesis
It

i

s hoped

interpretation.

scholars

our

perusal

through

with all the different

take place, might
hermeneutical

that

initiate

battles.

can work

the

battles

annals

of

Obadiah'

of interpretation

some peace treaties

5

we saw

in our own contemporary

showing places where today's Jewish and Christian

together

.on

a text.

Conversely,

pointed out where peace treaties are unlikely

our study also

has

ever to occur between Jews

and Christians.
Another benefit of this enterprise was to gain a perspective
own

interpretation

exegesis

of

Obadiah.

helps us determine

Our

whether

something new, something borrowed
possibilities

of interpretation

have been brought

to light.

marriage

to understand

church

our own exegesis

or something

were discovered

history

is something

untrue--to

the text.

and
old,
Some

that might otherwise never

There were some other interpretations

maybe should never again be brought to light.
in beginning

of

for our

Actually.

that

all were helpful

the history of a text that otherwise

might go

unnoticed.
We
materials

have
an

critical age.

been

exposed

the commentary

to

a

largely

literature

unexplored

body

of

primary

of the pre-enlightenment,

pre-

This not only gave us insight into how the interpretation
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of Obadiah was influenced
but

also

Obadiah's

how Obadiah

by the age within which the interpreter

itself

influenced

life as an anti-Edomite

interpreter

and his age.

text brought expression

to the enmity

between Jews and Christians demonstrating,

that

lived,

as Karlfried Froelich comments,

"the immense power of biblical language (understood or misunderstood)

that

not only shapes [life] now but has shaped a great deal of human life and
,

action in a decisive manner.

The history of exegesis gives us insights

"J

into the history of the text's
with insights

into history

interpretation,

itself.

but it also provides

The two can accomplish

us

more together

than apart.
We have
exegesis.

answered

how

But how does

history

it benefit

school of thought, reader-response

of exegesis

benefits

history

the he rmeneut i ca l enterprise?

and
One

criticism, would like to say that what

we have done here is to prove
that there is no such thing as exegesis without presuppositions, and
that one's presuppositions--indeed
all of one's dispositions,
ideologies, and convictions, not only about the text but about life
and meaning itself--cannot possibly be discarded, removed like so
much excessive clothing, when coming to a text. The reader-r~sponse
view goes beyond this exegetical commonplace in asserting that there
j s in fact no such thing as an "objective" text to which a reader
brings his or her "subjective" predispositions:
texts do not exist
apart' from those who read them; and meanings cannot be located
anywhere outside of those who bring them to the texts.4
1 agree

with

interpreter

the

first

part

of

Ehrman's

statement.

who can come to the text with no bias.

There

However,

this study has gone beyond the second part of his statement

is

no

I believ

in asserting

3Karlfried Froehlich, "Church History and the Bible,"
Quarterly 5:2 (1991), 139.

Lutheran

4Bart D. Ehrman, "The Text of Mark in the Hands of the Orthodox, "
~utheran Quarterl~ 5:2 (1991), 144-5.
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that

answers

to questions

one and

three

of

the text

can provide

.i nterpreter wi th "objective" grounds for discussion on the text.

an

Granted,

there are factors such as textual variants and hapax legomena which make
this ground,

at times,

fairly constant
Questions
objection.

~onetheless,

rather shaky.

interpretation

with regard to questions

two and four, however,

"'Subjective'

predispositions"

a firm foundation
Christian
it was

interpreter

sense.

of a text and how it relates

Theology

he could

not make

is not neutral.

against me" (Matt. 10:30).

One's

of Obadiah between

interpretation.

And,

sense of the text in its
"He that

is not

culture and historical

also bring to bear on the significance
All three of these were

on the

There was also a reason why the

insisted on a Christological

because

insisted

And, it was not only because they wanted

for their exegesis.

not always

literal

of Obadiah.

to Ehrman's

will be a part of any attempt

There was a reason why Jewish scholars

literal fulfillment

a

one and three.

are much more prone

to grapple with the theology or fulfillment
to the reader.

we have witnessed

situation

and the application

factors in the struggle

for me

is

will

of the text.

over the interpretation

the Jews and Christians.

The 'annals of Obadiah's

interpretation

also record times of peace and cooperation
There were cultural, historical
scenes which affected

are full of conflict,

but

between exegetes of both sides.

and theological

forces working behind the

and colored interpretations

at times.

this study will help us see some of the forces which

But perhaps

are acting upon us

behind the scenes, so to speak, in our own interpretations.

At any rate,

having conducted this study, we have the consolation of Karlfried Froelich
who says:
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What we need first is a knowledge of the material regardless of its
aimed usefulness, inroads into the vast maze the coherence of which
we can only guess. The surprises in the field are normal for work in
relatively unknown sources, and much initial effort has to be wasted
as long as there is no glimpse of a pattern as yet.
It is the
cumulative effect of surprises that removes surprise and will make a
surer approach possible.
We may still need quite a number of less
successful studies tracing the history of specific texts as well as
the underlying history of hermeneutics before we will really know
what questions to ask and how to make selections.S

5Froehlich,

137.
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GLOSSARY

Christian

Interpreters

Hesychius
a revision
a martyr

of Jerusalem

under

Diocletian.

as the steward
Ephraem

of 1 Kings

writings

school

after

the

to Jerome, he prepared

He may have also died

comments

on Obadiah

and a brief discussion

as

are really

of Obadiah's

identity

18.

As a well learned ascetic

b i b li ca I exegete
exegetical,

have a repetitious

a theological
theology

His sparse

i

Syrus (ca. 306-73).

His voluminous

According

and the Gospels.

.

headings

to be a valuable

Syria.

(ca. 300).

of the Septuagint

only three chapter

proved

OF INTERPRETERS

and writer

dogmatic,

style compounded

in Edessa which
condemnation

of

Ephraem

for the church

controversial

Nestorius

in

and ascetical

with metaphors.

later became

Syrus

He started

the home of Antiochene
at

431 Council

the

of

Ephesus.2
Theodore

of ~opsuestia

(ca. 350 - ca. 428).

who followed

a literal

historical

on the minor

prophets

followed

believed

emulated

in the ordering

prophet

was

spoke to the situation

approach

Antiochene

to the text.

the chronology

of Hebrew

His commentaries
history

of the Septuaglntal

of his day and his prophecy

1~uth~ran Cvclopedia, ed. Erwin L. Lueker
Publishing House, 1975 rev.), 377.

theologian

which

canon.

he

Each

should be read

(St. Louis:

Concordia

2Lutheran
Cvclopedi'a, 571, 704; Oxford
Dictionary
of the
Christian Church, ed. F. L. Cross (New York: Oxford University Press,
1957), 455-6.
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There was very little spiritualizing

~n light of that history.
text s~nce, according

to Theodore

the text was readily

usable

unjustly

condemned

Constantinople

for

and the Antiochene

as it was found.3

christological

Antiochene

heresies

of Mopsuestia,

to

Cyril
Theophilus

or

of

Theodoret was influenced
of the

of Alexandria
as archbishop

its height

proclaimed

as heretical
origin

exegetical' commentary
end,

the

(ca.

Only then could

two

were

After
in 412,

under Cyril.
doctrine

not

always

on Obadiah

Alexandrian

He successfully

to Antiochene

demonstrates
school's

clearly

his

uncle

the see of Alexandria

on the two natures

opposition

so

succeeding

at the Council of Ephesus 431.
his

the exegete

exegesis.5

376-444).

of Alexandria

whose

and

(the

of patristic

in power

Nestorius

Alexandrian

As such, it should be adhered to as much

allegory

in the practice

Antiochene

the

Council

both of whom were prime representatives

this was not possible.

typology

distinguished

In

the

later

school of exegesis which held that the literal sense ~s usually

as possible unless

reached

at

were

tn 553.4

the intended sense of the text.

resort

school, the bulk of

His writings

Theodoret of Cyrrhus (386/93- before 466).
by Theodore

of the

deposed

the

of Christ

was

Despite

theologians,

the influence

theology

Cyril's

became

his

of Antioch.
the

dominant

--------------

3Cf. Dimitri Z. Zaharopoulos, Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Bible
(New York: Paulist Press, 1989), 126; Theodore of Mopsuestia
In
Joelis, "Prologue," MPG 66, 212AB; Allen E. Johnson, "Methods and
Presuppositions of Patristic Exegesis in the Formation of Christian
Personality," Dialog 16 (1977),187-8.
4Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible
York: Philosophical Library, 1952), 15.
5Lutheran Cyclopedia,

286, 759; Johnson,

1n the Middle Ages

188.

(New
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exegetical

authority

after

the

condemnation

of

Nestorius

and

later

Theodore.
Jerome
eclectic

(Sophronius

exegete

who

Eusebius

borrowed

Rabbinic schools of exegesis.

Hieronymus,

from

the

ca.

Antiochene,

a remarkable

geography

was

commentaries
(374

)

his

lost

1.S

commentary

writings.

on Obadiah,
to us.

An

Alexandrian

and

He

the

knowledge of Palestinian

only

exegete

to write

although the first highly allegorical
Jerome

boasted

to Pammachius

two

commentary

that

his

second

(396) only took him a couple of nights and was based somewhat

on earlier authorities

(Origen), but mainly on rabbinical

Augustine of Hippo (354-430).
Christianity

than Jerome.

were well known.

exegesis.6

As the leading theologian of African

for more than 30 years, Augustine

and a hi storian
Pelagians

420).

As an inhabitant of Jerusalem in the latter

part of his career, he demonstrated
in

340-ca.

His struggles

was more of a theologian
against

the Donatists

Perhaps his most famous writing

is his City

of God, which also contains his only statements about Obadiah.
was a defense

of Christianity

against

the pagan

blame for the 410 sacking of Rome by the Goths.

This work

claim that God.was
Augustine

and

to

said that God

the Father' of Jesus Christ and His church are above being identified with
anyone

society,

culture or state.7

Haymo of Auxerre
catena,

were

commentary

widely

on Obadiah

(d. ca. 855).

circulated

from

is ascribed

His exegetical
the

to 12th

by the Migne

6 Jerome, In Abdiam, "Prologue,"
Kelly, Jerome: His Life
Writings.
Harper & Row, Pubs., 1975), 222.
t

7Lutheran Cyclopedia,

9th

61-2.

writings,

chiefly

centuries.

Patrology

to Haymo

His
of

CCL 76, 349-51; c f . J N. D.
and Controversies
(New York:
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(ca. 778-853).

Halberstadt
it belongs
ascribed

But Beryl Smalley has proved convincingly

of Auxerre.8

to Haymo

to Remigius

of Auxerre.

Others

of his writings

Haymo demonstrates

that

have also been

a heavy reliance on

Jerome at points.

(1096-1141).

Hugh of St. Victor
school

i

n

Paris

founding.
threes.

1125 towards

around

As a Victorine,
a number

un~verse

which

threefold:

the

was

in harmony
his

sense.

The historical

also demonstrate

of

that

the trinity

exposition

of

school s
t

and with

Scripture

the allegorical

sense must always

for the other senses.S

the foundation

in the Victorine

that all good things go in

with

the his tor ical/li teral sense,

tropological

teaching

beginning

he was persuaded

Therefore

itself.

Began

the

was

also

sense and

be established

His commentaries

the
as

were original but

continuity with Jerome on more technical matters and some

other expositions.
Rupert
theologian
death.

of

(1075/80-1129).

Deutz

An

born near Liege and appointed

In

occasional

addition
pieces)

to minor

and

versions

author of 'many theological
on Matthew,

the Apocalypse,

works

the Twelve

French

monastic

abbot of Deutz (1120) until his

(hymns,

of several

treatises.

important

letters,
saints

t

and

lives,

He wrote exegetical
Minor

Prophets,

some

short

he was

the

commentaries

and the Song of

SConcerning Haymo of Auxerre, the Migne edition cites Haymo of
Halberstadt
as the writer of the Obadiah commentary, but Beryl
Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (New York:
Philosophical
Library, 1952), 39, fn 3 points out that extensive
research has shown that Haymo of Auxerre is the true author and not
Haymo of Halberstadt.
She refers us to E. Riggenbach, "Hi.st . Studien
zum Hebraerbrief," Forschung. z. Gesch. des neutest. Kanons, ed. T.
Zahn, viii (Leipzig, 1907), 41-201.

9Cf. Smalley, 83-106 for further information.
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Songs.

Especially noteworthy

the Anulus
insight

or Dialogue

into

theological

for our discussion

Between

a Christian

the Jewish-Christian

debate

~s the fact that he wrote

and

of

a Jew which

the twelfth

concerns and methods were deeply influenced

his exegesis,

as with other Medieval

commentators,

provides

century.

His

by Augustine

demonstrates

and

Jerome's

influence at many points.m
Nicolaus
exegete

de Lyra

originally

administrative
established

(Lyranus , Lyre,

from

positions

reputation

Lyre
in

ca.

rn Normandy,
his

at the

order.

Sorbonne

1270-1349).
who

rose

Already
and

later

an

A

Franciscan

quickly

1309 he

became

the

Provincial for Paris (1319-1324) and then for Burgundy (1325).
the most

influential

exegetes

to

of his day he made extensive

Jews.

he was also actively

engaged

in disproving

had

an

Minister
As one of

use of the

Jewish scholar Rashi in his magnwn opus, the Postil1a Litteralis,
elsewhere

high

although

the exegesis of the

His literal exegesis of the text was lauded by Luther who consulted

Lyra extensively.
;-'lartin
Luther
university

(1483-1546).

of Wittenberg

chiefly

through

literal

mearn.ng of

implicit meaning.
by introductions

a return

who

Augustinian

sought a reformation

to Scripture.

the text,

but

he appended

of

Luther often

often

His 1525 commentary
which

monk and Professor

went

beyond

at the

the Roman

church

insisted

on the

its explicit

on Obadiah was supplemented

and
later

an 1532 and 1545, both of which

similar in content and form to each other.

are

As noted before, he consulted

Lyra and also Jerome and the Jewish commentators

to arrive at his literal

10Dictionary of the Middle Ages, vol. 10, ed. Joseph R. Strayer
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1988), 570.
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exposition

of the text.

John Calvin

(1509-1564).

A Swiss theologian

Luther, but who also departed
with the Roman church.
Biblical
points,

and his
one

sovereignty

favoring a more radical

but

on Obadiah

1S

to notice

his

help

and glory. a later hallmark

may have been influenced
His conservative

influenced by
break

While his theological orientation was consistently

commentary

cannot

from Luther

heavily

quite

close

emphasis

style

more

15

on

of the reformed movement.

by Luther, but he also utilized

exegetical

to Luther'

was marked

anything more of the text or its isagogics

by his

5

at

God's
Calvin

Jewish sources.

reluctance

to say

than was provided.

Jewish Interpreters
Apocrypha

were those books

the Old Testament

that are not

provide valuable information
its interpretation

extend

on intertestamental

text.

life and interpretation

These

Jewish writings.

They are another

valuable

These

Aramaic

paraphrases

of the Old Testament

The most important

The Targumim

They span

resource

some

for Jewish

before the Mishnah and Talmud carne into existence.

(ca. 1st or 2nd c.) and Targum
c.).

of

books

although

arose

from

supply

are the Targum Onkelos
Jonathan

scholars

the

oral

Scriptures which had become necessary

since the days of the Exile when Aramaic became the dominant
Palestine.

verSlon

Judaism, its history and

the 2nd c. B.C. to the 2nd. c. A.D.

past this point.

interpretation

found in the Hebrew

were also non-canonical

from around

Targum.

in the Septuagint

of Scripture.

Pseudepigrapha
a period

contained

with

on the Pentateuch

on the Prophets
information

language in

(completed

on the Hebrew

5th
text
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employed

by the early

Synagog

and

on their

interpretations

of va r i ous

passages .11
Mishnah

primary postbiblical
preserves

became

the

source of Jewish law as developed in the Talmud.

It

a collection

commentators
agriculture
relations;

The Mishnah

(ca. 200 A.D.).

before

of the halakic

liturgy;

(4) jurisprudence:

traditions

of the tannaim

It is divided

the 2nd c.).

and daily

of Judah ha-Nasi

(2) Sabbath

(Jewish

into six orders:

and festivals;

(1)

(3) marital

(5) Temple sacrifices and dietary practices;

and (6) ritual purity.
Talmud
discussions
Jewish

(200-500

A

A.D.).

and commentary

doctors active

body

of

on the Mishna

literature

compr1s1ng

by the Amoraim

from the time of the conclusion

the

who were

the

of the Mishna

to

about the end of the fifth century A.D.

The Talmud formulated every facet

of Jewish life by providing

commentary

on both Halakah and Haggada.

Sages

oral traditions

justified

included
(Middoth).
order

to

the Jewish

in the Talmud
They

through

also were

continue

its

the use

constantly

relevance

to

which

preceded

of elaborate

reformulating
each

succeeding

situation.' There are two Talmudoth,

the Babylonian

the Jerusalem

The former

overwhelmingly
Midrash.

Talmud

(400 A. D. ) .

Pesikta

"ce ,

tradition

in
and

(500 A.D.) and

is the one

that

shaped Judaism.
A term

or title

ancient, which contain scriptural
and sometimes,

rules

generation

Talmud

however

them and was

exegetical
that

The

for those

Li terary

interpretations

works,

some quite

of the haggadic material

although more rarely, the halakic material.
(de

Rab

Lutheran

Kahana,

ca.

Cyclopedia,

8th

90-1.

c.

but

date

1S

unclear).

A
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collection

of 32 homilies

important

Sabbath

differentiated

which grew out of discourses
Followed

celebrations.

from

the older Pesikta

Both are similar however

by Pesikta

for festivals and
Rabbati

by the appellation

which

is

"the Great."

in that they are a collection of homilies

for the

fes t i va ls and special Sabbaths .12
Saadiah

(ben Joseph)

Gaon

(882-942).

Born and

raised

later settling in Babylonia where he became the head (gaon)
of Sura.

He was one of the great leaders, philosophers

his day who
rationalism
(between

defended
and

Babylonian

individualism

talmudic

which

occurred

the 7th and 11th centuries) .13

Beliefs and Opinions

Judaism

which constitutes

His magnum

of the academy

and halakhists

from

during

in Egypt,

the attacks

the gaonic

of
of

period

opus is the Book of

the first systematic

presentation

of Judaism as a rational body of beliefs. 14
Rashi
commentary

(Solomon

Isaac,

1040-1105)

on the Bible and the Babylonian

and ever Slnce.

but also incorporated

expositions.

followed exerted

of

Troyes,

Prance.

Talmud was popular

Rashi brought a much more literal interpretation

to his commentaries
an these

ben

a great

midrashic

If not he himself,
influence

the

on Christian

commentary

school

in his day
(peshat)
(derash)

of Rashi

scholarship,

His

which

especially

12This material on the early Jewish commentators was partly taken
from Hermann L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash
(Atheneum, NY: Temple Book, 1983 (Original copyright 1931 by the
Jewish
Publication
Society
of America)
and the glossary
in
Contemporary
Jewish Religious Thought, Arthur A. Cohen and Paul
Mendes-Flohr, eds. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1987).
13Cf. Contemporary

Jewish Religious

Thought,

214.

14Cf. Saadia Gaon: The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. by
Samuel Rosenblatt, Yale Judaica Series, vol. 1, (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1948), xxiii-xxxii.
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with Nicolaus

de Lyra.

Lbn Ezra

philosopher,

(Abraham:

astronomer

1098-1164)

was

and physician.iS

a

poet,

g rarnmar i an , exegete,

He was not an itinerant

until he left Spain (1140) to travel through Italy and France.
and gr amma r were hi s main concerns
the

text while

maintaining

in determining

the positions

of

scholar

Etymology

the literal meaning

the rabbis

of

in the

legal

known as Rambam;

1135-

sections .16
Moses
1204).

Maimonides

As a Spanish,

was perhaps
people.

the

(Moses

ben Maimon;

and later Egyptian,

rabbinic

pcs t+t a Imud i c spiritual

greatest

He was also both a philosopher

such as the Commentary

on the Mishnah,

provide

intellectual

a comprehensive

also

authority,

Maimonides

leader

the Jewish

and a physician
and the Guide

and practical

whose writings,

of the Perplexed,

program of Judaism.

Dav .i d Ki mhi (Radak : ca. 1160-1235) was a grammarian
Narbonne,

France.

His commentaries

text utilizing philological
His

philosophical

commentaries
Christian

and

stress

of

and exegete from

the literal

aspects

analysis as opposed to homiletical

polemical

as he struggled

ideas

with Jewish

also

find

existence

a

of the

commentary.

place

1n the midst

1n

his

of the

~mpire.

Abrabane1

(Isaac ben Judah;

15Jacob Mi1grom, Leviticus
York: Doubleday, 1991), 64.

1437-1508)17 began as a treasurer

for

1-16, Anchor Bible Series, vol. 3 (New

16Ibid.
i7These are the dates according to Mi1grom, 65, but Contemporary
Religious Jewish Thought, eds. Arthur A. Cohen and Paul Mendes-Flohr
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1987), 1077 provides the dates c.
1460 -after 1523.
Most of the information in this glossary on the
medieval Jewish commentators was gleaned from these two works.
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Alfonso

V of

Portugal

and

later

Isabella

of Castille

in 1484.

rest

the

population,

of

Jewish

commentary on the Torah,

entered

the

s er v i ce of

When he was expelled

and other

he

went

to

exegetical

Italy
works.

Ferdinand

from Spain with
where

he wrote

and
the
his

APPENDIX
The

following

disagreements
four questions

between

charts

provide

a

A
summary

Jewish and Christian

asked concerning

Theme:

the various

Obadiah:

of

the

agreements

scholars regarding

and

each of the

themes:

The Man and His Times

Jewish

Christian

was Ahab's
Question 3: Obadiah
steward - followed by early rabbis
up through Rashi

Obadiah as Ahab's steward - agreed
to by Ephraem
Syrus,
Jerome.
Haymo, Hugh. Rupert, Lyra.

We cannot say for sure who he was
- Kimhi, Ibn Ezra, Abrabanel

We cannot say for sure - Calvin

No agreement

Obadiah lived in the
century
Cyril.
Theodoret

Theme:

=

Edom

=

Edom = geographical land south of
Israel which was Israel's enemy

personification

Edom
=
oppression

Question 1: Edom
geographical
land south of Israel which was
Israel's enemy
Question 2: Edom
of oppression

early 8th
Theodore.

Question 3: Geography
rough, ruddy and red

of Edom was

Geography
and red

Question 4: Called political Rome
and the ecclesiastical Rome of the
Christians "Edom"

personification

of

of Edom was rough, ruddy

Called the flesh, heretics and the
Jews "Edom"
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Theme: Lex Talionis
Question

1: "Measure for measure"

"Measure for measure"

Question 2: Retributive principle
that
promotes
fairness
and
restrains revenge

Retributive
principle
that
promotes fairness and restrains
revenge

Question 4: Politically: Applied
it figuratively in the sense of a
monetary
interpretation.
Spiritually: God would act out the
tal.ion on Christians
who were
persecuting the Jewish people.

Politically: Applied it literally,
although it was to be executed by
the state. Spiritually: God would
carry out the talion against the
Jews and the heretics
who had
persecuted the church.

Theme: Cup of wrath
Question 1: A cup of wine which
would be drunk on Mount Zion

All agreed it was a cup of wine
being drunk on Mount Zion except
Luther who interpreted
it as a
boiling pot

Question 2: Poison or intoxicant
which served as a talion tool

Va r i0 use
mp has e s :
w rat h ,
intoxication.
celebration,
consumption,
all
of
which
culminated in its use as a talion
tool

Question
enem1es

Applied

4:

Applied

to

present

to present

enemies

Theme: Day of Yahweh
Question

1: Day of Yahweh

Day of Yahweh

Question 2: Fulfilled in the near
future of each interpreter

Agreed on Day of Yahweh taking
place in the near future but also
taking
place
on
the
final
eschatological day.

Question 4: Applied to the "Edam"
of the day (Rome or Christians)

Applied to the "Edom" of the day-the flesh, the heretics and the
Jews, but also looked toward final
vindication on the last day
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Theme: Zion
Question L: Zion = mountain on
which the holiness of Yahweh dwelt
and also the geographical city of
Jerusalem located in Palestine

Zion - mountain
on which
the
holiness of Yahweh dwelt and also
the geographical city of Jerusalem
located in Palestine

Question 2: Still awaiting
the
fulfillment
of
salvation
on
earthly
Mt.
Zion
which
is
Jerusalem (only "Now" fulfillment)

Fulfillment of salvation on Zion
occurred already with the church
(or at the time of Zerubabel, cf.
Jerome) but still also looking
forward to future fulfillment in
heaven
("Now
and
not
yet"
fulfillment)

Question
4: Earthly
Zion
was
pointed to as Israel's true home
and the center of salvation an
Israel's future.

The Church is spiritual Israel's
home and the heavenly Zion is the
focus for its hope in the future.

Theme: The Land
Question

1: Land

=

Palestine

Question 2: In the fulfillment
Israel would possess the Land in
"not
yet"
a
literal
way
(a
fulfillment)

Some disagreement
with Jews on
"Sepharad" and "the Sons of Israel
who are Canaani tes" but agreed
that the land referred
to was
Palestine
Antiochenes
believed 1n literal
fulfillment
but
one
which
occ urr ed
immed iat e1y
a fte r
Israel's return from Babylon
Pointing to the Jewish absence
from
the
land,
the
majority
believed
1n
a
spiritual
fulfillment already accomplished
where the church has spread out
over
the
whole
earth
and
"possessed"
it. This possession
would come to its consummation at
Christ's second coming (a "now and
not yet" fulfillment)

Question 4: Prov ided a hope for
the future at a time when the
present was not very promising

Applied
it
to
the
spiritual
possession of the flesh by Christ;
heretics and Jews overcome by the
church, that Christianity
would
overcome all of these.
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Theme: Kingship of Yahweh
Question 1: Kingship will belong
to Yahweh

Kingship will belong to Yahweh

Question 2: Obadiah's
concerning the promise
kingship of Yahweh will
fulfillment in the future
Messiah establishes his
here on earth centered
political Israel.

prophecy
of the
come to
when the
kingdom
in geo-

Obadiah's prophecy concerning the
kingship of Yahweh 1S already
fulfilled in Jesus Christ.
And
so, the Church already inherits
God's kingdom
as
it
spreads
throughout the world.
It also
looks towards Christ's second
coming when Jesus will usher in
His kingdom with power.

Question 4: Hope only centered 1n
the future.

We are already a part of the
kingdom now, and are victorious
over all of the Lord's enemies,
but
still
await
the
final
consummation in the future.
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